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Preface

The Centre for Study of Society and Secularism had planned an 
All India seminar on "Gandhi and Communal Harmony" during 
the centenary year of Gandhi's birth. We decided to hold this 
seminar as Gandhi's life was dedicated to, among other causes, the 
cause of communal harmony. Many noted academics and activists 
participated in the seminar. As there were some good papers 
presented, the Centre decided to collect these papers so as to have 
a wider reach to the people in India as well as abroad.

We are grateful to the Gandhi Peace Foundation for agreeing 
to publish this collection. I am also indebted to Shri S.K. Bandho- 
padhyaya for suggesting this. My thanks are also due to 
R. Ramanathan for assisting me with the editing of the book, 
especially in its technical aspects.

I am also grateful to all the contributors of this volume, many 
of whom readily agreed to revise or rewrite their papers presented 
in the seminar. This has certainly enhanced the value of this 
volume.

Bombay
15 February 1997 Asghar Ali Engineer
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Introduction

Asghar AM Engineer

G a n d h i 'S CONTRIBUTION TO establishing communal har
mony has been seminal, as far as India is concerned. India owes 
much to this great son of hers in this regard.

Gandhi had understood that this great country cannot stay 
together unless its two principal communities, namely the Hindus 
and the Muslims, coexist in harmony. Historical occurrences in the 
past decade or so on the sub-continent are a testimony to this fact. 
Consider, for example, the revolt by the population of East Bengal 
against Pakistan. Then there are the travails of Sri Lanka. The 
Sinhalese and the Tamils have been at war with each other and the 
small island nation is in dire straits.

In such times, Gandhi's views on secularism are very relevant.
However, these views on secularism and communal harmony 

are controversial. This is not surprising. For any complicated 
situation, there cannot be any remedy which is non-controversial. 
Quite inevitably, there are innumerable approaches to its solution.

The leaders of the Indian National Congress had adopted, 
from its very inception, secularism as its political creed. However, 
secularism was never defined properly. The founders of the 
Congress were a Westernized elite and had adopted secularism as 
a political creed under the influence of the West. Yet religion being 
an overwhelming reality in Indian society, it was impossible for 
them to disregard it. Thus there existed an uneasy ambiguity 
about "secularism" until the Mahatma appeared on the scene.
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Gandhi had his finger on the pulse of the Indian society. He 
defined secularism in purely Indian terms. He drew the concept 
from the indigenous tradition of Sarva Dharma Sambhava, a concept 
violently rejected by many Westernized secularists. They even 
described this concept as "reactionary." But for Gandhi it had 
great relevance. When he led the freedom struggle, India was 
essentially a peasant society and not an industrialised modern 
nation. Any indifference to religion or a wall of separation between 
religion and state would have been rejected by its people. Who 
knew this better than Gandhi who had donned a peasant's "dhoti" 
(loin cloth).

Here it must be understood that both secularism and the 
nation-state with its democratic set-up had been, historically 
speaking, outside its experiential context. People of India had 
lived, for centuries, under feudal dispensation. Even democracy, 
(let alone secular nation-state), was not their forte. Gandhi therefore 
created a new political idiom, religious and yet secular in its 
essence. It was much more indigenous and better appreciated by 
the people. The Westernized elite remained quite sceptical about 
this idiom. It even thought it would promote sectarianism and 
religious fanaticism. Some even maintained that Gandhi's concept 
of Ram Rajya alienated the Muslims from the political mainstream 
but forgot that he raised the issue of Khilafat with great vigour, 
thus endearing the Congress to the Muslim masses.

It can be argued that Gandhi was a great failure on every front. 
He neither succeeded in establishing communal harmony nor 
could he eliminate violence from public life. In fact, he himself met 
with violent death. Apparently these arguments appear to be quite 
"weighty" but are not really so.

First, Gandhi was nothing if not an idealist, though he was 
confronted with pragmatic situations as a leader of a political 
movement. He did take a pragmatic stand but without giving up 
his idealism as an ultimate goal. Idealism never succeeds in this 
complex world in all its purity. Idealism can succeed only if all 
human persons give up their vested interests and behave as selfless 
entities. This does riot happen in the real world. No wonder, then, 
that the prophets, seers, and visionaries who walked on this earth 
never realised their goal. Gandhi also did not.

Secondly, the political situation, as the hour of freedom drew 
near, became increasingly complex. There was no easy way out for 
equitable sharing of power between the elites of the two com
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munities. The ambitions and interests clashed head-on. In such a 
situation, the voice of sanity was at a discount. Gandhi had used 
religion to arouse noble sentiments of human freedom, dignity, 
and peace. But the vested interests from both sides misused religion 
to arouse highly explosive negative sentiments to serve their 
partisan purposes. It was a gross misuse of religion.

Gandhi seemed to become totally irrelevant when the hour of 
freedom dawned. Even the Congress leaders ignored him. But he 
was highly relevant in his own way. He devoted himself with 
unusual energy to put out fires of raging hatred and violence in 
Noakhali, in Bihar, and in Calcutta. He acted, and quite effectively 
so, as a "one-man army" of peace. He succeeded in restoring 
sanity in some of these places, often staking his life to do so. No 
other nationalist leader can boast of this unique achievement.

Idealism has both its strength and weakness. It seems to fail in 
the immediate situation in view of the underlying complexities. 
This is its primary weakness. Yet it seems to guide humanity in the 
longer periods and therein lies its strength—to aim for higher 
things and to serve as an inspiration for the people. Likewise with 
Gandhi. Although he failed in his lifetime, he continued to inspire 
us with his ideals. And that is his main strength.

It is therefore necessary to critically assess his ideas and ideals. 
This volume on Gandhi's ideas on commual harmony is being 
published with this view. Various scholars, Gandhian and others, 
who had participated in the seminar on "Gandhi and Communal 
Harmony," have contributed to it. There are those who are 
supportive of Gandhi's idea on communal harmony and also 
those who are critical of him in this respect. Thus the attempt is to 
present a balanced picture of this great political thinker and activist 
of pre-Independence India whose relevance can be challenged but 
cannot be ignored.

Asghar Ali Engineer argues that Gandhi laid great stress on 
inner sincerity. For him, mere externals of faith may be necessary 
but certainly not sufficient. Most of the people tend to equate 
religion with externals. Mahatma Gandhi did not care for externals 
and rituals. He hardly ever visited temples. Yet he considered 
himself an orthodox Hindu. He therefore advised Hindus and 
Muslims to be concerned with the voice of their inner self. He thus 
wrote in Young India in its 26 January 1922 issue:

. . .  But this self-realization is impossible, if the strong become brutes
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and tread upon the weak. Then, they must be trodden under by the 
stronger. Hence if the Hindus and Musalmans really wish to live as 
men of religion, they must develop strength from within. They must 
be both strong and humble.

Engineer also points out:

. . .  what is needed is critical evaluation of Gandhi's ideas, rather than 
outright rejection or uncritical support. Much has changed since 
Gandhi died and all his ideas need to be seen in the West as a product 
of its own history of long-lasting conflict with the Church, also, due 
to industrialization and technological changes the West went through 
a long period of secularization which ultimately made large areas of 
life off limit for clerical authorities and religious laws.

M.N. Srinivas in his paper "Gandhi's Religion" points out:

Religion was central to Gandhi's life, thought, and work and he 
regarded politics as applied religion.

He also draws our attention to a significant fact that he (Gandhi)

was proud of Hinduism but it did not prevent him from rejecting and 
criticising several institutions, ideas, and beliefs which Hindus would 
ordinarily regard as part of their religion. For instance, he not only 
rejected untouchability but fought against it all his life, and the 
constitutional banning of untouchability and subsequent legislation 
making its practice an offence owed a great deal to the public 
opinion he built over the decades against it.

Srinivas quotes B.R. Nanda, a distinguished biographer of 
Gandhi, to the effect that

Gandhi's concept of religion had little in common with what generally 
passes for organised religion: dogmas, rituals, superstition, and 
bigotry. Indeed, shorn of these accretions, Gandhian religion was 
simply an ethical framework for the conduct of daily life.

Such a religion cannot be conducive to exploitation by powerful 
vested interests. Gandhi's religion, it will thus be seen, is quite 
radical, even subversive of religious establishment. Such an 
approach to religion will seriously weaken communalisrrL
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D.R. Goyal, in his contribution "Gandhi's Approach to 
Communal Harmony/' points out:

At a time when Gandhi's name is sought to be exploited for promotion 
of chauvinistic concepts of Swadeshi, patriotism, and national 
sovereignty—while, in the same breath pressing for attitude of 
counter-belligerence towards Pakistan and for providing nuclear 
teeth to India's armed force—, it is important to recall that Gandhi's 
nationalism and patriotism was vastly different from the mindset 
reflected by this section. He insisted on being recognised as a world 
citizen. In other words, his concept of Swadeshi and national interest 
could not be in conflict with the interest of other nations or of 
humanity at large. His concept of communal harmony, as such, was 
not confined to India. It was integral to his concept of harmony in all 
humankind, and beyond it in all creation.

Throwing light on the failure of Gandhi to achieve his goal of 
communal unity, Goyal says:

He [Gandhi] was, however, overtaken by events. The leaders of 
struggle were enticed by the Government of India Act of 1935 into 
electoral politics, and Gandhi's grand project of moving the masses at 
the grassroot level got scuttled. Power nexus became the basis of 
communal unity in place of unity through common action and service. 
The inevitable result was bargaining in the name of communities that 
undid most of the work done by Gandhi between early twenties and 
mid-thirties.

Goyal also holds the RSS and the Jamait-e-Islami movements 
for failure of Gandhi's concept of communal harmony. He says:

What dealt a telling blow was the emergence of two ideological 
movements—the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) and the Jamait- 
e-Islami—working surreptitiously and injecting divisive poison in 
the nation's blood stream. At a time wheR the ideas of common 
nationhood were taking root, almost unchallenged, the RSS came up 
with the audacious declaration that India has been, has to be, and will 
be a Hindu Rashtra. Neither the slogan nor the organization, formally 
launched in 1925, was taken serious note of by anybody at that time.

At about the same time, its ideological Muslim cousin was 
launched in Egypt under the name and style of Ikhwan-ul-Muslimeen 
which postulated that Muslims could not be based on tenets of Islam. 
It challenged the idea of common interests as well as the common 
essence of all religions. As such, it opposed the idea of nationalism
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itself which it understood only in terms of the European developments 
without caring to consider the alternative non-combative concept of 
Gandhi which was influencing the nationalist movements in the 
colonies.

Tracing early influences of communal harmony on Gandhi's 
mind, Sadiq Ali, in his piece "The Communal Problem," says:

Gandhi imbibed some of its essentials even when he was yet in his 
teens, he came to respect all religions. The call of communal harmony 
evoked his warm response. Both in England where he went for his 
studies and in South Africa where his various experiments started, he 
made a deep study of his own and other main religions. It was not 
exactly a comparative study but an urge to know the truth. There was 
rivalry among religions, each claiming a superior revelation of God, 
Truth or ultimate reality. The question was whether they could all co
exist peacefully. If there were basic differences at the highest or 
deepest level of religious or spiritual thought, co-existence will be 
difficult and there might be perpetual strife. Gandhi came to the 
conclusion after deep and reverent study of all major religions that 
basically their teachings were similar and they all aimed at the same 
goal.

Thus it will be seen that in the case of Gandhi, co-existence of 
different religions or communal harmony was not mere political 
expediency but a matter of deeper conviction. He did believe in 
communal harmony much before he assumed leadership of the 
Indian freedom movement. That Gandhi believed in composite 
culture is shown by his own writings, two of which are quoted by 
Sadiq Ali. Gandhi says:

Indian culture stands for synthesis of the different cultures that have 
come to stay in India, that have influenced Indian life, and that, in 
their turn, have themselves been influenced by the spirit of the soil. 
This synthesis will naturally be of the Swadeshi type where each 
culture is assured its legitimate place.

In another piece of writing, Sadiq Ali points out that Gandhi 
observed:

Indian culture is therefore Indian. It is neither Hindu, nor Islamic, nor 
any other wholly. It is a fusion of all and essentially eastern. And 
everyone who calls himself or herself an Indian is bound to treasure 
that culture, be its trustee, and resist any attack upon it.
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Gandhi was undoubtedly a great votary of secularism, but on 
his own terms. K. Raghavendra Rao, in his paper "Modern Society 
and Modern Secularism: A Gandhian Problematique," points out:

The term "secularism" appears nowhere as a significant notion in 
Gandhi's massive writings, though as we shall see later, the idea 
itself is central to Gandhi's theory and programme of communal 
harmony. The importance of retrieving the Gandhian notion of 
communal harmony as grounded in a secular soil is all the greater 
today when religious fundamentalism of the Hindu majority, at least 
at the level of articulated politics, if not at the level of everyday 
existence of Hindu masses, is on the rise.

It is indeed ironical that while religious fundamentalism is on 
the rise—with religion as a valuable source for scoring political 
points—, it is spurned by many. Gandhi, through his deep 
religiosity, tried to prove that religious extremism and sectarian 
dogmatism can best be fought with true religiosity as it inculcates 
tolerance and humility.

There has been a controversy among the academics and social 
scientists about strengthening of religious and caste identities in 
modern India, while it was expected that these identities will be 
diluted with secularization of society. It is true that secularization 
of society has not, and cannot, proceed along straight line. A social 
reformer and a political leader has to devise his own strategies to 
face the concrete social realities, especially if the society happens 
to be overwhelmingly rural as it was in Gandhi's time. Discussing 
this question, Madhuri Santanam Sondhi, in her paper on "Res
toring a Strained Relationship: Conditions for Communal Harmony 
in Gandhi and Mallik," writes:

The archetypal Indian village, like villages in most countries, exhibited 
features of mutual cooperation and sharing, in which castes and 
communities participated despite their nuanced taboos and 
hierarchies. In other words, even if they were caste-ridden, they were 
not necessarily communal. Gandhi had a plan to reform the caste- 
system through universalizing manual and "pollutant" labour, that 
is, he wished to remove the basis for the dehumanizing inequalities 
while retaining the cohesiveness of the groups. He intuitively 
understood that when identities develop larger territorial dimensions 
or intensity, or when individuals experience rootlessness as in anomic 
urban conditions, they undergo distortions and become susceptible 
to flare-ups. Certainly the relatively stable Indian villages have, on 
the whole, exhibited more communal harmony than the volatile
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towns. Thus even though Gandhi may be critiqued for his idealization 
of the Indian village, he was not unaware of the ugly aspects of caste 
rigidities. Rather he grounded his theory on the cooperative style of 
village life, its mutual help and sharing even within the unequal 
structure. On the whole, therefore, from such a point of view, Hindu- 
Muslim conflict could be perceived embryonically as an unforeseen 
offshoot of British civilizational interference in India, paving the way 
for more deliberate political exploitation later.

Discussing Gandhian concept of nonviolence, Iqbal Ansari 
feels that Gandhian nonviolence made Hindus feel emaciated. 
Hindu-Muslim relations perhaps would have been on even keel, if 
it were not so. He gives more importance to some sort of a code of 
conduct. Thus Dr Ansari observes:

If Hindus and Muslims under the leadership of Gandhi had agreed to 
stricty abide by the code of conduct of war or violent domestic 
conflict, communal riots could have been avoided. Instead, Gandhi's 
advocacy of extreme form of nonviolence made large sections of 
Hindus feel that this doctrine had led to their emaciation. It did not 
elicit a positive response from the Muslims either. And thus the cause 
of peace suffered and continues to suffer.

The role of religion has always been a source of controversy. 
The rationalists and secularists often find it a potent source of 
trouble, whereas believers seek spiritual guidance through it. 
Gandhi was a great votary of religion and believed in common 
essence of all religions. On the other hand, the Hindu-Muslim 
conflict is also ascribed by many to the fact that they followed 
different religions and insisted on superiority of their respective 
religions. Why this conflicting view of religion?

Bimal Kumar and Vandana Gaur point out in their contribution 
"A Framework for Understanding Gandhian Approach towards 
Communal Harmony" that

religion is not only an incorporeal or ethereal essence. It is also a 
social formation and like all other social formations it also becomes 
an instrument of good and non-good and also a source of corporeal 
identity.

And because of these two elements of religion, maintain Kumar 
and Vandana,

two processes come to work simultaneously, i.e., it takes individuals
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to higher levels of consciousness and the other brings society to the 
average level of consciousness. Great saints generally adhere to the 
essence and hence transcend the organised form of religion, whereas 
for average mortal social formations based on religion could become 
source of conflict.

Was Gandhi always absolutely impartial when it came to the 
Hindu-Muslim question, particularly to riots between the two 
communities? It is the conviction of this writer that it was so. But 
some would like to believe that it was not so. Meeta and Rajivlochan 
throw light in their paper entitled "Some Antinomies in Under
standing Communal Stress" on the Kohat riot of 1924.

Some Arya Samajists of Kohat in the North-West Frontier 
Province (NWFP) composed a poem ridiculing Islam and the 
Muslims retaliated against the Hindu community of Kohat. Hindus 
were in a minority in that village and they had to flee from there. 
Gandhi blamed Muslims for violence, whereas many Muslims 
insisted that the Hindus were to blame. Meeta and Rajiv write:

What Gandhi left unsaid was that Muslims too suffered at the hands 
of Hindus. At least twice he noticed the existence of what he dubbed 
a Muslim "organization" perpetrating violence against Hindus. 
Otherwise, he seemed to reason, how was it possible that so many 
Hindus got hurt in communal violence? When asked to provide 
evidence, or to explain his sources for such an accusation, Gandhi 
backed out. Asked if he could notice a "Hindu" organization attacking 
Muslims and their shrines, Gandhi could with great confidence say, 
"no," though he did not possess, as far as we know, any evidence for 
or against such denial either.

Perhaps Gandhi had natural sympathy with minorities, be it a 
Hindu or Muslim one. Gandhi often staked his own life to save 
Muslim minority in north India and it was for this sympathy with 
the Muslim minority that a Hindu fanatic shot him dead. It is quite 
likely that Gandhi tried to sympathise with the Hindu minority of 
Kohat.

The Ali brothers had great admiration for Mahatma Gandhi. 
In fact, it was Muhammad Ali who called Gandhi a Mahatma. But, 
then, they fell out in the aftermath of the Khilafat movement. 
Maulana Muhammad Ali became quite critical of Gandhi's app
roach to the Hindu-Muslim problem. Abida Samiuddin examines 
in detail this question in her paper "Gandhi and Muhammad Ali: 
From Communal Harmony to Communal Differences."
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The Khilafat committee, Ms Samiuddin observes, had become 
almost indistinguishable from the Congress committees in many 
areas during the hey days of the Khilafat movement. Maulana 
Muhammad Ali had become a great votary of Gandhi who often 
used to address the former as “Maulana Sahib". But they fell out 
towards the end of the 1920s. Abida Samiuddin examines reasons 
for these differences in detail in her paper.

It is a well-known fact that Marxists had disagreed with Gandhi 
during the freedom movement for his nonviolent and non-class 
approach. He was even dubbed as "pro-landlord". But later, 
mainstream Marxists changed their attitude towards him and 
recognised his immense contribution to the Indian freedom struggle 
and his approach to communal harmony. However, still some 
Marxist intellectuals, especially those belonging to Marxist-Leninist 
groups, are highly critical of him. Amaresh Misra, a Marxist 
intellectual, critically evaluates Gandhi's role in his article "Gandhi: 
A Marxian Critique." According to Misra,

Most of his [Gandhi'sJ ideas appear dated . . .  even many of his 
followers are not serious about them, and in a society divided by 
multifarious divisions, the notions of class, social and gender harmony 
seem not only out of place, but in the interest of the dominant and the 
powerful. Yet it is these ideas that are commonly bandied about: it 
has almost become a fashion to quote Gandhi's views on the economy, 
society, humanity, even individual direction and social goal as 
convenient panaceas to modern evils.

Misra further adds:

In course of time, he has become a moral crusader whose ideological 
and philosophical views are put across precisely because they are 
harmless and have nothing pertinent to say about contemporary 
conditions.

It is a harsh judgement indeed but nevertheless it has some 
element of truth.

Kishen Pattnayak, also a Marxist, takes stock of Gandhian 
ideas in his contribution "Gandhi, Secularism, and Shudra Politics." 
Pattnayak writes:

Gandhi was undoubtedly a socialist; but his approach to the communal 
problem was, as already stated, religious. He appealed to the two
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levels of Indian consciousness: the religious and the nationalist. 
Unlike the secularists who suspect religion to be a source of communal 
politics, Gandhi arrogated to himself the status of a religious leader. 
As a symbol of Hindu religion, he stood head and shoulder above the 
Babas and Shankaracharyas of his day. He perhaps could not weaken 
Muslim communalism, but his success was one hundred per cent in 
reducing the political power of Hindu communalism to zero.

Perhaps everyone may not agree with Pattnayak but it is true 
that Gandhi delivered a great blow to Hindu communalism and at 
least made it impotent as far as nationalist movement was 
concerned. Due to that India chose to be secular even after the 
Partition.

Lastly, Susan Visvanathan throws light on Gandhi's relation
ship with Christianity and its profound influence on his outlook. 
She meaningfully titles her paper "Gandhi's Friendship with 
Christ's Faithful Apostle." Throwing light on the relationship 
between Gandhi and C.F. Andrews, she observes:

It is in relationship between politics and religion that C.F. Andrews 
and the Mahatma were in perfect accord. Andrews saw the roots of 
Ahimsa as a political doctrine implicit in the teachings of Hinduism, 
and a virtue which was the perfection of religious duty. The path of 
Ahimsa was of love and ordeal and C.F. Andrews saw how deeply it 
reflected Christ's teachings.

The sum-total of all these papers is that Gandhi was very 
closely related with the communal question in India. Undoubtedly 
it was his life mission to forge harmonious relationship between 
various religious communities, especially between Hindus and 
Muslims. His success or failure in this regard can hardly be 
measured in a linear way. Much will depend on who measures and 
how and also on how it is related to the context in which Gandhi 
operated as well as the political space that was available to him.

Gandhi's mission was neither a grand success nor a disastrous 
failure. It was rather a mission paved with noble intentions and 
along a thorny path. It is the purity and sincerity, not success or 
achievement, that should count. No mission, howsoever noble, 
ever succeeds in this world dominated by vested interests— 
religious, political, and economic.
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Gandhi, Religion, and 
Communal Harmony

Asghar Ali Engineer

A f t e r  FINISHING THE formal celebrations of the 125th birthday 
of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, it is an appropriate moment to 
take stock of Gandhi's views on religion and communal harmony, 
especially in the face of the rising tide of communalism and 
fundamentalism. Today Gandhi's views on religion and communal 
harmony are not known to the new generation. In fact, shockingly 
enough, many of the new generation are unaware that a person by 
the name Mahatma Gandhi lived and died for the freedom of our 
country. The younger generation mostly knows about Indira 
Gandhi or Rajiv Gandhi. This is shocking but nevertheless true. It 
is therefore necessary that we should know more and more about 
the Mahatma.

Yes, articles are being written on him from various angles. 
However, little is being written on his views on religion and 
communal harmony. It would therefore be quite relevant to take 
stock of his views on these important issues. Mahatma Gandhi 
was a great believer in religion and this was so in senses more than 
one. He was an extraordinary believer. His beliefs were not run-of- 
the-mill beliefs. He was highly proud of being a Hindu and yet he 
was far above an average Hindu. He never entertained blind faith. 
He also did not consider himself as only a Hindu. Thus he wrote in



Harijan in its issue of 27 April 1947:

It is because I am a Sandtani (orthodox) Hindu that I claim to be a 
Christian, a Buddhist, and a Muslim. Some Muslim friends also felt 
that I have no right to read Arabic verses from the Koran, but such 
people do not know that true religion transcends language and 
scripture. I do not see any reason why I should not read the Kalina, 
why I should not praise Allah, and why I should not acclaim 
Muhammad as His Prophet. I believe in all the great prophets and 
saints of every religion. I shall continue to ask God to give me the 
strength not to be angry with my accusers, but to be prepared even to 
die at their hands without wishing them ill.

He then goes on to say:

I claim that Hinduism is all-inclusive and I am sure that, if I live up to 
my convictions, I shall have served not only Hinduism but Islam also.

It is also to be noted that his being a Sandtani Hindu did not 
mean being against reason. On the contrary, he considers reason 
as absolutely necessary for any true religion. Also, he had very 
clear views about Islam. As he stated in the Harijan, 13 July 1940:

I claim to have studied the life of the Prophet and the Koran as a 
detached student of religion and I have come to the conclusion that 
the teaching of the Koran is essentially in favour of nonviolence. 
Nonviolence is better than violence, it is said in the Koran. Non
violence is enjoined as a duty; violence is permitted as a necessity. 1 
must refuse to sit in judgement on what the Prophet did. I must base 
my conduct on what the great teachers of the earth said, not what 
they did.

He then goes on to make a very insightful remark about the 
Prophet. Continuing his argument that Islam is a peace-loving 
religion, he said: "Prophethood came not from the wielding of the 
sword, it came from years of wrestling with God to know the truth. 
Erase these precious years of the great life, and you will have 
robbed the Prophet of his prophethood. It is these years of his life 
which made Muhammad a Prophet."

He again said in his speech at the AICC session held in Bombay 
in September 1940:

Islam means peace. That peace cannot be confined to the Muslims. It 
must mean peace for the whole world.

Gandhi, Religion, and Communal Harmony • 13
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Gandhi also lays great stress on inner sincerity. Mere externals 
of faith may be necessary but certainly not sufficient. Most of the 
people tend to equate religion only with the externals. Mahatma 
Gandhi did not care for externals and rituals. He hardly ever 
visited a temple. Yet he considered himself an orthodox Hindu. He 
therefore advised Hindus and Muslims to be concerned with the 
voice of their inner self. Thus he wrote in Young India of 26 January 
1922:

It will be an evil day for Musalmans, if, where they are in a minority, 
they have to depend for the observance of their religion upon Hindu 
goodwill and vice versa. Non-cooperation is a process of self- 
realization. But this self-realization is impossible, if the strong become 
brutes and tread upon the weak. Then, they must be trodden under 
by the stronger. Hence, if the Hindus and Musalmans really wish to 
live as men of religion, they must develop strength from within. They 
must be both strong and humble.

The Mahatma was an intensely religious person as he always 
heard his inner voice. He never used religion for political or any 
other interest. Here one has to understand that being religious 
does not mean being anti-secular. This point is often missed by 
many secularists who equate secularism to being either non-believer 
or indifferent to religion. Mahatma Gandhi was an orthodox Hindu 
and took pride in being so. Yet his secularism cannot be doubted.

One can find such examples among the Muslims too. Maulana 
Husain Ahmad Madani and Abul Kalam Azad were again intensely 
religious persons and yet one cannot doubt their commitment to 
secularism. Jinnah, Veer Savarkar, and others, on the other hand, 
were quite indifferent to religion, even secular and modernist in 
their outlook, and yet they promoted Muslim and Hindu commu- 
nalism. We will throw more light on this later.

Gandhi also took pains to study other scriptures and the lives 
of the founders of great religions to obtain first-hand knowledge of 
those religions. Thus Gandhi writes in Harijan in its issue dated 
28 October 1939, in reply to a letter from a Muslim:

I may say that I have reverently studied the works (the Koran and the 
life of the Prophet by Shibli Nomani and M. Sulaiman Nadvi) and 
also many other works on Islam. I have more than once read the 
Koran. My religion enables me, obliges me, to imbibe all that is good 
in all great religions of the earth. This does not mean that I must



accept the interpretation that my (Muslim) correspondent may put 
upon the message of the Prophet of Islam or any other prophet. I 
must use the limited intelligence that God has given me to interpret 
the teachings bequeathed to mankind by the prophets of the world. 
I am glad to find that my correspondent agrees that truth and 
nonviolence are taught by the Holy Koran. Surely it is for him, as for 
everyone of us, to apply these principles to daily life according to the 
light given to us by God.

It is seen here that Gandhi insists not only on studying other 
religions but also on interpreting them according to one's own 
light. Some might not concede this right to others. But to take this 
position would mean that religion has very limited scope and that 
it is capable of guiding only its followers (in the narrow sense of 
following). However, Gandhi qualifies his right to understand or 
interpret Islam or any other religion provided it is done reverentially 
and not in a hostile way. His own interpretation of the Koran thus 
suggests to him that "the teaching of the Koran is essentially in 
favour of nonviolence."

He also does not approve of selective quotes from a scripture 
to "prove" one's point against it. Thus he writes in Young India, 
dated 20 January 1927:

. . .  I do regard Islam to be a religion of peace in the same sense as 
Christianity, Buddhism, and Hinduism are. No doubt, there are 
differences in degree, but the object of these religions is peace. 1 know 
the passages that can be quoted from the Koran to the contrary. But so 
is it possible to quote passages from the Vedas to the contrary? What 
is the meaning of imprecations pronounced against the Anaryas? Of 
course, these passages bear today a different meaning, but at one 
time they did wear a dreadful aspect. What is the meaning of the 
treatment of "untouchables" by us Hindus? Let not the pot call the 
kettle black. The fact is that we are growing.

He also makes a significant observation about Islam and 
violence:

I have given my opinion that the followers of Islam are too free with 
the sword. But that is not due to the teaching of the Koran. That is 
due, in my opinion, to the environment in which Islam was born. 
Christianity has a bloody record against it, not because Jesus was 
found wanting but because the environment in which it spread was 
not responsive to his lofty teachings.
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Many modern scholars, who take a hostile attitude towards 
Islam or Christianity, fail to appreciate this relevant observation of 
Mahatma Gandhi. No religion, even a sociologist will bear it out, 
can be torn out of its socio-cultural context. Every religion, as any 
political ideology, has the birthmark of its society in which it is 
born.

Gandhi, writing in Young India of 25 September 1924, displays 
maximum catholicity when he says:

Why cannot the Hindus believe-in the divinity of the Koran and say 
with us that there is no god but God and Muhammad is His Prophet? 
Ours is not an exclusive religion, but it is essentially inclusive.

The formula . . .  might be good enough for the cultured few, but it 
would prove ineffective for the man in the street. . .  For the Hindus 
to expect Islam, Christianity, or Zoroastrianism to be driven out of 
India is as idle a dream as it would be for the Musalmans to have only 
Islam of their imagination rule the world. But if belief in one God and 
the race of His Prophet in a never-ending chain is sufficient for Islam, 
then we are all Musalmans, but we are also Hindus and Christians.

IT IS INTERESTING to note that Maulana Abul Kalam Azad also 
comes very close to the religious views of Gandhi. He also 
propounds, on the basis of the Holy Qur'an, the doctrine of what 
he calls Wahdat-e-Din that is essential unity of all religions. Maularia 
Azad has argued in favour of this doctrine extensively quoting 
from the Qur'anic verses. In fact, he devotes one full volume of his 
commentary on the Qur'an titled as "Tarjuman al-Qur'an" to 
dilate upon this theme. One can thus say that Mahatma Gandhi 
and Maulana Abul Kalam Azad have been very close to each other 
in their religious outlook. Both of them were also very close to 
religious thinkers like Nanak, Chishti, and Kabir.

Another great Sufi saint known as Nizamuddin Awliya of 
Delhi also used to proudly quote his teacher that there are as many 
ways of worshiping Allah as particles of sand on earth. Thus we 
have a very illustrious line of religious thinkers in India who 
transcended all narrow confines of traditional religious boundaries. 
Mahatma Gandhi and Maulana Azad were most recent among 
them. Gandhi, though an orthodox Hindu, was far from being 
irrational. In fact, he was not prepared to accept any authority, be
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it of even scriptures, if it conflicts with one's heart and mind. Thus 
writing in Young India of 8 December 1920 he observes:

I reject any religious doctrine that does not appeal to reason and is in 
conflict with morality . . .  Indeed, I would reject all authority if it is in 
conflict with sober reason or the dictates of the heart. Authority 
sustains and ennobles the weak when it is the handiwork of reason, 
but it degrades when it supplants reason sanctified by the still small 
voice within.

He maintained:

Scriptures cannot transcend reason and truth . . .  They are intended 
to purify reason and illuminate truth.

Gandhi makes an interesting distinction between what he calls 
idolatry and idol worship. He describes himself both "an idolater 
and an iconoclast" in what he conceives to be the true sense of the 
terms. Writing in Young India of 28 August 1924 he says:

I value the spirit behind idol worship. It plays most important part in 
the uplift of the human race. And I would like to possess the ability to 
defend with my life the thousands of holy temples which sanctify this 
land of ours. My alliance with the Musalmans presupposes their 
perfect tolerance for my idols and my temples.

He further continues:

I am an iconoclast in the sense that I break down the subtle form of 
idolatry in the shape of fanaticism that refuses to see any virtue in 
any other form of worshiping the deity, save one's own. This form of 
idolatry is more deadly for being more fine and evasive than the 
tangible and gross form of worship that identifies the deity with a 
little bit of a stone or a golden image.

He further very perceptibly remarks:

Idolatry is bad, not so idol worship. An idolator makes a fetish of his 
idol. An idol-worshipper sees God even in a stone and, therefore, 
takes the help of an idol to establish his union with God. Every Hindu 
child knows that the stone in the famous temple in Banaras is not 
Kashi Vishwanath. But he believes that the Lord of the Universe does
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reside specially in that stone. This play of imagination is permissible 
and healthy . . .  The sanctity is in my imagination. But that imagination 
brings about marvellous, concrete results. It changes men's lives. I 
am of the opinion that whether we admit or not, we are all idol- 
worshippers or idolators, if the distinction I have drawn is not 
allowed.

It is interesting to note that many Sufi saints in medieval ages 
thought alike. For instance, a noted Sufi saint of the eighteenth 
century, Mazhar Jan-i-Janan, in reply to a question whether Hindus 
should be treated as "kafirs" or not, replied that they should not be 
treated as "kafirs" as there is a basic difference in idol worshipping 
of the pre-Islamic Arabs and that of the Hindus in India. While the 
pre-Islamic Arabs, according to Mazhar Jan-i-Janan, considered 
those idols as God, the Hindus in India see only a reflection of God 
in them and hence they cannot be compared with the pre-Islamic 
Arabs.

Besides Mazhar Jan-i-Janan, many other Sufi saints also held 
similar views. Here one should also understand that "kufr" means 
hiding the truth. A "kafir" is one who either does not believe in 
God or rejects the truth brought by the messengers from God. 
Besides "kufr," the Quran condemns more vehemently what it 
calls "shirk," that is, associating partners or false gods with Him. 
In higher Hindu philosophy there is no concept of "shirk" either as 
what is emphasized is the abstract unity of God shorn of all 
attributes (described as neti, neti). Gandhi was also driving at the 
same point.

He thus writes in the Harijan of 23 February 1947:

1 ask you to accept the slavery of the one Omnipotent God, no matter 
by what name you address Him. Then you will bend the knee to no 
man or men.

He also makes candid remarks about Rama, which is quite 
relevant to the Ramjanmabhoomi-Babri Masjid controversy today. 
He says:

It is ignorance to say that 1 coupled Rama, a mere man, with God. 1 
have repeatedly made it clear that my Rama is the same as God. My 
Rama was before, is present now, and will be for all time. He is 
Unborn and Uncreated. Therefore you should tolerate and respect the



different faiths. I am myself an iconoclast, but I have equal regard for 
the so-called idolaters. Those who worship idols also worship the 
same God who is everywhere, even in a clod of earth, even in a nail 
that is pared off (emphasis supplied).

Thus it will be seen that Gandhi did not consider Rama as a 
man who was created or born at a particular place. Mahatma 
Gandhi, if he had been alive today, would not have approved at all 
of the entire Ramjanmabhoomi controversy—much less the demo
lition of Babri mosque which was an act of vandalism.

Mahatma Gandhi was totally opposed to destroying places of 
worship, temples, or mosques, as retaliation. He was firmly opposed 
to any such idea. Thus he writes in Young India dated 28 August 
1924:

The law of retaliation we have been trying since the day of Adam and 
we know from experience that it has hopelessly failed. We are groaning 
under its poisonous effect. Above all, the Hindus may not break 
mosques against temples. That way lies slavery and worse. Even 
though a thousand temples may be reduced to bits, I ivoidd not touch a single 
mosque and expect thus to prove the superiority of my faith to the so-called 
faith of fanatics . . .  Hindus will not defend their religion or their temples by 
seeking to destroy mosques, and thus proving themselves as fanatical as the 
fanatics who have been desecrating temples (emphasis supplied).

In fact, if Mahatma Gandhi's version of extremely tolerant 
Hinduism had prevailed, our country would not have undergone 
the communal disaster it faced after the demolition of Babri Masjid 
at the instance of the VHP-BJP. In fact, what the VHP is propagating 
is what Gandhi denounced as fanaticism. In such matters of 
fanaticism, Gandhi spares neither Hindus nor Muslims.

Thus it will be seen that Mahatma Gandhi's way of promoting 
communal harmony was to emphasise tolerance of others' ways of 
believing and worshipping. It is true that communalists preach 
intolerance and hatred against people of other faiths and com
munities but there is more to communalism than mere hatred and 
intolerance. Above all, there is struggle for power, and religion is 
used as a mobilizing force by the communalists. In order to create 
communal harmony, this factor has to be taken into account.

Many people today, especially those who have no faith in 
religion, are severely criticising Gandhi for his Ram-Rahim 
approach. Their secularism is quite indifferent, if not hostile, to
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religion. They consider Gandhi's approach as facile and non- 
effective. They feel that this approach has totally failed.

Some others feel that as long as we talk of Hindus and Muslims 
as two different communities, we are not going to succeed. Separate 
identities should go and only one's Indianness or Bharatiyata should 
be emphasised to forge true unity, and religion should be replaced 
by Dharrna as religion is divisive.

We would like to deal with some of these objections. I would 
like to make it clear that what is needed is a critical evaluation of 
Gandhi's ideas, rather than an outright rejection or an uncritical 
support. Much has changed since Gandhi died and all his ideas 
need to be seen in the changed context. We should also admit that 
secularism as understood in the West is a'product of its own 
history of long-lasting conflict with the Church. And so, with the 
advent of industrialization and technological changes, the West 
went through a long period of secularization which ultimately 
made large areas of life off limit for clerical authorities and religious 
laws.

Indian reality, on the other hand, has been very different. We 
neither had any long-drawn religious conflict with any recognized 
church nor, until recently, was there any worthwhile process of 
intensive secularization as in the West. In fact, very few areas are 
really off limit for the religious authorities. No wonder, then, that 
there is no proper equivalent of the word "secularism" in Indian 
languages. Gandhi was working in such a socio-religious context 
and no evaluation of his views can afford to overlook this reality. 
Also, Gandhi did not represent only the Indian elite but the masses. 
His basic mission was to appeal to them and mobilize them for 
political action. If he had talked the language of the educated elite, 
his appeal would have been severely restricted.

Also, his was a sincere attempt to root secularism in Indian 
conditions. Any alien concept borrowed purely from Western 
culture would not be accepted by the common people. And when 
Gandhi began to acquire mass appeal, many others were spreading 
religious intolerance through the Shuddhi and Tabligh movements. 
Thus tolerance was. much needed to forge Hindu-Muslim unity. 
While some people were trying to divide Hindus and Muslims to 
achieve their political goal, Gandhi wanted to unite them for his 
political goal of attaining freedom for India from British impe
rialism.



Tolerance is a fundamental value which is desirable at any 
time and is the very basis of democratic functioning. Thus it will be 
seen that Gandhi's Ram-Rahim approach was rooted in his socio
religious and socio-political context. Gandhi tried his best to achieve 
political unity among the people of different faiths but he failed, 
not necessarily because of the failure of his method, but more so on 
account of the political ambitions of the Hindu and Muslim elites. 
It is a strange irony of the Indian situation that when religious 
people like Mahatma Gandhi, Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, and 
others were trying their best to forge political unity between 
Hindus and Muslims through tolerance and the essential unity of 
religions, the secular elite in both the communities (while showing 
indifference to religion in personal life), used it most cynically to 
realise their political ambitions. Thus Gandhi's failure was more 
on account of this so-called secular elite than because of his religious 
approach.

It is true that merely the Ram-Rahim approach may not work. 
The substantive unity can be achieved only if there is a notion of 
substantive justice. The discord is not really religious, it is essentially 
on secular issues. Our country got divided not because Hinduism 
and Islam were incompatible—they never were—but because the 
elites of the two communities could not successfully evolve a 
proper power-sharing arrangement between themselves. Again, it 
was the failure of the secular elite, more than that of the Ram- 
Rahim approach.

Also, as pointed out above, the minority community, rightly or 
wrongly, always felt that substantive justice was not being done to 
it. Today the challenge to Indian unity is coming mainly from the 
non-Muslim sections of Indian society like Punjab, Assam, and 
other North-Eastern states, mainly because they have also come to 
feel that substantive justice has not been done to them in 
independent India. Here I have not included Kashmir as its 
grievance, apart from lack of justice, is of a different nature. Thus 
the Ram-Rahim approach would be only superficial if not backed 
by the notion of substantive justice.

In a democratic set-up and with the deepening of the process 
of democratization, every section of the Indian society is demanding 
its due share. Thus both caste and communal conflicts are getting 
accentuated. We cannot create communal harmony by talking 
only of unity and national integration. Slogans, though necessary, 
can never be sufficient, unless backed by concrete action.
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Gandhi himself was not unaware of the question of justice. In 
fact, truth, nonviolence, and justice were his basic notions. Without 
justice there cannot be truthfulness. They are two sides of the same 
coin. But these rigorous ideals were not acceptable to his own close 
colleagues who wanted power on their own terms. Even Maulana 
Azad, who had been critical of his close friend Nehru in several 
respects (whose certain actions and pronouncements had aggra
vated the problem of Partition), had no criticism of Gandhi to offer 
on any account. The Mahatma himself was not in the power game 
and was prepared to concede what was fair and just. But his views 
were often disregarded by other powerful Congress leaders. In 
fact, he felt quite alienated from the Congress towards the end of 
his life.

If Gandhi had his way, the Partition perhaps could have been 
averted. Let us not forget that Gandhi's idealism deeply influenced 
some Muslim leaders like Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan who devoted 
themselves to nonviolence, tolerance, and Hind-Muslim unity. 
Khan Sahib inspired thousands of Pathans to become nonviolent 
and devote themselves to the ideal of the country's freedom. To 
enthuse Pathans for nonviolence was not short of a miracle. This 
was undoubtedly Gandhi's contribution.

To say that since Hindu-Muslim unity would not work and 
hence to emphasise the virtue of Dharma and Bharatiyata, is also 
riddled with problems. No democratic set-up can deny rights to 
different religious identities. In fact, with more and more democrati
zation, identity awareness also gets strengthened and any attempt 
to de-emphasise these identities will be resisted. Also, Hinduism is 
a Dharma, not a religion in a conventional sense. But with Islam 
(though Sufism comes close to it), Christianity, and Sikhism, the 
concept of Dharma may not work. Moreover, religious unity, 
without separate identity may not be politically acceptable.

THUS IT WILL be seen that with increasing secularization of our 
society, Gandhi's method may seem outdated. But it has its own 
relevance. For example, we have grown more and more intolerant 
in recent years. We can learn a great deal about tolerance from 
Gandhi. We have grown more and more violent in recent years 
and we can learn a great deal from him about nonviolence. What is 
most inspiring in Gandhi's life is his sense of dedication to peace



and nonviolence even in the midst of communal frenzy during the 
days of the Partition. Be it Noakhali, or Bihar, or Delhi, he risked 
his life to restore sanity among people with great impartiality. And 
he laid down his own life for saving the people who did not belong 
to his religious community. Unfortunately no Gandhian has shown 
such spirit of sacrifice even during the worst days of communal 
frenzy in recent years. Let alone sacrifice one's life, no one even 
undertook an indefinite fast or a fast unto death to save the 
communal situation. Do we have the right to talk about Gandhi's 
irrelevance. Yes, irrelevant he is, to us, but not to the country.
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Gandhi's Religion

M. N. Srinivas

R e LIGION WAS CENTRAL to Gandhi's life, thought, and work, 
and he regarded politics as applied religion. However, his religious 
ideas were complex, and his utterances and writings on religion, 
over a period of four-and-a-half decades, varied according to the 
occasion. He warned his critics that his views on religion were 
subject to change, thus retaining his freedom to jettison ideas 
which he thought wrong or outdated, and to espouse new ones 
which he considered desirable, if not necessary. But in spite of this, 
there are a few basic ideas which occur again and again, which 
underlie his varied responses to situations, and which I shall try to 
highlight.

Right from the outset, Gandhi considered himself a Hindu. 
Writing in 1927 in the Young India of 21 October 1927, he said:

It [Hinduism] was the most tolerant of all religions. Its freedom from 
dogma gave the votary the largest scope for self-expression. Not 
being an exclusive religion it enabled the followers not merely to 
respect all the other religions, but to admire and assimilate whatever 
may be good in the other faiths. Nonviolence (ahimsa) is common to 
all religions, but it has found the highest expression and application 
in Hinduism. Hinduism believes in the oneness not only of merely all 
human life but in the oneness of all other lives.

There was no trace of defensiveness in the proclamation of his 
faith, and along with it went a deep1 and almost visceral acceptance 
of the truth of all other religions.
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He was proud of Hinduism but it did not prevent him from 
rejecting and criticising several institutions, ideas, and beliefs which 
Hindus would ordinarily regard as part of their religion. For 
instance, he not only rejected untouchability but fought against it 
all his life. The constitutional banning of untouchability and the 
subsequent legislation making its practice an offence owes a great 
deal to the public opinion he built up over the decade against it.

Gandhi was also opposed to blood sacrifices to deities. Indeed 
he opposed every form of cruelty to animals. He criticised the 
practice of "phuka" by which peasants used to drive a nail fixed to 
a stick into the rectum of bullocks to make them move faster. He 
gave up drinking the milk of cows and buffaloes. He wrote:

Religious considerations had been predominant in the giving up of 
milk. I have before me a picture of the wicked processes the "goals" 
in Calcutta adopted to extract the last drop of milk from their cows 
and buffaloes.1

It was only during a serious illness in 1918 that Kasturba 
persuaded him to drink goat's milk to save his life. Even this was 
against his conviction that milk (like meat) was not necessary for 
human sustenance but he continued drinking goat's milk in order 
to be able to carry on his work. Even more crucially, he rejected the 
Hindu-Jain concept of kindness which was confined to not killing 
an animal while remaining indifferent to the pain which it 
experienced on the occasion. He once committed the great Hindu 
sin of cow-killing {gohatya) by shooting a calf with a revolver in 
order to put an end to its pain. His concept of kindness to animals 
was very Western and modern. His modernity in religious matters 
was deep and radical. He had no time for elaborate ritual and puja 
and he never consulted astrologers. While his sense of dependence 
on God was total, it did not come in the way of his exerting himself 
to the utmost in promoting the causes he believed in. He was a real 
Karmayogi, though one hesitates to use this term for him because of 
the gross overuse of the term which has made it almost meaningless.

He condemned the widespread practice of child marriage, 
dowry, and the inhuman treatment of widows. As far back as 
1918, he stood for gender equality. He declared:

Woman is the companion with equal mental capacities .. . and she 
has the same right of freedom and liberty.
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He wanted women to have the vote and the same legal status 
as men. Over 70,000 women participated in the Salt satyagraha of 
1930, a fact which played no small a part in their subsequent 
political mobilisation and advancement generally.

It is well-known that Ruskin, Tolstoy, Thoreau, and the Bible 
and Gita all influenced Gandhi profoundly. From Tolstoy, he 
derived his critical attitude to organised religion and from Ruskin 
the ideal of a simple life. But the man who seems to have influenced 
him by personal example was a Jain, Rajchandra, a Bombay jeweller, 
who died prematurely in the year 1900 when he was only 33. 
Gandhi was in close touch with him, and admired him for his 
vairagya:

I never saw him tempted by objects of pleasure or luxury in this 
world . . . .  He disproved the prevalent idea that a man who is wise in 
the sphere of dharma will not be wise in the affairs of practical life. A 
student of philosophy of religion, he tried to practise what he 
believed.2

What Gandhi said about his friend is significant and tells 
much about Gandhi himself. When he considered an idea good, he 
tried to put it into practice. But even here, however idealistic the 
idea, Gandhi did not give up his sense of social reality in practising 
it. He; was not one of those who were fascinated by ideas qua ideas, 
and he saw praxis as the necessary completion of an idea. Thus a 
few months after reading Ruskin's Unto This Last in 1904, he 
started the Phoenix Ashram in the countryside in South Africa, the 
first qf the several ashrams he started in his eventful life.

He read the Bible when he was a law student in England, and 
the life of Christ and the Sermon on the Mount went straight to his 
heart. The idea of returning love for hatred and good for evil 
captivated him, though he did not then comprehend it fully. The 
Gita also had a great impact on him, in particular the ideas of 
aparigraha (non-possession) and samabhava (equability). Gandhi 
gave up his considerable legal practice, and also renounced his 
other possessions. He made sure that Kasturba accepted aparigraha 
along with him, and prevailed upon her to give up the valuable 
gold necklace which the Indian followers of Gandhi had given her 
on the eve of their departure for India in 1901. Reading the account
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of Kasturba being forced to give up the gold necklace, one is 
driven to conclude that the future Mahatma was capable of bullying 
his wife to do what he wanted her to do.

Even Louis Fischer, the great admirer of Gandhi, was cons
trained to say:

In the end, he [Gandhi} simply asserted his male authority and 
announced that the 1901 gifts and those of 1896 would be surrendered 
to trustees. So it was and the fund augmented from other sources, 
served South African Indians for decades thereafter.3

Gandhi regarded the Gita as his "mother's milk" but, strange 
as it may seem, he found in it support for nonviolence, a discovery 
which seems puzzling to say the least, in view of the strenuous 
efforts made by Krishna to persuade Arjuna to pick up the forsaken 
Gandiva, and go into battle against his cousins, the Kauravas. 
According to Gandhi, the "Mahabharata had demonstrated the 
futility of violence."4

Later he wrote in 1929, in an introduction to his Gujarati 
translation of the Gita:

Let it be granted that according to the letter of the Gita, it is possible 
to say that warfare is consistent with the renunciation of fruit (of 
action). But after 40 years' unremitting endeavour fully to enforce the 
teaching of the Gita in my own life, I have in all humility, felt that 
perfect renunciation is impossible without perfect observance of 
ahimsa in every shape and form.

Gandhi decided that loyalty to the Gita entitles him to amend 
it. He often refused to be bound by "uncongenial texts, concepts, 
and situations."5 Gandhi discovered nonviolence not only in the 
Gita but also in the Bible and the Koran. According to Gandhi, in 
the Koran "nonviolence is enjoined as duty, violence is permitted 
as a necessity.6

Gandhi carried his freewheeling interpretations to other 
religions, besides Hinduism. In 1937 Gandhi told an American 
missionary:

I do not take as literally true the text that Jesus is the only begotten 
son of God. God cannot be the exclusive father and I cannot ascribe
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exclusive divinity to Jesus. He is as divine as Krishna or Rama, 
Muhammad or Zarathustra. Similarly, I do not regard every word of 
the Vedas or the Koran as inspired. The sum-total of these books is 
certainly inspired, but I miss that inspiration in many of the things 
taken individually. The Bible is as much a book of religion with me as 
the Gita and the Koran.7

Gandhi's interpretation might seem sensible and rational to a 
Hindu or Buddhist but heretical to Christian and Muslim theolo
gians.

His study of the Bible and Koran led him to the conviction that 
there was an underlying unity in all religions. As far back as 
August 1905, he declared that "the time had passed when the 
followers of one religion could stand and say, 'ours is the only true 
religion and all others are false'." According to Gandhi, "God, 
Allah, Rama, Narayan, Ishwar, Khuda were descriptions of the 
same Being." And "God's grace and revelation were not the 
monopoly of any race or nation."8

It logically follows from this that no one religion can claim that 
it alone is true and that others are false. Gandhi rejected the idea of 
conversion from one religion to another.

In Gandhi's view, religious practices, ideas and beliefs had to 
be subjected to the test of reason, and those which failed the test 
have to be rejected. He applied this test to all religions. But it was 
Gandhi's reason, and when his reason clashed with another's 
reason, he would "claim in all humility" that his view was right, 
and when it came to Hinduism, he had another potent weapon at 
his disposal. He held the view that he had "lived Hinduism" all his 
life, which implied that his adversaries had either not "lived 
Hinduism," or that their experience had to give way to his. One 
wonders whether so introspective a person as Gandhi was not 
aware that his attitude was arrogant even when it was prefixed by 
the formula "I claim in all humility."

While Gandhi regarded all established religions as divinely- 
inspired, he also recognised a higher religion which was universal 
and which transcended particular religions. He described such a 
religion in different terms on different occasions. For instance, he 
stated in 1940 that "religion does not mean sectarianism. It means 
a belief in ordered moral government of the universe. This religion 
transcends Hinduism, Islam, Christianity, etc."9
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Presumably, such a universal religion was in harmony with 
his ideas of truth (satya) and nonviolence (ahirnsa); for, these two 
ideas were paramount to Gandhi, and prevailed over the ideas of 
exisitng religions when the latter went against them. Here again, it 
was Gandhi who was the judge of what was satya and ahimsa. They 
might be age-old concepts in Hinduism but Gandhi had given 
them his own meaning and made them into sources of potent 
political action. Satya and ahimsa were integral to satyagraha.

B.R. Nanda, the distinguished biographer of Gandhi, has 
concluded from his study of Gandhi's religious ideas and practices 
that "Gandhi's concept of religion had little in common with what 
generally passes for organised religion: dogmas, rituals, superstition, 
and bigotry. Indeed, shorn of these accretions, Gandhian religion 
was simply an ethical framework for the conduct of daily life."10

While the first part of Nanda's statement is unexceptionable, I 
have serious doubts about the second part. Gandhi's religion 
cannot be reduced to ethics. On the other hand, it can be argued 
with justification that Gandhi's ethics was itself derived from an 
awareness of the omnipresence and immanence of God. Nanda 
has himself quoted Gandhi as saying:

The relation between God and myself is not only at prayer but at all 
times that of master and slave.
Since divinity pervaded everyone and everything, when he [Gandhi] 
prayed, he was not begging or demanding something from God, but 
from himself, "my Higher Self, real Self, with which I have not yet 
achieved compete identification."11

One does not have to be an Upanishadic scholar to be able to 
say that Gandhi was here only echoing the hoary maxim tat tvam 
asi (that art thou). While Gandhi believed in the immanence of 
God in every human being, there were also occasions when he 
prayed to what appears an external entity for a gift or benefit. For 
instance, when his son Manilal was seriously ill suffering from 
typhoid in 1901, and Gandhi rejected the Parsi doctor's advice to 
give the patient chicken broth and eggs and, instead, gave him 
diluted orange juice, and

several three-minute hot, tub baths a day. When the boy's temperature 
refused to come down with these administrations, Gandhi walked
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the streets and prayed calling, "God, God, God, God, please God." 
When Manilal recovered, Gandhi attributed it to God's grace and 
said that "God had saved his [Gandhi's] honour."12

This incident is like the behaviour of other devout people, and 
quite different from praying to the brahman that is inside every 
atman.

In her book, Gandhi: Prisoner o f Hope, Judith Brown has 
summarised Gandhi's religion in the following words:

. . .  Yet he was equally pungent in his criticisms of much that passed 
for religion in many of the world's major traditions, though inevitably 
his main criticisms were of his own. Observance of religious forms, 
belonging to organised religious bodies were of themselves, nothing 
to him, true religion lay in the deepest places of the heart, when and 
where a man strove to realise his origins and true being. It was a 
search for fundamental truth, for an undergirding reality which, if 
genuine, would Overflow into love for others and a life of service. It 
was from this understanding of the true nature of humanity and 
personhood that Gandhi developed his increasingly radical conception 
of the equality of peoples across boundaries of creed, sex, race, and 
social or economic background. Given this underlying sense of 
equality, Gandhi's sense of fraternity also flowered ultimately into a 
passionate identification with the poor and despised.13

In a very perceptive observation on Hinduism, the French 
anthropologist, Louis Dumont, has stated that paradoxical as it 
may seem, in Hinduism, the renouncer sanyasi is the creative 
innovator. This is true of renouncers from the Buddha and Mahavira 
to Gandhi. But Gandhi stood the entire renouncer tradition on its 
head. This was symbolised by his refusal to don the ochre robe 
and, instead, stick to white khadi which became the symbol of the 
freedom movement. Gandhi renounced the world not to save his 
soul but to liberate the people of India and South Africa from 
imperialism, racial discrimination, poverty, and finally the loss of 
self-respect and self-confidence resulting from alien rule. That was 
his life's mission. -

Along with aparigraha and samabhava, the doctrine of "nishkama 
karma" expounded in the Gita appealed to Gandhi deeply. The 
performance of action to the best of one's ability but without 
hankering after the fruits of action, which, incidentally, are in the 
hands of God, is the path to salvation. The doctrine of disinterested
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action ought to have a special appeal to those engaged in altruistic 
lokopakara action, as Gandhi was, throughout his life.

It was Gandhi who devised that potent instrument of collective 
action, satyagraha (translated into English as civil disobedience), to 
enable the oppressed, exploited and weak people to fight rich and 
powerful oppressors including the state. "Satyagraha," Gandhi 
said, is "the indication of truth not by infliction of suffering on the 
opponent but on one's self."14

Over the decades, as his experience of "satyagraha" increased, 
Gandhi evolved a code of conduct, indeed a theology, for the 
guidance of his followers. One of the basic rules of satyagraha is the 
absence of hatred for the opponent, and also never abandoning the 
likelihood of converting him to one's view.

Gandhi was convinced that bad means would not yield good 
results. In a sense, ends were implicit in the means. This was 
Gandhi's original contribution to the theory of collective action. 
Gandhi's method was successfully replicated by Martin Luther 
King Jr. and his followers in the civil rights movement in the 
United States in the mid-1960s, demonstrating that Gandhi had 
forged a weapon which could be used by oppressed people in 
other historical and geographical situations.

No consideration of Gandhi's religion can ignore satyagraha as 
it was based on ideas contained in the Gita supplemented by the 
Bible and by some ideas of Thoreau. Satyagraha does not make 
sense when shorn of its religious underpinnings. In fact, it is 
fundamental to realise that with Gandhi the political, economic, 
and social dimensions are inseparable from the religious. This is 
where he is most definitely not a modernist.

Gandhi was able to achieve profound changes in the attitudes 
and values of Indians, and in Indian society, especially the Hindu 
part of it. But his task remains incomplete, and in a sense can never 
be completed. Institutional religion has an inherent tendency to 
decay and corruption and each new generation has to clean the 
religious garbage that piles up. But while saying this, it is necessary 
to realise that organised religion is necessary not only to provide 
succour to millions of people, but also to produce the rebels and 
mystics who cleanse it periodically. The Pharisee and mystic are 
both bound together in a permanent relationship of opposition 
and complementarity. This statement will appear outrageous to 
most students of religious studies but it happens to be true.
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Gandhi's Approach to 
Communal Harmony

D.R. Goyal

T h e  1947 PARTITION had brought the smouldering embers of 
communal passion to white heat. Nobody had the ghost of an idea 
how the senseless orgy of man-slaughter could be controlled. 
Gandhi, though deeply frustrated and disheartened, did the trick. 
His fasts in Calcutta and Delhi and his padyatra in Noakhali not 
only cooled the passions in these particular areas but also compelled 
heart-searching and rethinking across the sub-continent.

Defeat of communal forces at that time is often attributed to 
the assassination of Gandhi at the hands of Godse. However, it is 
one of the big "ifs" of history that but for that tragedy he might 
have succeeded in eliminating the miasma of doubt and suspi
cion which continues to bedevil relations between Hindus and 
Muslims—as well as among the three nation-states that have 
emerged on the sub-continent since then.

Communal harmony, in all its facets and dimensions, was 
central to his entire public activity, even above achievement of 
national independence. No other leader pursued this cause with 
the same passionate intensity as Gandhi who staked his very life 
for it. It should therefore be no surprise that when disharmony 
threatens, those who pine for harmonious relations among 
communities turn to him nostalgically. In this respect, Gandhi has 
assumed the status of an icon, a particularly tragic development in 
the case of one for whom prayer itself was an instrument of social
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action directed to promoting harmony among various components 
of society and its environment. The practice of using Gandhi's 
name as a "mantra" to exorcise the evil spirit of communalism, in 
my opinion, has been a major, if not the biggest, stumbling-block 
in the path of promoting communal harmony.

One is often appalled by invocations of Gandhi in this context. 
For one thing, Gandhi is no more and no genetic device has so far 
been discovered whereby an exact replica can be produced. Besides, 
Gandhi never invoked any historical or mythological personage to 
obviate the need for human endeavour. Nor did he ever appeal for 
harmony in the name of God, Prophet, or Scripture. Rather than 
indulging in a ritualistic form of Gandhi-worship, it is more 
worthwhile to try and understand his concept of, and approach to, 
communal harmony and thus discover—if possible—a course of 
action in contemporary situation.

Gandhi was a devoutly religious person, a Sanatanist Hindu, 
who was not prepared to exchange his faith for any other. It is also 
notable that he attracted similarly devout religious persons in 
much greater numbers than the materialist rationalists. His concept 
of communal harmony therefore has to be understood in spiritua
listic terms (rather than in terms of mundane politics) and in terms 
of what he called heart-unity which means mutual goodwill and 
understanding (and not in terms of a political compromise or legal 
treaty). His framework is not politico-legal but humanist-spiritual.

It was not a mere anti-imperialist strategy as is commonly 
understood but the essence of existence, not a part of evolved or 
civilised human consciousness but realisation of the fundamental 
cosmic principle, essential not to becoming but to being. He had 
perceived basic unity of all religions and as such found no 
justification for any hierarchical gradation among various faiths. 
Not only was he respectful towards each person's faith but was 
prepared to do his utmost, even to sacrifice his life as he did, to 
protect the others' right to follow their respective faiths.

What appealed to him in religion was not the ritual (which, 
like any outer shell, separates it from another) but the spiritual 
which was a perennial common thread. That is why, like the Sufis 
and Sants of yore, he did not follow any rituals but created his own 
ritual which, unlike the traditional rituals, did not create barriers 
to understanding but broke the walls of prejudice and misunder
standing.



In this context, one may refer to Gandhi's varndshram which is 
mistakenly, or by design, adduced as evidence for his approval of 
the caste system. By observance of varndshram dharma, he did not 
imply division of high and low, nor did he mean by it strictly 
pursuing one's ancestral vocation. Gandhi's own pursuit of legal 
profession, or endeavours to promote harmony, was not in 
consonance or conformity with the vocation of his ancestral 
community. As a bania, according to the traditional interpretation 
of varndshram he should have entered business to earn money. 
Similarly, Gandhi's proclamation of the desire to be born a bhangi 
(scavenger) was symbolic of affirming the dignity of all labour and 
equality of all castes. He incessantly insisted on this equality in 
terms of work, worship, and law.

What inspired Gandhi's thought and action was the realisation, 
and the belief, that there is an inviolable harmony in nature, in all 
creation, and any violation of that harmony would bring punish
ment. He saw this principle enshrined in all religions and it led 
him to accord equal respect to all faiths. Vasudhaiv Kutumbakam of 
the Vedic tradition to him was no different from the Quranic belief 
that Allah, the Beneficent and Merciful, was the creator of the 
entire world of eye and ear, and that he would dispense justice on 
the basis of deeds and not the professed faith of a person. Nor was 
it different from the Christian faith according to which God's love 
and benediction was for all without any distinction or discri
mination.

Harmony among people of different faiths was a part of 
Gandhi's faith, an integral part of Truth or Supreme Reality. It was 
for peace with harmony that makes for the cosmic order, the centre 
which holds, the Dharma without which things would fall apart 
and cosmos turn into chaos. In this sense, he differed from the 
West which had a tendency to separate classification and com- 
partmentalisation of various phenomena and, over and above, to 
develop theories of irreconcilable conflicts and survival of the 
fittest that provided theoretical justification for predatory compe
tition and superiority of power over love and compassion. 
Imperialism was the manifestation of that tendency. That is the 
reason why Gandhi opposed imperialist rule, and not because it 
was White or Christian or geographically foreigner. Imperialism 
was a wrecker of harmony in human society and promoted
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adversary relationship between human beings, as also between 
Man and Nature.

Gandhi's was a holistic view. Even as he abhorred differen
tiation of human beings on the basis of religion, caste, colour, race, 
language, sex etc., he did not look upon them as exclusively 
economic, social, or political beings. He believed in the simultaneous 
existence of a multiplicity of loyalties—to one's self, family, village, 
province, country, world and nature—and saw no reason for 
conflict. He, however, commended sacrifice for a larger whole, in a 
creative spirit of harmony.

Today, Gandhi's name is exploited for the promotion of 
chauvinistic concepts of Swadeshi, patriotism, and national 
sovereignty, over and above flexing one's counter-belligerent 
muscles towards Pakistan, and for providing nuclear teeth to 
India's armed forces. However, Gandhi's nationalism and 
patriotism was vastly different from the mindset reflected by this 
section. He insisted on being recognised as a world citizen. In 
other words, his concept of Swadeshi and national interest could 
not be in conflict with the interest of other nations or of humanity 
at large. His concept of communal harmony, as such, was not 
confined to India. It was integral to his perception of harmony in 
all humankind and, beyond it, in all creation.

Gandhi's was an activist soul. Unlike a recluse, he did not 
confine himself to meditation, nor did he stop short at articulation 
in poetry or philosophical discourse like Kabir, Tagore, or Radha- 
krishnan. Therefore while it is instructive to try and articulate his 
concept of communal harmony, it is much more important to try 
and understand his actions to make that concept prevail. And 
herein one finds him acting on two premises: (i) that human nature 
is essentially good and (ii) that human goodness can be made to 
manifest itself through nonviolent collective action.

Civil disobedience and boycott, the two main weapons he 
used, therefore become satyagraha and swadeshi. Civil disobe
dience thus is not merely peaceful protest but insistence on truth 
or appeal to the sense of the oppressor to bring his action in 
conformity with the demands of Truth which, in turn, means the 
principle of universal harmony. And swadeshi implies self-reliance 
or non-dependence on others, which means total reliance on moral 
force generated by mutual understanding and not on power 
generated by manipulation and exploitation of nature in the form



of engines of destruction or machines. If human beings are to be 
important, reliance must be on human force, if not entirely, at least 
to a large extent.

We see Gandhi's approach unfolding itself clearly in South 
Africa when he took up cudgels against the racist policies of the 
government there. Before launching his movement he took great 
care to educate sufficient number of people that the government 
policies were wrong and unjust. They were also made to understand 
that violent opposition to official violence would only strengthen 
the suppressive resolve of the government and that it was possible 
to awaken the dormant human conscience of the White regime 
through self-suffering.

He also convinced his colleagues and co-workers that the 
sufferings of the Black people were similar and hence he suggested 
that we should have a common cause with them. He made this 
commonness manifest in activities to fight disease and ignorance 
among the Black population. This experiment met with a measure 
of success because of which Gandhi began to be noticed by Gokhale, 
Ranade, and Tilak in India.

In order to win confidence and change the heart of the 
imperialist Britons, he extended cooperation in the Boer War and 
World War I. But the events following World War I shocked him 
into the conclusion that avarice had overshadowed the humanity 
in the imperialist conscience. There could be no other explanation 
for the oppression of peasants by indigo planters of Champaran, 
the brutalities in Amritsar, the oppressive Rowlatt Act, etc.

Even in other parts of the world, the treatment of Turkey and 
dismemberment of the Turkish Empire while strengthening their 
own imperial rule was similar to the policies operating in India. 
The cause of all who were victims of those discriminatory policies 
was common. Effective opposition to those policies would be 
possible if the resisters cleansed themselves of ideas that discrimi
nated between human beings on the basis of religion, race, or 
caste. Opposition to imperialism would be hypocrisy if the 
opponents had thoughts of establishing hegemony of one section 
over other.

When Gandhi appeared on the Indian scene, the British policy 
of divide-and-rule was already in operation. The feeling that the 
interests of Hindus and Muslims were different and in conflict was 
the result of the policies adopted by the imperial government after
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the 1857 war. To this was added the concept of minority which had 
been evolved to settle the turbulence in post-War Europe and 
stabilise the boundaries of the European nation-states that emerged 
in that period. The Western concept of irreconcilability of interests 
which formed the basis of the idea of minorities in nation-states 
was transplanted on the Indian soil. The professional classes 
(influenced by Western education and contact) were made to 
believe that various religious communities must have treaties and 
pacts about sharing the spoils of office, the concessions they sought 
from the foreign rulers. Separate electorates were introduced.

In response to this challenging situation, Gandhi evolved a 
threefold strategy: (i) total opposition to imperialist government 
which he characterised as Satanic; (ii) building bonds of mutual 
trust between various communities; and (iii) changing the character 
of the national freedom movement from elitism and giving it a 
mass character by focusing on rural India. It is in the rural masses 
that Gandhi saw the untainted spirit of India which, incidentally, 
was the same as the spirit of the Orient.

THIS NEW ORIENTATION, in Indian nationalist politics was a major 
leap forward towards India becoming a nation. Gandhi got 
tremendous response from those sections which had rural roots, 
with the result that most of those who were in the game of power 
brokerage automatically got alienated. Gandhi's links developed 
with the ulema and their supporters who had been carrying on 
jehad against the British rule even after the collapse of the 1857 
endeavour. As the British treatment of the Turkish Khilafat was 
wrankling their minds, Gandhi adopted it and persuaded the 
Congress to adopt it. Thus he won the confidence of the Muslim 
masses and laid the foundations for renewed communal harmony. 
It was the same approach of winning confidence by sharing the 
sentiments of the other community that is reflected in his approach 
to the Gurdwara agitation in Punjab.

His critics describe these tactics as a compromise with 
communalism. But the result shows that those Muslim and Sikh 
leaders who came with Gandhi subsequently proved to be much 
more non-sectarian, without giving up their attachment to their 
respective religions, as compared to those who were sought to be 
won over through pacts of sharing power.



Gandhi was opposed to council entry not only because of a 
fundamental opposition to any cooperation with the unjust and 
illegitimate government but also because electoral politics based 
on restricted franchise would mean dominance of the urban 
politicians with Western orientation. His view, however, did not 
prevail and that turned out to be a major setback to his strategy. 
The other setback had come from the incidents of communal 
violence in the north-western and south-western parts of the 
country.

Gandhi had sought to meet the latter challenge by an even- 
handed approach and voluntary action for restoring peace in 
affected areas. The Constructive Programme which he adopted for 
the uplift of rural masses and the underprivileged sections was the 
positive action to prevent elitism and consequent sectarian 
separatism. Through this programme he tried to activate the latent 
energies of the bulk of the Indian society. He also tried to combine 
with it a programme of radical change in the system of education 
through the Wardha Scheme of Basic Education based on the 
concept of learning through labour.

He was, however, overtaken by events. The leaders of the 
struggle were enticed by the Government of India Act of 1935 into 
electoral politics, and Gandhi's grand project of moving the masses 
at the grassroot level got scuttled. Power nexus became the basis of 
communal unity in place of unity through common action and 
service. The inevitable result was bargainig in the name of 
communities that undid most of the work done by Gandhi between 
the early 1920s and the mid-1930s.

A situation developed in which even Gandhi got stampeded 
into negotiations on communal grounds, with Jinnah trying to 
paint him as a negotiator on behalf of the Hindu community 
represented by the Congress. Rather than accepting that position, 
Gandhi offered to hand over united free India to Jinnah and the 
Muslim League. So far as Gandhi was concerned, it was a sincere 
expression of his belief. There was no conflict of interests between 
the two communities. But the idea was not acceptable to the other 
leaders involved who were swept away by considerations of power 
and percentage of share in it.

The presence of the third party, which undoubtedly had a 
vested interest in preventing unity, queered the pitch for any 
understanding. The Partition Plan was declared without giving
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time for developing mutual trust and the division was crystallised 
by fomenting communal violence on a frightening scale.

Introduction of separate electorates, restriction of franchise to 
the upper strata of society, and the refusal of Gandhi's colleagues 
to listen to his entreaties against council entry were certainly major 
factors contributing to the frustration of his design to build the 
edifice of nationalism on communal harmony. The participants in 
electoral politics, however, never opposed his endeavours to build 
bridges between the communities. They expressed differences on 
political action but never challenged the goal as undesirable or 
unpractical. And, in all probability, the way would have been 
cleared once the democratic process had reached the point of 
universal adult franchise with Gandhi's constructive programme 
in operation at the grassroot level.

What dealt a telling blow was the emergence of two ideological 
movements—the Rashtriya Swayamsewak Sangh (RSS) and the 
Jamat-e-Islami—working surreptitiously and injecting divisive 
poison in the nation's blood stream. At a time when the ideas of 
common nationhood were taking root, almost unchallenged, the 
RSS came up with the audacious declaration that India has been, 
has to be, and will be a Hindu Rashtra. Neither the slogan nor the 
organisation, formally launched in 1925, was considered seriously 
by anybody at that time.

At about the same time, its ideological Muslim cousin was 
launched in Egypt under the name and style of Ikhwan-ul- 
Muslimeen which postulated that Muslims could not be and should 
not be components of any grouping which was not based on tenets 
of Islam. It challenged the idea of common interests as well as the 
common essence of all religions. As such, it opposed the idea of 
nationalism itself which it understood only in terms of the European 
developments. There was no attempt at considering the alternative 
non-combative concept of Gandhi which was influencing the 
nationalist movements in the colonies.

Both the movements were targeting the respective majority 
communities. Ikhwan ideas travelled to the Muslims of India most 
of whom, in the post-Khilafat period, were converging towards 
Gandhi. Maulana Maudoodi, the founder of the Jamat-e-Islami-e- 
Hind on the lines of Ikhwan, was an active cadre of the Jamiat-e- 
Hind which had spearheaded the Muslim support to Gandhi's 
movement.



Another common point between the two is that they shunned 
the limelight and concentrated on the youth of their respective 
communities. They got sympathy and support from those who 
apprehended the populace. The catchment area of recruitment in 
both cases was the lower middle classes. In urban areas, it were the 
small businessmen and government servants who had developed 
a feeling of social alienation and rootlessness. They were given a 
sense of belonging and relevance through group activity, religious 
ritual, and vague idealism (establishment of Hindu Rashtra in one 
case and the Hukumat-e-Ilahi in the other).

Keeping away from electoral politics, these organisations 
developed skills for infiltrating the political and administrative 
streams, the RSS targeting the Congress and the Jamaat concen
trating on Muslim organisations. Sufficient evidence is now 
available how they made inroads into politics and administration 
to sow seeds of mutual suspicion among significant sections of the 
political leadership and bureaucracy. These organisations are 
mainly responsible for the drift of Indian political discourse—from 
bargaining for share in power as a measure of confidence-building 
between the two communities to the point of irreconcilable 
separatism.

Godse and his pistol were merely instruments. What killed 
Gandhi and frustrated his dream was the mindset represented by 
these organisations. They did not merely sow suspicions but 
provoked violence to crystallise the suspicions and make them 
difficult to reverse.

How relevant is Gandhi today? Communal relations have 
never been so bad as they are today. Even dialogue seems to have 
broken down. We are facing not only the breakdown of communal 
harmony but also caste confrontation of equal virulence. The 
Constitution based on the Gandhian perception of relationship 
between state and religion is under siege, so that a Constitution 
bench of the Supreme Court felt the need to spell out its meaning 
iii elaborate detail. The concept of secularism, taken for granted 
for nearly four decades, is being dubbed as pseudo-secularism by 
some and empty rhetoric by others. The tragic irony of the situation 
is that the concept of Hindu Rashtra which was thrown up as a 
challenge to Gandhi is sought to be established in his name.

Introduction of universal franchise and joint electorates and, 
above all, the dastardly assassination of Gandhi, did contain the
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deterioration of communal relations for some time. But, with the 
passage of time, while the meaning of Gandhi's sacrifice has been 
forgotten, the political process has degenerated into a concoction 
of corruption, criminality, and communalism, the first two doing 
service for the third.

The situation appears to be hopelessly irredeemable. If Gandhi 
did not succeed, who can? And we do not have even a Gandhi.

If we recall how Gandhi changed the situation in which he had 
entered the scene, it would not seem so. Small men who imbibed 
his spirit and carried his message were able to perform great 
deeds. It is possible if one is cautious and avoids parrot-like 
repetition of what Gandhi said and did. His approach to the 
problem has to be understood in the contemporary context and 
practised within the limitations of people who are no Gandhis.

First of all, the extremes of theism and atheism have to be 
shunned. The way Gandhi understood and talked of religion is not 
possible unless one has attained that sublimity of understanding. 
In the case of ordinary people it sounds sham and hypocritical. At 
the same time, insistence on relegating religion away from all 
discourse would mean alienation from a bulk of people. What the 
intellectuals, religious as well as non-religious, should do is to 
project before people the common points of all religions. More 
than that, it is necessary to impress upon people the need for 
mutual understanding for living in peace.

Gandhi was stumped not so much by open communal talk as 
by subterranean communal movements. Vigilance against such 
organisations has been inadequate in the post-Nehru period. Today 
they have developed a formidable political presence. It has to be 
considerably stepped up. Even Gandhi's strategy provides no 
guidance in this respect. Nehru is more relevant; for he, with his 
frontal attack on communal ideologies and organisations, shar
pened people's awareness of the threat they posed.

Gandhi shows light in terms of confidence-building measures.

TOWARDS THAT END, the following steps should be taken:

(i) Peace squads be developed which should keep watch 
over the communal situation and plunge into action when
ever violence or threat of violence is noticed.



(ii) Voices of protest should be raised against any injustice or 
discrimination towards any community but the protests 
should be joint not exclusive. Enquiries and relief measures 
should be on joint, non-communal basis.

(iii) To make political competition non-communal, powerful 
campaign against communal appeal should be built up 
well before the election process starts.

(iv) Political parties should be persuaded not to have front 
organisations or committees or cells on communal basis.

(v) Opportunities should be created for members of different 
communities coming together on social basis.

Democracy is being extended with more powers to panchayats 
and local bodies. The rural areas are still comparatively less 
vulnerable to communalism. If Gandhi's constructive programmes 
are adopted and the rural masses energised on those lines, the rot 
can be stemmed.
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The Communal Problem

Sadiq Ali

T h e  COMMUNAL PROBLEM pursued our country during its 
entire struggle for freedom from foreign bondage. Foreign rulers 
were not interested in creating the right environment for its solution. 
All their imperial interests lay in its non-solution, in fact, in its 
constant aggravation. There were other factors but basically the 
evil fruits of this policy were reaped by the country in the shape of 
its partition with all the horrors which accompanied it.

The Congress, when it accepted the partition of India, firmly 
rejected the two-nation theory of its protagonists. The Constitution 
that was framed for the governance of the country was based on 
the equality of all its citizens in every field of life, without observing 
any distinction on grounds of religion, language, race, or sex. That 
we have fallen short in practice is another matter but the paramount 
importance of this concept of equality has not been questioned 
except by some fanatical fringes in one context or other. It is, 
however, a grave pity that the communal problem still exists and 
colours the thinking of large sections of our countrymen. Commu- 
nalism is an evil which unleashes forces of fear and hatred, and 
corrupts the entire environment dealing a fatal blow to all the 
hopes that are centred in a good democracy. The question is: what 
do we do with this communal menace?

There have been some scholars, historians, and some other 
eminent people from the political and social fields who have 
seriously endeavoured to understand the communal problem in

j
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all its complexity, and find its proper, effective, and lasting solution. 
The problem has to disappear from the national agenda so that we 
could pay our undivided attention to the socio-economic problems 
facing the country.

The problem needs to be understood at many levels and in 
several contexts. First is the historical context. What was the impact 
of Islam when it first arrived in the southern part of India? It came 
in a peaceful way and no hostility was shown to if from any 
quarter. In fact, there was warm welcome for it. The Arabs as 
traders before the birth of Islam had no problem in India. There 
was no problem either when they came equipped with Islam and 
its great message of peace and equality. India, well-grounded as it 
was in the ethics of religious tolerance, had no difficulty in accord
ing a welcome to a new manifestation in the religious or spiritual 
field. Islam too in its first creative phase was eager to learn and 
gather new knowledge. It also produced a galaxy of mystics— 
sufis—who preached the message of love, brotherhood, and 
tolerance.

A new chapter, however, opened when after a lapse of several 
centuries there was a wave of invasions from the North. It is this 
chapter which has given rise to quite a few controversies. These 
are all not of an academic kind. Histories written by most British 
historians had their own pronounced bias and coloured Indiaiv 
thinking on the subject. They indulged in several distortions which 
are now being corrected by some diligent research. It has clearly 
emerged now that various forces were at work which promoted a 
synthesis of Hindu and Muslim cultures and a composite culture 
was evolved. However, this process of growing integration received 
a serious setback with the advent of the British rule. The struggle 
for freedom from foreign rule set in motion some new forces of 
integration. This was, however, not an easy process in the midst of 
much that tended to weaken it.

New possibilities of political and social integration opened out 
when Gandhi appeared on the political scene of India. Gandhi was 
a deeply religious man. He presented a fascinating picture of what 
genuine religion and particularly what genuine Hinduism meant. 
People in his time took religion seriously. All the political, 
rationalist, or sceptical creeds were not yet fashionable in those 
days. A portion of the Indian intelligentsia was touched by these 
creeds but their number was not large. The ruling ideology, by and
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large, was religion. Gandhi imbibed some of its essentials in his 
teens. He came to respect all religions. The call of communal 
harmony evoked his warm response. Both in England where he 
went for his studies and in South Africa where his various 
experiments began, he made a deep study of his own and other 
main religions. It was not exactly a comparative study but an urge 
to know the truth.

There was rivalry among different religions, each claiming a 
superior revelation of God, Truth, or the ultimate reality. The 
question was whether they could all coexist peacefully. If there 
were basic differences at the highest or deepest level of religious or 
spiritual thought, coexistence would be difficult and there might 
be perpetual strife. Gandhi came to the conclusion after deep and 
reverent study of all major religions that basically their teachings 
were similar and they all aimed at the same goal. Armed with this 
insight, he had no difficulty in working for communal harmony. 
His strivings in South Africa in this particular field bore enough 
fruit. He drew to himself the loyalty and support of people 
belonging to all religions.

But the task was harder and much more complex when he 
came to India. The dominant fact of the Indian political scene 
which confronted him was the growing urge for freedom and the 
ending of foreign bondage. The Khilafat agitation and the massacre 
in Amritsar created a situation which brought forth the leadership 
qualities of the Mahatma. It was easy to understand his espousal 
of the cause of Amritsar but his identification with the Khilafat 
movement was a difficult pill to swallow for many. Whether 
Gandhi was right or wrong in taking up the Khilafat question is a 
separate issue. But the fact that Gandhi thought and acted the way 
he did showed up his keen desire to be friendly with Muslims in 
their hour of distress and the wide terms in which he conceived 
this friendship.

Later, his twenty-one-day fast when communal disturbances 
broke out was further confirmation of his deep commitment to 
communal unity. How patiently he dealt with sensitive questions 
that arose from time to time in connection with various breaches of 
communal harmony is evident in his journal Young India. He was 
educating the masses on the need for communal unity both for its 
own sake as also for the ultimate good of the country in political 
and other spheres of India's national life.
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At a political level, in his dealings with the leadership of the 
Muslims and other communities, he spared no effort to achieve a 
breakthrough. That he failed was not due to any lack of effort on 
his part. It was the British presence which sought to defeat all such 
efforts for obvious reasons. The defeat of all such efforts resulted 
in the partition of the country. What an enormous price we have 
had to pay for this partition is becoming evident year after year, 
especially in the later part of the post-Independence period. The 
communal problem still stares us in the face in our country and at 
times assumes frightful forms. There has been much thinking on 
the subject. A lot of literature has appeared and there are continual 
additions to it. Does all this thinking and growing literature show 
a way or has sheer despair gripped the nation? We dare not 
despair. There could be no question of giving up the problem as 
insoluble.

There is first the historical perspective in which the problem is 
at times sought to be seen by students of history. Gandhi was no 
great student of history but the broad facts and the trends in the 
medieval or the pre-modern period were clear to him. A composite 
culture, he was convinced, was evolving. All the necessities and 
pressures of political and social life were driving India in the 
direction of this composite culture. Two quotations from Gandhi's 
writings may well be given here:

Indian culture stands for synthesis of different cultures that have 
come to stay in India, that have influenced Indian life, and that, in 
their turn, have themselves been influenced by the spirit of the soil. 
This synthesis will naturally be of the swadeshi type where each 
culture is assured its legitimate place.
Indian culture is therefore Indian. It is neither Hindu, nor Islamic, nor 
any other wholly. It is a fusion of all and essentially Eastern. And 
everyone who calls himself or herself an Indian is bound to treasure 
that culture, be its trustee, and resist any attack upon it.

Hindu faith is rightly praised for its tolerance in the field of 
religious thought or in the realm of spirituality. There is also a 
growing recognition of this tolerance in Islam, in its scriptures, and 
in the life of the Prophet and numerous episodes in Islamic history. 
Acceptance of the Prophets of the world was a part of the 
enlightened Muslim faith. Non-acceptance of any Prophet was un- 
Ismalic. That there were other narrow interpretations along with
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the enlightened version has been the fact in respect of most religions 
in the world. This liberal interpretation of Islam and Hinduism 
could form the basis of lasting unity between the two communities. 
But why is this not happening in our country?

There could be several reasons but in the current period of our 
history, a principal reason lies in the democratic politics as it is 
being practised in the country. Democracy has many definitions. 
Among these it is the least worst form of government. In this 
system, rulers are changed by periodic elections instead of by 
armed uprising, and contrary points of view or programmes for 
running the country and solving its problems are freely discussed. 
Also those in power can be freely criticised and replaced by others 
who can win in the next election if they garner the support of the 
people.

The people in no country are a homogeneous lot. Much more 
so in our country which has a long, long history. Apart from the 
rich and poor, there are other divisions also. The heterogeneity in 
the population is clearly brought out when an election takes place. 
Economic issues are easy to understand but when appeals for 
support are made in the name of caste, religion, language, race, or 
past history, the national consciousness becomes muddled and 
fragmented. Forces of hatred are released, disturbances take place 
leading, at times, to heavy loss of life and property. Ugly features 
are witnessed in these elections but it does seem that more and 
more economic factors will acquire ascendancy in the general 
voter's calculations. This would steadily diminish the scope for 
sectarian or religious appeals.

Democracy, coupled with growing improvement in the quality 
of the electoral process, can ensure the safety of minorities, religious 
or of any other kind. Any impatience with democracy and its 
failings—old or new—has to be kept under restraint. The basic 
objectives of democracy are good and unobjectionable but the 
quality of democracy cannot be taken for granted. It calls for 
continuous effort and vigilance.

The cultural scene does present some awkward problems. By 
and large, it does seem members of one community do not mix 
freely with members of other communities in social life. There was 
a time when there was no inter-dining. Happily this is very much 
on the decline now. Inter-dining and active participation in social 
and cultural functions of one community by members of other
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communities deserve active encouragement. There are countries 
where inter-marriage is no rare occurrence. In political organisations 
too, with members from all communities, there is an atmosphere 
of communal harmony.

In dealing with common political, economic, or social issues, 
there is hardly any separatist consciousness on ground of religion. 
There are special provisions in our Constitution for safeguarding 
the culture of minorities. There is of course a national culture but 
minorities too should have an opportunity of safeguarding some 
distinctive features of their own culture. This need not involve any 
contradiction. This concession is not meant to weaken national 
unity. It is, in fact, strengthened if right and appropriate steps are 
taken to let people have enough scope to safeguard their culture in 
the context of the overall national culture. This cultural or social 
unity with due regard to differences in different cultural back
grounds is not easy to attain. However, it is very much a practical 
proposition once the right approach is made in the democratic 
context.

Under a dictatorship, these differences are suppressed but 
they do come to the surface sooner or later. They then prove 
disruptive. The beauty of a good democracy is the coexistence of 
unity and diversity. There will be ups and downs in the process of 
achieving this synthesis but these need not discourage us, especially 
when electoral politics are the source of discord. This very electoral 
politics could provide the remedy when a certain maturity on the 
part of the voter is achieved.

There is also a growing feeling that in a good democracy, 
especially in a country like India, there should be a ban on 
communal organisations. They could have scope for functioning 
in cultural or social fields but in the political field the less we see 
them, the better for the country and for democracy.

There is a major challenge facing religion in the world today. 
In Western countries, religious faith is weak. Its foundations have 
been shaken by a critical scrutiny of some of its aspects. There is 
also a certain historical background of its growth and decline. 
Indian experience is different. People of India belonging to whatever 
religion, major or minor, take religion seriously even when they 
accept it partially, more in form than in substance. The basic 
impulses of a religion are in accord with the basic thought of 
democracy. How to achieve this basic accord is one of the challenges
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facing India. Here Gandhi's teachings and example will be of great 
relevance.

With all his great attachment to religion and spirituality, Gandhi 
believed in the separation of religion from politics. The state, he 
categorically said, has nothing to do with religion. Religion is 
everyman's personal business. The state has to deal with problems 
connected with the welfare of all the people in the country, its 
defence, and its external affairs.

It is getting increasingly clear that what Gandhi has said on the 
communal problem in one context or other has great relevance in 
the crisis through which the country is passing today.

There is today a great deal of talk in India,' in fact, throughout 
the world, about fundamentalism. It is not easy to define it. It can 
affect various people in various ways. It is easily capable of political 
exploitation both within and outside a country. At its best, it is a 
protest against certain evils of the modern culture and a call for 
resisting these evils by capturing power or in other ways. It is often 
associated with violence, fanaticism, and intolerance. A funda
mentalist believes that in the beliefs he holds he has the Truth, the 
whole Truth, in his hands and that others who do not agree with 
him are in error and this has to be combated. This is something 
which is very much foreign to Indian culture as it has come down 
to us through the ages. India has held that Truth may be one but 
there are various paths leading to it. This has bred tolerance in our 
basic outlook on life and has made collective life easier and more 
peaceful.

India in the modern age can be affected by many streams of 
thought coming from outside the country or springing up within 
its own borders. This fundamentalism can arise within one religion 
or bewteen two or more religions and communities. In the kind of 
world we are living in—and as it has been shaped physically, 
mentally, and spiritually, especially in the last few centuries—, 
fundamentalism with the violence and intolerance that go with it 
can be a very destructive force in our country. It has to be eschewed 
in all communities, large or small. The foundations on which we 
have to build our country have a much broader and tolerant basis. 
These are nourished by democratic ethics and humanitarian values.

Fundamentalism, even when it appears to be succeeding in 
some country, has in it seeds of self-destruction. India has to 
beware of it.
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There is often a call for minority communities to join the 
mainstream of India's political or social life. There should be no 
question of any community keeping aloof or adopting an isolationist 
attitude. We have all to be aggressive in the service of the country 
and the ideals it has kept before itself. We all, belonging to both the 
majority community and to the minority community, have common 
obligations.

One hardly need to state that there is little in common between 
fundamentalism as currently conceived and practised and the 
basic Gandhian thought. Fundamentalism also does not go well 
with democracy with all the human rights and freedom of thought 
and expression that go with it. India would do well to steer clear of 
the ideology which is associated with it.
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Restoring a Strained Relationship: 
Conditions for Communal 

Harmony in Gandhi and Mallik

Madhuri Santanam Sondhi

C j ANDHI, A DEEPLY religious man, was an interlocutor of 
received tradition. Without academic or scholastic pretensions, he 
yet philosophized on the meaning of truth, and of the universe. He 
is justly remembered for his unstinting pursuit of the moral life, 
and his attempt to span the "unbridgeable" gulf between politics 
and ethics. He shared, with other Indian nationalists, a need to 
define the characteristic of the Indian nation against British 
imperialism, and this underlay his defence of Indian civilization 
vis-a-vis the West. Turning the searchlight inwards, to the internal 
divisive problems that lent themselves to the external critique of 
India's non-viability as a single nation, he addressed himself 
vigorously to the question of communal harmony.

Basanta Kumar Mallik shared with his contemporaries a deep 
admiration and regard for Gandhi. He himself was a professional 
philosopher, an original thinker, not politically active but deeply 
concerned about the fate of India and the world. It would not be 
incorrect to say that if his forays into philosophy, anthropology, 
and logic were motivated by anything in the practical sphere, it 
was by the problem of conflict. During his lifetime, India was the 
theatre of two important conflicts, the struggle of the Indians



against the British, and the dissension between the Hindu and 
Muslim communities. When the Mahatma was assassinated, he 
was moved to write a small book, entitled Gandhi: A Prophecy.1 In 
this, he reviewed not only Gandhi's praxis for peace-making, but 
also the implications of his life and death from a larger historical 
perspective.

Gandhi liked to describe himself as a "sanatani" Hindu, but it 
would be misleading to read this as a statement of unalloyed 
orthodoxy. It points rather to the rootedness of Gandhi, the reformer 
in the essentials of tradition. As it happened, he was an anathema 
to the orthodox at the same time as he was the despair of the 
modernists.

If Gandhi occupied an ambiguous position between tradition 
and modernity, Mallik was equally difficult to categorize between 
East and West, as philosophy was understood in those days. He 
was perhaps the first Indian philosopher to discuss certain 
fundamentals of the two traditions as responses to common 
problems. With this perspective he evolved a fresh standpoint to 
tackle these problems anew, freely swinging between both the 
approaches. In this, he was decades ahead of his time. Many early 
twentieth-century Indians faced a new and unprecedented situation 
through the impact of modernization and globalization.

In the nineteenth century, Indian intellectuals had to deal with 
the West defensively, through the challenge posed by British 
political and religious expansionism in India. Those of the next 
century were often also exposed to Britain on her home ground, 
and could study the phenomenon of the West more confidently, 
within a larger civilizational paradigm. This could be said of both 
Gandhi and Mallik, though they differed in their conclusions. 
They were facilitated in this exercise by the presence of individuals 
in the West who were also enlarging their self-understanding 
through the genre of comparing world civilizations.2 Inevitably 
these wider perspectives also affected the way Gandhi and Mallik 
thought about domestic problems, including the communal 
problem, as it will be my endeavour presently to show.

Gandhi strove throughout the length of his public life in India 
to bring about cooperation and unity between Hindus and Muslims. 
Mallik's first published book, entitled The Individual and the Group: 
A Study of Indian Conflict,3 was about the Hindu-Muslim problem. 
Mallik was deeply impressed by Gandhi's pursuit of nonviolence
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and peace, and by his attempts at restating Indian social and 
cultural values in the twentieth century. He shared much of the 
Gandhian critique of the British administration's deleterious impact 
on India's received and functioning traditions, including communal 
relations. Indeed it would not be incorrect to say that in many 
respects, Gandhi afforded a point of departure for Mallik's further 
reflections.

Gandhi's Philosophical and Societal Framework

Gandhi by his own confession subscribed to the Vedantic monistic 
view of the universe. His absolute was Truth, which he variously 
and together defined as God, or nonviolence, or love, or Reality. 
Despite his claims to orthodoxy, his fundamental reality notions 
were non-particularistic, and allowed him to adopt Vivekananda's 
formula of including all religions as paths to the Truth. They also 
allowed him to-dialogue with the ̂ religious, the humanists, within 
the framework of truth and ethics. He emphasized the moral 
aspect of Truth as generic truthfulness, which more than mere 
truth-telling, embraced also the tenets of nonviolence or ahimsa 
and love in the conduct of interpersonal relations. He believed that 
this ethical code was universally present in all religions and world
views.

Looking at Islam, therefore, Gandhi was bound to view it as a 
partner in the search for Truth, with similar ethical codes of 
behaviour. Like all Vedantists, Gandhi interpreted lapses from the 
ideal ethical norm as indicators of ignorance, which could be 
overcome by requisite education and persuasion. In India, which 
was his major field of action, he used broad-based moral appeals 
to invite the participation of people from across the caste and 
communal spectrum. Aware of the differences dividing the 
communities of Hindus and Muslims, he also sought for common 
platforms where the interests of the two might more concretely be 
shared. Notable examples were the anti-liquor and the Khilafat 
movements.

He received an overwhelming response from some Muslims, 
both individuals and communities, of which the most impressive 
and convincing was from Badshah Khan and his "Khudai 
Khidmatgars" in the NWFP. Feuding, revenge, and a macho norm 
of masculinity is integral to the Pa than ethos. Yet they have suffered 
violence and humiliation without retaliating. It has been suggested



that many Khidmatgars were not directly inspired by Gandhi, but 
were moved by his example to discover passages in the Koran that 
could be interpreted as a justification for nonviolence. If so, this 
would constitute a definite vindication of the Gandhian position. 
In many areas Hindus and Muslims in any case lived a fairly 
peaceful life of co-existence, not always in perfect accord or 
harmony, but mostly cooperative, with peaks of sharing in cultural 
life. This nested within Gandhi's belief that peace is the norm and 
violence an aberration in social living.

However, it was not difficult for the Muslim community to 
respond to calls for separatism once their fears of Hindu domination 
were aroused. It was thus incumbent on Gandhi to explain how 
Hindu-Muslim discord came about, apart from the ubiquitous 
spread of ignorance. In his explanation*, Gandhi focused on socio
political factors rather than on the merely ethical, since they create 
the enabling conditions for the latter. In Hind Swaraj^4 Gandhi is 
specifically asked by his interlocutor how India can be one nation 
given the nature of Hindu-Muslim conflict. In his apparently 
tangential reply (retained over several reprints of the tract with his 
confirming forewords), he framed his argument in a context of 
railways, lawyers, and doctors that appears obfuscatory, to say the 
least.

A plausible explanation would lie in the importance he gave to 
the Indian village, exemplar of the optimum social group. It is the 
ideal community within which it is possible to maintain the natural 
moral life in all its aspects, individual, social, and political. Any 
action leading towards disintegration of such groups he construed 
as a direct threat to social harmony. The railway communications 
network set up by the British in India, for instance, initiated a 
process of corrosion in the cohesive life of small communities. It is 
significant that the beginnings of an intelligence service, started 
after rail travel, allowed criminals to enlarge the area of their 
operations over several provinces. Gandhi anticipated the modem 
critique (of footlooseness) in his decrial of unnecessary locomotion, 
which uproots and confuses the individual. In short, Gandhi felt 
that many aspects of Western industrial, social, and legal institutions 
would negatively impact the pre-existing integrated life of the 
villages of India. Legal institutions have a tendency to fan disputes 
through sharpening separate identities. Consumerist approaches 
to health and medicine soften moral and social discipline.
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A village group structure for Gandhi meant not only the 
extended families but also the castes, which underlay the 
organization of both Hindu and Muslim communities. The 
archetypal Indian village, like villages in most countries, exhibited 
features of mutual cooperation and sharing, in which the castes 
and communities participated despite their nuanced taboos and 
hierarchies. In other words, even if they were caste-ridden, they 
were not necessarily communal. Gandhi had a plan to reform the 
caste system through universalizing manual and "pollutant" labour, 
that is, he wished to remove the basis for the dehumanizing 
inequalities while retaining the cohesiveness of the groups. He 
intuitively understood that when identities develop larger territorial 
dimensions or intensity, or when individuals experience rootless
ness as in anomic urban conditions, they undergo distortions and 
become susceptible to flare-ups. Certainly the relatively stable 
Indian villages have, on the whole, exhibited more communal 
harmony than the volatile towns. Thus even though Gandhi may 
be critiqued for his idealization of the Indian village, he was not 
unaware of the ugly aspects of caste rigidities. Rather he grounded 
his theory on the cooperative style of village life, its mutual help 
and sharing even within the unequal structure. On the whole, 
therefore, from such a point of view, Hindu-Muslim conflict could 
be perceived embryonically as an unforeseen offshoot of British 
civilizational interference in India, paving the way for more 
deliberate political exploitation later.

To be sure, in Hind Szuaraj Gandhi is more specifically polemical 
in his critique of Britain in reactivating what he understood as the 
long-forgotten Hindu-Muslim conflict. He is particularly sharp on 
British historians and anthropologists for using conflict paradigms 
in their interpretations of Indian history and society. Consequently, 
he assumed that not only the uniting effect of a fight against, but 
also the withdrawal of British power from India, would lead to a 
restoration of pre-existing Hindu-Muslim amicable normalcy.

Gandhi and Secularism

Gandhi, it hardly needs to be repeated, believed in the oneness of 
Indian nationality, rooted in a plural religious society. Here the 
shared common denominators of religion are according to his 
definition, ethics, nonviolence, and love. He excoriated modern 
Western agnosticism or atheism which he held responsible for the



breakdown in human relations that were manifesting themselves 
in the West. Marx's graphic depiction of the evils of bourgeois 
society in his Communist Manifesto, for example, was one to which 
Gandhi could heartily subscribe. His analysis of the causes was, 
however, based on anti-materialist and religious foundations. The 
possibilities of exploitation and selfishness so vividly described by 
Marx signalled to Gandhi a moral and spiritual decay. Thus he 
was at pains to reject secularism, understood as a humanist belief 
system that claims to supersede religion.

It has been pointed out that towards the end of his life, implicitly 
after witnessing the intractability of the Hindu-Muslim discord, 
Gandhi finally expressed himself in favour of a secular state, 
which would deal impartially with all religions. There is no doubt 
that his earlier optimism about forging Hindu-Muslim ties through 
a united front against the common enemy of British imperialism, 
was founded on his successful experience in South Africa. However, 
in the different conditions pertaining to India, it had undergone a 
process of erosion since his return home. Relations between the 
two communities developed deeper and sharper cracks, distancing 
themselves from the remembered easy and shared inter-communal 
social life of Gandhi's childhood days at Porbandar, typical of 
many regions of India.5 His natural response to this phenomenon 
of Hindu-Muslim misunderstanding was to delve deeper for the 
common moral ground between the two faiths through a renewed 
study of Islamic texts and other literature. He constantly strove to 
discover the overlooked commonalties between the two religions.

He also sought to explain the deteriorating relations between 
the two communities in terms of sociological, political, and 
human—and most of all in civilizational—factors all of which he 
considered remediable. His acceptance of the necessity of a secular 
government reflected his dawning recognition that restoration of 
social harmony would take longer than he had earlier envisaged. 
He visualized secularism as an intermediate arrangement awaiting 
the establishment of the right conditions for the growth of 
nonviolence and cooperation. The final blow to his hopes was 
delivered on the eve of Independence by Nehru who refused to 
entertain Gandhi's request to incorporate his programme of village- 
based economy and politics into the agenda of free India. Gandhi 
did not, however, essentially abandon his faith in the individual
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and social, even political importance of religion as a pursuit of the 
common good. To be sure, he was against the pursuance by any 
single community of its own narrow interests over and against 
other communities. However, he would hardly have approved, 
for example, of the post-Independence secular educational policy 
of banning the teaching of all religion in government schools. 
What he grudgingly recognized was the need for the state to 
maintain the balance between the communities. It was becoming 
increasingly obvious that the interpersonal moral order he had 
envisioned as the basis of national life was, for the time being at 
least, receding rather than growing under pressure of modern 
conditions.

Even after the horrific carnage of the Partition of India (which 
he had declared would only be accomplished over his dead body), 
Gandhi continued to declare his faith in the efficacy of ahimsa. The 
failure, he insisted, lay in the Indian people who had practised not 
genuine nonviolence, but the nonviolence of the weak. Although 
he primarily held the majority Hindu community responsible for 
failing to provide a model for this genuine nonviolence, he had 
always believed that nonviolence was an intrinsic virtue in Islam 
as well. Thus his faith in the underlying unity of Indian society 
remained unshaken. He subscribed to the theory of the assimilative 
tendencies of Indian civilization, which had absorbed the Muslims 
and made them her own.

His refusal to look upon Pakistan as a hostile entity, and his 
demand that her promised partition debt be redeemed, despite 
her persecution of Hindus, ultimately led to his assassination.

Independent India has tried to maintain the Congress theory 
of an integrated Hindu-Muslim nationalism within the borders of 
the new state, alongside a schizophrenic recognition of the Muslim 
nation of Pakistan (and Bangladesh). This legitimates anti-Pakistan 
hostility within the framework of competing nation-states, while 
delegitimating communal conflict within the country.

To recapitulate briefly the Gandhian position on communal 
harmony, it was based metaphysically in the common goals and 
ground of all religions as he understood it, and ethically in the 
common moral space in which he believed all religious and non
religious systems participated. Sociologically, he accepted the 
theory of Muslim assimilation into Indian society, and saw the 
Indian village community as the optimum social group to foster



responsibility and normative conduct in interpersonal relations. 
His general remedy for a breakdown in good relations, or for gross 
injustices not amenable to persuasion, was of course satyagraha. In 
such struggles the energies of the two communities could be 
harnessed for battling a nationalist cause. There was no occasion 
when he led a satyagraha of one community against another, but he 
did resort to individual "purificatory" fasts to cool the conflicts 
between them. To stress the commonalities between various 
religions, he employed devices such as inclusion of prayers and 
hymns from all faiths in his daily prayer meetings. However, his 
revision of the bhajan Raghupati Raghava into "Ishwar-Allah Tere 
Naam" found more enthusiastic followers amongst the Hindu 
masses than the Muslim, but he doubtless hoped that they would 
ultimately be convinced.

The Modern Secular Indian and the Rejection of Gandhism

The modem Indian state was born amidst deep disappointment in 
the perceived failure of the Gandhian vision, and his prescrip
tions received wholesale repudiation, despite ritualistic references 
of indebtedness to his inspiration. The Partition, moreover, 
bequeathed a confused legacy to both successor states, as the two- 
nation theory failed to manifest itself in a clear-cut division along 
communal lines. A substantial number of Muslims elected to stay 
behind in India, giving that country the distinction of hosting the 
second-largest Muslim community in the world.

Although continuing with the theory of one nation composed 
of plural religions and cultures, Indian decision-makers now 
proposed to tackle the communal problem through a secular state. 
The task of such a state is to remain secular in its own operations 
and adjudicate justly amongst the various religions on the principle 
of equality. More strongly it aims to transform the Indian nation 
into a non-communal secular society through appropriate educa
tional and legislative measures. Thus the new rulers hoped to 
obviate the need for communal conflict altogether, as appeared to 
be the moral of the European experience.

There is also another implication of the (West) European 
experience, which may or may not have entered the calculations of 
the secularists. It appears as though the removal of religion from 
the public space in the long run attenuates it almost to a vanishing
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point. (East European history is somewhat different, in that under 
the communist regimes religion became identified with nationalism, 
and the patent immorality and bleakness of the public arena 
reinforced religious attitudes).

However, in actual practice decision-makers have found 
themselves faced with unforeseen difficulties. The democratic, 
elective political system, functioning within a multi-religious 
society, has become vulnerable to an irresponsible populism with 
potentially explosive consequences. Continuing the Gandhian 
policy of placing the major burden of responsibility on the majority 
Hindus, steps to placate Muslim anxieties have ultimately boome- 
ranged on the executive as biased and unjust. The processes of 
modernization and secularization have thus given rise to further 
communal tension. Such problems are addressed through educa
tional, legislative, and judicial processes but the state as yet has a 
fragile legitimacy over religious and communal matters.

Before leaving the subject of the Gandhian formula for 
communal harmony, one may ask whether it is possible to apply 
today any of the techniques he had advocated in his time. There 
was a decisive change of direction from the moral to the legal state 
after 1947, and a promotion of the urban-industrial model over 
that of the republic of villages. This makes it near impossible to 
create the environs that would enable the Gandhian responsible 
society to be born. There are oases of Gandhian endeavour, some 
of them very effective, but the main direction is towards modernity 
in social, economic, and political life. And modernity, as Gandhi 
feared, is powered by an assertive individualism and competitive 
materialism. The few successful Gandhian projects only highlight 
the absence of the ethical state he envisaged. To repeat, his advocacy 
of a "secular state" in both aspects of state secularism and state 
power was an admission that reconstruction of the moral society 
was not a viable proposition in the immediate present. Yet he 
never for a moment considered an ̂ religious, highly industrialized 
society to constitute a norm for India, or for any other country.

Though tactically flexible, he held tenaciously to his basic 
beliefs and principles. Problems could arise, however, when tactical 
aberrations showed a tendency to overpower the goals. This 
happened to his dream of Hind Swaraj, rejected by the Congress 
Party. He had allied himself with the Congress for the attainment 
of Indian freedom, supporting its goals of parliamentary democracy



against his best beliefs. He found to his chagrin that his suspended 
socio-politico-economic goals had been totally bypassed by the 
time freedom was achieved. Something similar appears to have 
happened to his provisional support of a secular state in modern 
India. Instead of maintaining a just peace between them, the state 
has become trapped through its various agencies in a series of 
loops and contortions appeasing now one community and now 
another. Such moves are hardly designed to create much goodwill 
and trust, let alone promote inter-religious harmony. Common 
action and common prayer in the Gandhian mode require the 
broad parameters of a dharmic understanding.

The next question one may ask is whether the Gandhian dream 
was strategically flawed in its philosophical and sociological 
assumptions, and is there any possible via media between Gandhian 
moralism and areligious secularism. The Gandhian vision of 
communal harmony assumed, as we have seen, several general 
and specific concepts: an organization of village republics composed 
of small cooperating and responsible groups and individuals, and 
a rejection of heavy industrialism and consumerism.

The importance of asking this question arises naturally from 
the setback Gandhism has received in modern India, and the 
difficulties associated with any attempt to resuscitate the Gandhian 
programme in a convincing and central way. The query is also 
pertinent in view of the problems that are manifesting themselves 
through the apparent failure of secularism to deliver the promised 
communal harmony.

There are two areas in which secularism has disappointed. 
One is in practice, in that the state has been found wanting in even- 
handedness in its treatment of the various religious communities. 
It has been accused by its critics of practising what has been 
described as non-genuine or "pseudo secularism." The second is 
in its unrealistic goal of the import of total European-style non
religious secularism. Laterlly, the weaker rhetoric of "multi
religious" secularism, more suited to the religious character of 
Indian society, has been suggested, but this is more a slogan than a 
reality. Other aspects of modernization, especially the strong 
orientation of an anti-religious education, and the deculturing 
modes of mass entertainment media are driving society towards at 
least a negative secularism, that is, towards non-belief or hedonism, 
instead of towards a positive interpretation of humanism.
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B.K. Mallik's Philosophic Dimensions

It is the contention of this writer that there are interesting and new 
perspectives available in the works of Basanta Kumar Mallik, 
which may provide a fresh point of departure. Mallik shared with 
Gandhi a positive assertion of the knowability of Truth and the 
certainty of Reality, but he abjurred the use of metaphysical 
absolutes, since they appeared to be the source of intolerance, 
exclusion, or absorption. He avoided free-floating relativism, which 
is often a mask for a hidden dogmatism, but suggested a ground 
for the recognition of plural viewpoints in intrinsically legitimate 
non-absolute and incomplete systems. His metaphysic of non
absolutes is grounded in a revision of the conventional inter
pretation of the Law of Contradiction, and the certainty of Reality 
in a revision of the Cartesian doubt.6

He did not ground his ethical theory solely in the undeniable 
fact of some common moral space, but put his searchlight on the 
differences that give rise to separate and conficting cultural and 
social configurations. As it happens, a common background is 
what allows both for the outbreak and resolution of conflict. His 
focus was not only on violence, but on the wider notion of conflict. 
Conflict has multiple manifestations, apart from war and other 
forms of militancy. It may be conducted through persuasion, 
political, cultural, and intellectual domination, and structural 
violence or conversion, to name a few methods he shared with 
Gandhi. He differed in not rejecting modern industrial society as 
in itself an intrinsic evil, however unsuited to India and corrosive 
of its institutions it might be. Rather he saw it as a manifestation of 
current individualistic humanism with its roots in European 
civilization.

There was a time when he hoped that Indian habits and skills 
of cooperative living could become a model for the evolving 
interdependent world society. Later, however, he recognized that 
a more radical solution was called for, in the aftermath of the 
assassination of the Mahatma.

Finally, his prescriptology did not rest primarily on love, but 
on an equal relationship of mutual respect. In place of simple 
nonviolence, he evolved an ethics of abstention from conflict.
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Mallik's Theory of Social Organizations7

While rooted, like Gandhi, in his own culture, Mallik recognized 
the prevalence of at least two other major societal systems. He 
observed in them a different ordering of their social, that is, 
indiviudal and group values, leading to different priorities in 
personal and community life. One of these societies Gandhi dealt 
with and castigated in his fundamental treatise, Hind Swaraj, that 
is, the modern West, which Mallik termed the current face of 
humanism (the earlier being the Graceo-Roman) or individualism. 
Humanism is anthropocentric, radically individualistic, and 
relegates social groups (and non-human forms of ife) to secondary 
status. The social and political thrust is towards freedom and 
equality. By its very nature it is not compatible with religion in so 
far as religion is grounded in transcendental reality, and indeed 
modern humanism originated in a revolt against the medieval 
Christian state. Though the Church has since worked out a modus 
vivendi with modernity, the intrinsic ideational structures of the 
two are not compatible. Gandhi clearly expressed his preference 
for the medieval order over modern godlessness. For him, faith in 
divinity was paramount and could not be reduced to personal 
confession, equivalent to a personal fad. Humanism is still a 
developing and dynamic scheme, and has generated the enterprise 
of modernity, with its political, the republican democratic national 
state as the paradigm for all countries, and tried to universalize 
concepts of justice and human rights. Through its skewed emphasis 
on the individual, however, it has also brought about the para
doxical phenomenon of a diminished humanism to which Gandhi 
pointed so effectively in his critique. This has remained the butt of 
its critics, both at home and abroad, throughout its career.

The second is the community society arising out of a dualistic 
system of values, community and indiviudal, both mediated 
through the purported reality of a single and personal God. Such a 
system engenders strong feelings of solidarity and fraternity 
amongst the believers, with the community developing a quasi- 
ontological reality of its own, and in the last analysis, taking 
precedence over the individual. The community has a tendency 
towards exclusionism, in that those outside the circle of believers 
in a particular incarnation or prophet are ipso facto excluded from 
relationship with divinity. However, since individuality is also a 
value, the community societies, or certain variations of them, can
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coexist within individualist or group systems without a total threat 
to their way of life.

The Indian system, a variant of the group society, has reality 
emphases on small groups that make up a transcendent whole. It 
is also based, like modern humanism on a single value, but its 
chosen value is the group, and thus it is the opposite of 
individualism. Indeed the individual has little or no significance in 
this scheme qua individual. He or she derives value through 
membership in the various groups. An alternate name for such 
societies is absorptionist or mystic. They are absorptionist because 
of their capacity to absorb all groups under a single monistic 
philosophic or social reality, albeit hierarchically and unequally. 
They also display a tendency towards creating mystical schools of 
thought and practisce, thereby enabling individuals to transcend 
their individuality. The group society inculcates feelings of 
togetherness and containment in a larger unity. These find 
expression in a search for social harmony through stressing 
agreements and ignoring disagreements. For example, Gandhi's 
persistent response to communal conflict was to search for common 
values between Hindus and Muslims while brushing over the 
differences.

Lastly, one may note that the group society creates social, 
legal, economic, and knowledge institutions that reflect its own 
reality values, as do those of all the schemes. All the major social 
organizations with their variants and subdivisions poses, similar 
institutions like families, clans, classes, castes, organized into 
communities or nations as smaller or larger collectivities.

Mallik's Theory of Conflict8

This threefold classification of macro social systems serves to 
illustrate the salient characteristics of Mallik's theory of conflict. 
Each of them embodies reality values fundamentally opposed to 
each other. These values are expressed as absolutes, that is, they 
are unquestionable, inexplicable, and are presumed to be universal. 
Absolute assertion becomes a necessity in the face of the threatening 
presence of their opposites in the field of contingent reality. A 
reality value expressed as absolute, that is, as the contradictory of 
its opposite through space and time, is a misapplication of logic. It 
also leads to the urge for expansion of the preferred value to reify 
the absolute belief.



The covert or overt aspiration of all universalizing value 
systems is to occupy the entire global space. This is inherently 
unthinkable and practically unrealizable. So Mallik dubs the goals 
of such value systems as myths. It follows that their universalizing 
activities—war, persuasion, or conversion—are instances of 
mythology. His analysis of the history of thought and society 
points to metaphysical and logical habits of mind that are 
predisposed to conflict, even amongst the more modern iconoclasts 
of metaphysics and conventional logic. History in particular reveals 
itself not so much as an evolutionary progression, but as a see-saw 
of alternate victories and defeats for competing value systems. He 
was therefore thinking from a wider temporal and spatial 
perspective than Gandhi who focused more narrowly on the moral 
potentialities of human character within a particular spiritual and 
social environment.

As already hinted at, the very death of Gandhi was interpreted 
by Mallik as a historic rupture of worldwide significance.9 
History, as he had interpreted it, was a continuous series of 
victories and defeats, punctuated by stages of impasse or mutual 
frustration, after which the value systems revived in new forms 
and continued their strife. The life and death of Gandhi was 
unique, in that it encapsulated a dual rejection. In his life he 
engineered the retreat of British imperialism which spelt the defeat 
of individualism, but his assassination symbolized the unaccept
ability of the quintessential group society. Again, Jinnah's dream 
of a separate Muslim nation got defeated by the Partition that kept 
back a large number of Muslims in "Hindu" India. Thus for the 
first time there was simultaneous frustration of all the macrosocial 
schemes.

Mallik died in 1958, at the height of the Cold War, and before 
the emergence of what is now called "post-modernism." In his 
lifetime, there were still clear-cut ideological camps, with their 
respective professions of opposite values. This came to an end 
with the fall of the Berlin Wall, but the triumphalism of liberal 
protagonist Francis Fukuyama was short-lived. He was succeeded 
by Samuel Huntington whose "clash of civilizations" theory may 
be spurious, but who at least acknowledges the existence of plural 
societal forms which are not about the surrender to Western liberal 
individualism. There is no gainsaying the fact that all world societies 
are in the process of mutual encounter, of revising the absolute 
nature of their received values. In other words, they are heading
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towards what Mallik described as genuine skepticism, which could 
form the basis of abstention from conflict.

Returning to Mallik's theory of society, it is important to note 
that although Mallik analyzed systems in terms of their ordering 
of social values, this did not indicate any social or metaphysical 
priority. All three schemes are on par, each with its own confi
guration of reality values. Thus modern humanism, it is necessary 
to emphasize, is not prioritized in any way. Social systems manifest 
themselves through multiple forms—economic, legal, philosophic, 
cultural, et al. There are also no pure forms of these three broad 
types, but many inter-mixtures, variations, and modifications. 
However, civilizational profiles remain discernible. Within the 
systems there are also conflicts over the means of achieving the 
goals of nations and societies.

Mallik was not primarily a civilizationist or anthropologist, 
but a philosopher searching for the roots of conflict. These he 
found in the conflict of values, traceable through all fields of 
human endeavour. The macro conflicts, he observed, in the 
European world wars, and in the subcontinent of India, between 
the British and Indians, and the Hindus and Muslims, lent 
themselves to this type of civilizational analysis.

The Indian Context

Applying this rough sketch to India, as it has historically evolved, 
one may describe it today as still essentially a group society. It has, 
however, in the course of time, integrated communities of 
dualists—Christians, Jews, and Muslims—within the logic of its 
group structure. It has been possible for the dualists to adapt to 
this group structure because of their communitarianism—as distinct 
groups amongst other groups. As foreigners they could form 
groups of their own, and as converts from the local Hindus, they 
could largely maintain their existing group structure.

The group society also allowed for viewing the entire Muslim 
community as a macro group when necessary. The exclusionism 
and expansionism of the dualist societies have been contained 
within the underlying and accommodative group structure. 
Specifically with regard to the Muslim community, despite the 
severity of the initial Islamic incursion into India, there has been a 
gradual evolution, in part of recovery (since many were converts 
from the existing society), of a shared life.



No doubt, much of this stems from the underlying group 
structure with its penchant for cooperation and adaptability. It has 
never been a perfect solution, because the cutting edge of 
monotheistic dualism or absorptive Hinduism remains susceptible 
to activation in the service of political, economic, or other ends. 
Still there is no doubt as to the attainment of a practicable modus 
vivendi.

Through the long centuries of the Muslim rule, there was little 
essential disturbance of the Indian social organization except in 
certain internal matters relevant to the Muslim community, 
particularly religious and personal law. However, with the intrusion 
of Western humanism under the flagship of the East India 
Company, India for the first time came into contact with a social 
organization which was the polar opposite of her own. Britain's is 
a humanist society founded on India's disavowed principle of 
individuality, and to that extent not amenable to inclusion within 
her group organization. With a superior political and economic 
position, the British were able to force the substitution of Indian 
social customs with individualistic Western ones, leading to a 
catastrophic disintegration of received social modes of intercourse. 
Land ownership, law, and education were amongst the important 
thrust areas in this offensive. One of the worst affected by this 
process was the Hindu-Muslim relationship, in which the old 
balances and patterns were disrupted, leading to mistrust and 
suspicion on a national scale.

Thinking nationally was another by-product of the British 
rule. The individualist system devalues local and intermediate 
groups, but links up the disparate individuals into larger nationa
listic groupings. Nationalism is, in this sense, foreign to both Islam 
and Hinduism. The struggle to accommodate this new idea resulted 
in various formulations. One was the purely secular, or one- 
religious notion of a nation, based on historical, geographical, 
linguistic, or other factors, mediated through a modern constitution. 
But the spectre of democratic numericalism, with its rationale of 
rule by majority, alarmed the erstwhile ruling Muslim minority. In 
particular, the proposed framework of a common civil code 
demanded by a modern secular state contributed to the call for a 
separate nation. In post-Partition India, Muslims have continued 
to resist adoption of a common code. There was also the demand 
by a section of the Hindus, self-conscious heirs to the Maratha
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renaissance, for the reassertion of Hindu political power. Thus the 
processes of individualistic humanism with their penetrations into 
Indian society created new problems and aggravated old ones, 
placing great strains on the group society. In particular, the 
problems of survival and the disruptive effects of the insecurities 
and assertiveness of individualism entailed drawing on the very 
skills in conflict management that were under threat through 
modernization.

The modem state of free India is heir to these contradictory 
trends. As for the communal problem, it would be a mistake to 
categorize it as a simple religious conflict between Hindus and 
Muslims. There are at least three major players in the current 
phase— the Hindus, the Muslims, and the secularists—if we leave 
aside the professional politicians with their narrow and short-term 
interests.

The secularists, as the Indian representatives of Western 
humanism, have created the constitution and control the govern
ment. They are the most dynamic and aggressive in promoting 
their ideology through educational, legal, and social reform 
processes. As representatives of modernity, their claim is to be in 
the "vanguard" of history, and to embody the commonsense of the 
modem age. The traditional society of India, whether Hindu or 
Muslim, experiences threat by such penetrations of individualism 
and modernity. Whereas there are attempts at redefining tradition 
to suit modern conditions, it is the more radical, aggressive, and 
defensive responses to enforced modernization that help to create 
the communal problem. The modernisers have so far failed to 
recognize their contribution to conflict, presuming their provo
cations to be morally correct in terms of their subscribed "real- 
rational" absolute. From their standpoint, the reactions of the 
conservatives appear unethical, irrational, or "reactionary," and 
the onus for conflict is apportioned to only one side.

However, they are partners to the conflict, and not above it, 
though they often occupy the chair of the judge. This is why there 
have been times when the judicial system has been perilously close 
to losing its credibility with the religious communities. In the case 
of the Muslims, it was over the Shah Bano Case (the right of 
alimony has been subsequently upheld in other cases) and with 
the Hindus, over the status of the Babri Masjid (though the recent 
judgement of the Supreme Court has been received without 
opposition).



Thus there is an imbalanced and unstable triangle of forces 
emerging from a disturbed and conflictualised society. It would be 
an interesting development if the secularists were to gel into a 
distinct group in the Indian system. In several respects, for example, 
quasi-endogamous marriages, inherited family vocations, they 
display some signs in this direction, but are very much at a flexible 
and formative stage. Certainly they occupy a commanding position 
despite their relatively small numbers.

Although there thus appears to be an isomorphic recreation of 
world social organizations within the matrix of Indian society, this 
is more apparent than real, in that all are rooted in the parent 
group society. All therefore share and assume a certain common 
background, though it may not often be consciously articulated. 
This is not merely a common moral space, however, but a rootedness 
in common social and economic institutions, in cultural sharing in 
its widest sense. As already pointed out, Muslim communities and 
castes are adapted to living within the Indian group matrix. It is 
humanistic individualism that is the most recent entrant with 
perhaps the greatest stake in undermining group institutions.

The secular modernisers could proceed along one of the two 
paths, consciously or otherwise: one, continue whole hog with the 
project of dismantling traditional society without discrimination; 
and, two, to function as one more macro group within the parent 
society, and accept the right of others to live in their own groups. 
This would entail innovating fresh political and social devices for 
mutual accommodation and cooperation. The ideal solution, of 
devising a new social order that can adequately harmonize the 
apparently conflicting values of individuality, group, and com
munity, appears for the moment to be too far on the horizon, if not 
beyond it. But it is not in principle impossible.

Gandhi and Mallik

Before leaving the subject of the relevance of Gandhism in India, 
one could take a look at Mallik's analysis in his book on Gandhi.10 
The event of the Mahatma's assassination was for him a portentous 
happening, in that it signalled a denial of the possibilities of a 
modern Indian statement. The expression "Indian statement" 
includes a concept of India comprising all castes, communities, 
and groups as a natural civilizational unity, with a method of
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social adjustments based on mutual negotiation and respect. 
Although the assassin was an orthodox Hindu, and the mourners 
from the community of Indian liberals and men and women of 
goodwill, nearly all rejected Gandhi's vision as irrelevant to the 
modern age. This one event profoundly affected Mallik's subse
quent understanding and prognostications for a future world 
society. He assumed from this time onwards that the future would 
lie in some harmonious combination of diverse social values. For 
the interim period, which may be a longish one, the burden of the 
hour lay in a moratorium on conflict. This can be achieved not 
through positive love, which is practically difficult, nor through 
conversion of the world to a single set of values, which is mythology, 
but through the practice of mutual abstention.

At this point we may recapitulate the differences between the 
Gandhian and Mallikean approaches to the understanding and 
managing of communal conflict.

★  Both accepted the view prevalent in intellectual circles of 
the time that the Hindus and Muslims had achieved a 
modus vivendi, paradigmatically in the villages of India. 
The Gandhian theory would attribute this to common 
moral values and spiritual aspirations, and the Mallikean 
to the common sharing in a societal and civilizational 
matrix. Mallik, however, was acutely aware of the historical 
clashes between the two communities, and theoretically 
accommodated them in his macro theory.

★  Short of his utopia, Gandhi pursued Hindu-Muslim 
integration through devising common action fronts, and 
through the assertion of the common and spiritual space 
between the two religions. The Mallikean position, arising 
from a similar less than perfect sitution, leads to a theory 
of abstention. This is founded not so much on common 
ideals but on the need to survive and live together, despite 
the prevalence of differences. Salient features of his ethics 
and methodology will be described below.

★  One of the serious limitations of Gandhi's theory, from the 
point of view of current applicability, is its embeddedness 
in the small village group organization. With the post- 
Independence drive for modernity, there have been serious 
structural changes in the pattern of rural and urban life,
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exacerbating the break-up of the cohesive village com
munities, with migration towards the overcrowded cities. 
The conditions for a mutually responsible society as 
envisioned by him have been weakened, though not totally 
destroyed. Gandhi symbolized in his personal and public 
life a protest against the "brown sahib" and "brown raj." 
He could hardly have anticipated a situation in which 
such "sahibs" would dictate the development of India. 
Strangely enough, Jawaharlal Nehru who epitomized the 
Westernized Indian, was his personally annointed suc
cessor. There is little in his theory that his followers can 
seize on for action in the current situation, other than for 
continued protest against the establishment. Positive appli
cation has not ventured beyond the setting up of a few 
non-governmental ashrams or institutions. The Mallikean 
theory, however, is more flexible in its entertainment of 
several competing models, and his methodology of conflict 
avoidance is not confined within a particular space or 
time reference.

★  In the face of the explosion of conflict in unprecedented 
forms, for example, the Holocaust, the atomic bombings, 
the Partition riots, Gandhi held to his ideals of nonviolence 
and satyagraha, refusing to modify them. These were 
concepts and tools he had evolved to conduct his fight for 
justice against the British and within India, and he 
continued to believe in their efficacy. Mallik, on the other 
hand, started with the conflicts that affected the develop
ment of major events in Europe and Asia, and put his 
focus more on peace than on justice.

Altogether the differences between the two arise from their 
dissimilar philosophic conceptions of reality.11 Gandhi subscribed 
to the Vedantic absolute, from which flowed his accommodation 
of plural belief systems. From his Hindustic milieu also stemmed 
his tolerance and nonviolent gentleness. His inability to grasp the 
essential differences that might divide different religious and non
religious communities could also be attributed to strong unity 
concepts in his intellectual and spiritual background. He was 
programmed to search for commonalities deriving from this 
absolute unity, which he had described as God or nonviolence or
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Truth. Mallik was convinced of the certainty of reality, but held 
that it could only be understood in non-absolute formulations. 
These were reflected in certain types of social values, mistaken for 
absolutes, and therefore construed as intrinsically opposed to one 
another. While not denying the possibility of their ultimate 
resolution into more harmonious (but never uniform) expression, 
he sketched various stages through which such an evolution could 
take place.

It is important to note that his theory rests on a distinction 
between peace and harmony. Harmony represents an ideal 
condition of fulfilment, but peace is a negative condition, an 
absence of conflict. It need not attend the attainment of any perfect 
state of affairs, but can be established through a moratorium on 
conflict. This entails recognition of the counterproductive nature 
of spurious absolutist dogmas, religious or non-religious, and of 
the peculiar nature of the contemporary situation in which all 
social schemes mutually challenge and mutually frustrate one 
another. This is mediated through an intermediate ethics of 
abstention, as opposed to an ethics of "fulfilment" since the latter 
as representing tradition can only lead to expansion, conflict, and 
impasse. Mallik believed that morphology of conflict and abstention 
applied not only to inter-civilizational, but also to national, group 
and even to inter-personal tensions. A more detailed analysis of the 
meaning of abstention can be found elsewhere.12 Suffice for the 
present to note that it entails self-restraint, and effort not to fulfil.

Communal Conflict

Communal conflict is characteristic of Indian society, though not 
constant. It often follows a pattern of eruptions at infrequent 
intervals separated by periods of cooperation. This appears to be 
characteristic of the group society with its proclivities towards 
sweeping differences under the carpet till tensions become 
intolerable and explode. Afterwards there is a reassertion of 
agreements over disagreements. Since it is akin to bad manners to 
mention differences, they are rarely addressed, and often left to 
accumulate and simmer till the next permissible outburst. However, 
the calamitous Partition riots spawned a bifurcation of the sub
continent, and in contemporary times, the risks attached to civil 
conflict are too horrific to be entertained. While the group society 
struggles to maintain its skills of cooperation, the socio-economic-



political modernization of the country and its opening up to the 
outside world create new types of predicaments. The speed at 
which change occurs is a tax on the system and imposes unaccept
able burdens on its received traditions. Hence it becomes important 
to search for new ways to contain, prevent, or negotiate conflicts 
before they reach unmanageable proportions.

The most recent spate of cornual conflict over the Babri Masjid/ 
Ram Janamsthan site at Ayodhya acted as a catalyst for several 
government and non-governmental efforts to contain the problem. 
Neither legal, political, legislative, nor citizens' efforts have yet 
managed to remove or dissolve the heart of the problem. 
Interestingly, there was no major Gandhian effort, that is, no 
effective nonviolent forum to enable Hindus, Muslims, and others, 
to stage a satyagraha for peace and amity. There were indeed 
statements and articles from committed Gandhians, but little 
expression of the force or power of satyagraha. A similar situa
tion pertained in Punjab right from the very start of the militancy 
when Hindu passengers were ordered out of transport buses and 
shot. No Gandhian leadership arose to call the joint Hindu-Sikh 
populace to any united nonviolent resistance. The modern legal 
state has indeed diminished the effectiveness of the moral society, 
and modern industrialism created through its weaponry more 
formidable methods of terror.

In the Ayodhya imbroglio the state was rendered ineffective 
between its democratic communal commitments and electoral 
aspirations on the one side and the secular constitution on the 
other. There was also the question of interpreting these commit
ments in the particular issue under dispute. The legitimacy of the 
judiciary was threatened by both parties once the verdict had 
become not only a matter of prestige, but of self-definition.

The state retained the role of an arbiter most of the time, with 
the memorable exception of one series of round-the-table dis
cussions held between the protagonists of both sides. Unofficial 
meetings were held by a group of religious leaders from several 
communities, and by citizens' groups composed of a cross-section 
of political, academic, media, and other persons in public life. The 
former sought to get the concerned parties to agree upon a common 
formula. The latter more often used the mode of debate which 
serves as a forum for airing opinions but has inherent limitations 
in solving tensions. Ultimately the impasse was broken by the
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"direct action" of the demolition of the mosque, but the issues 
have been reformulated on.somewhat different and yet fairly 
intractable lines once again. For the time being, there is no violence 
but the dispute, symptomatic of the Hindu-Muslim problema- 
tique, remains. There is a characteristic complacency that the 
religious issue has burnt itself out, and that the country has 
progressed to involving itself in problems of social structure or 
economy. A similar complacency prevailed in the wake of the 
Partition riots. It was presumed that after the cathartic orgy of 
violence, people would settle down to problems of social recons
truction. However, the latent communal unease and the anomalies 
of democratic politics managed to reactivate the issue from time to 
time. Hence it remains important to search for ways to contain the 
potentialities for conflict.

Need for Continuing Dialogue

Utilizing the insights gained from the Mallikean philosophy, and 
borrowing from other peace thinkers and philosophers, one may 
proceed to conceptualize the problem within a framework of real 
agreements and disagreements. The agreements derive from the 
common social background of the group society, and they generate 
many shared cultural values. It has no doubt become incumbent in 
modern times to articulate these values that are too much taken for 
granted, or sidelined in the process of development. The Indian 
Constitution has set the goals for a new society, and the rules for 
settling disputes. But it is the rich and complex cultural tapestry of 
India that provides the backdrop to the common life.

Disagreements equally exist. As earlier mentioned, the tendency 
of the group society is to avoid articulation of differences, and to 
aim for settlements of disputes through consensus or obedience to 
authority. In independent India the well-knit fabric of the received 
tradition is being weakened structurally through doses of indivi
dualism administered through educational, economic, mass 
communications and political processes. Different communities 
easily resonate with their confreres abroad—Muslims, Christians, 
humanists—to name a few (now we may add women and the 
socially disadvantaged).

Internationalization undermines the local rootedness of groups 
and influences their articulation and self-understanding. This points. 
to the need to devise added ways of conflict resolution rather than



dispense with received tradition. It is that inheritance that still 
keeps India amongst the lowest conflict-ridden societies given the 
multiplicity of her ethnic, linguistic, and religious groups. (A 
comparison with erstwhile Yugoslavia or USSR might prove 
salutary).

However, the persistence of low-grade communal tensions, 
and continuing unfriendly neighbourliness between India and 
Pakistan is beginning to induce a mood of fatalism both at home 
and abroad.

To counter this, one may turn to Mallikean ideas to elicit a 
theoretical framework within which to conceptualize the possi
bilities of peaceful good neighbourliness. He starts with the goal of 
achieving peace as a sine qua non for and fulfilment, at least a 
working accommodation of mutual interests. However, since peace 
is an essentially and justice a substantially contested concept, it 
bcomes important to enunciate a principle which is both transparent 
and intelligible. Mallik therefore redefines peace as a bare absence 
of conflict, in which the survival needs of all may be accommodated. 
One of his most important assumptions is that although differing 
value systems may be opposed to one another, they are alternative, 
though incomplete, ways of a hidden absolute in the Mallikean 
system, and that is total equality.

This is expressed at least on two levels: one, the equal rights of 
all individuals to survival and of responsibility to abstain from 
conflict; and the other, the equality of all societal schemes and 
organizations as less than perfect but working endeavours. Cultural 
equality stems equally from the variety of expressions as from a 
common imperfection, a shared subscription to illusions of the 
absolute and to mythology. There are no doubt differences in 
technological and institutional sophistication, but these cannot be 
a ground for hierarchical distinctions when it comes to the basics 
of survival, both individual and cultural.

With these two principles of equality and responsibility, added 
to his historical understanding of the see-saw pattern of victories 
and defeats, and the implicit futility of warfare or expansionism of 
any variety, Mallik has framed the outline for his ethics of 
abstention. It is based on the recognition that there is no ideal 
societal organization and that absolutes cannot be universalized. 
Moreover, in the present it is essential to maintain the received 
value orderings to avoid social anarchy. Therefore he suggests
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that methods of coexistence can be based on the principle of 
abstaining from conflict without surrender of one's belief system. 
When differences threaten to erupt into harmful forms, it becomes 
possible, with the moderately skeptical frame of mind induced by 
the foregoing metaphysical outlook, to abstain from going over the 
brink.

In other words, what is demanded from each party is a 
recognition of the other's prescriptive right to exist. A largely 
prevalent view originating in cultures derivative from strict 
Aristotelian either/or type logic systems, suggests that conflict is 
natural and essential for growth. Such a logic was transmogrified 
by Hegel into a legitimization of conflict through a spurious 
synthesis of opposites, which Marx in his turn laboured to reify in 
history. Mallik suggests that whatever utility confict might have 
had in the past in ensuring the survival of groups and cultures, in 
the present world it has become self-defeating. Refraining from 
conflict will not result in the peace of the grave, so dreaded by the 
European dialectical and adventurous mind, but in a relaxed 
atmosphere more conducive to envisioning a better society.

Within a framework of such metaphysically founded pluralistic 
thinking, it becomes possible to lay the ground work for a Hindu- 
Muslim continuing dialogue to deal with current problems, and 
hopefully anticipate those on the horizon. There already exist 
syncretic fusions in the realms of music, religion, or whatever, but 
the present task is to address areas where differences create tensions. 
Such a dialogue is not governed by a principle of tolerance, which 
may have paternalistic overtones, but by the mutual respect that 
exists1 amongst equals. It assumes the existence of a common 
background and the need to articulate it, but is not an "inter-faith" 
dialouge for religious persons. Indeed, in the India of today what 
is required is at least a trialogue, amongst the three main contenders, 
the two groups of religionists and the secularists. It is incumbent 
on all three to exhibit mutual respect and to aim at an authentic or 
genuine dialogue. Some of the main features of such a dialogue 
are:

One, rigorous equality. This would be a difficult principle to 
follow for all three parties, since each has assumptions about the 
ultimate truth of its particular world-view. Not only the Muslims, 
but also the Hindus, with their accommodating and generous 
inclusiveness (much resented by others with monotheistic or



anthropocentric beliefs), and the secular modernisers with their 
largely unchallenged confidence as superseders of the past, would 
have to learn to view themselves as one stream amongst several, 
with no absolute claims to all-encompassing truth. As pointed out, 
Hindus and Muslims have managed to hammer out a practicable 
code of coexistence during the long course of centuries of 
cohabitation. Today it is the modernisers who are roaring for 
change and ready to interfere. Change is unavoidable in the 
emerging interconnected and mutually challenging world, and 
even the religious communities themselves are innovative in cer
tain respects, but modernity constitutes a total assault on received 
values. It becomes all the more important for the modernists 
therefore to dialogue with the pre-existing groups, rather than to 
challenge them unilaterally and absolutely.

Two, a moratorium on conversion or persuasion. Without 
relinquishing absolutes, the dialogue space can transform into a 
forum for hidden or visible persuaders, each seeking to win against 
the others, and thereby generate tensions, if not hostility or conflict. 
A dialogue is different from a debate. The latter not only allows for 
expression of multiple points of view, but implicitly admits 
persuasion as the goal of the exercise. The process of debate 
include "winners" and "losers." Postures are therefore either 
aggressive or defensive. A dialogue is merely an exchange, and is 
based on mutual respect and acceptance of the other's prescriptive 
right to exist and to hold differing views. There is no question of 
scoring points or competition but a search for understanding with 
a view to accommodation and coexistence.

In ancient times in India, debates between the pandits of 
different philosophical schools were presided over by a moderator 
who judged the winner. The losing party was then obliged to 
"convert" to the other's position. Such is not the purpose of dialogue 
which involves free statements of each one's case, and freedom to 
remain within the orbit of that case. Mutatis mutandis there is also 
the freedom to change, if so desired. The possibilities of enhanced 
understanding of all cases and of negotiating via media remain 
viable in a non-coercive open-ended situation.

Three, an awareness, if not articulation, of the common 
background creates the environment for dialogue to take place. 
There are many commonalities that lie concealed behind the Hindu- 
Mulsim relationship, in terms of culture, country, geography,
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history, et al. They form the backdrop to both conflict and 
cooperation but the positivities tend to get forgotten once the 
conflict syndrome gets under way.

Four, a candid expression of disagreements. In a sense, this is 
the most difficult for those nurtured in the Indian tradition, where 
open argumentation is considered offensive. However, given the 
speed with which radical changes are occurring in social rela
tionships within families and communities and within society as a 
whole, it becomes imperative to master the art of expressing 
differing opinions as a normal part of conversation. Thus one may 
avoid the dichotomy between simulated agreement and hostility. 
The Mallikean formula of abstaining from conflict but not 
necessarily from articulation encapsulates the situation to some 
extent. The parliamentary constitution indicates that the right to 
peacefully differ has been embedded within the heart of the 
country's institutions, but the parliamentary arena is more a theatre 
of debate than dialogue. It is the scene of victories and defeats 
rather than mutual understanding. Outside the chambers of 
Parliament, by and large, the rules of courtesy again take over, and 
true opinions are only voiced within the circles of the committed. 
A long period may elapse before a culture of openness becomes 
widespread. Hence in the immediate future, a situation may have 
to be constructed, with the help of a third party, to facilitate a 
dialogue. There is much literature on the subject of negotiations 
and group dynamics, and enough examples from different parts of 
the world, for experiments to be conducted in this field.

Five, and this is a corollary to four, when irritation ensues, as is 
likely in the course of exploring common issues from contrasting 
and opposed perspectives, all parties are bound to consciously 
abstain from entering into deeper conflict. This is not quite the 
received decorum of refraining from disagreement, but of res
training hostile rhetoric, not to mention actions, once the freely 
stated opinions reach the brink of conflict.

Six, a last point derivative from the peace thinker Anatol 
Rapoport that can in principle be incorporated into a theory of 
genuine dialogue. It should be the endeavour of each party to state 
the case for the opposing side. In other words, Hindus and Muslims 
should aim at trying to see and articulate the subject under dispute 
from the other's point of view.



These conditions constitute part of an alternative paradigm for 
tackling disagreements based on genuine pluralism. The techniques 
for holding dialouges or conferencing are well-known and well 
developed. If they have not always yielded results, it is because of 
rigid mindsets which are difficult to abandon. The tyranny of 
"group think" is another factor which inhibits the free expression 
of dissenting opinion. The advantage of a dialouge couched within 
the Mallikean paradigm is also that individuals are encouraged to 
state their own and hear another point of view. There is always the 
dead hand of some philosopher behind everyday assumptions, 
and many philosophers in the past have been caught in the conflict 
trap of contradictory logics and absolutist dogmas. Indeed the 
agenda of philosophers today might well include the task of creating 
a fresh intellectual environment in which the problem of the Hindu- 
Muslim relationship can be tackled anew.
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Gandhi's Religious Approach 
to Communal Harmony

Iqbal A. Ansari

I n  A MULTI -RELIGIOUS society and polity, communal harmony 
and inter-religious understanding are not identical phenomena 
with common parameters; nor are they necessarily interdependent. 
It is possible to have conflicts among two groups of people profess
ing the same faith, the basis of group consciousness being language 
and culture. Conversely, it is possible to have peaceful co-existence 
among groups professing very different religions on the basis of 
agreed principles of equality and justice in the common domain of 
polity and economy in a plural democratic framework. The latter 
dispensation would seek to ensure that no prescriptive model of 
nationhood and nation-state makes one or the other group seek 
dominance in terms of culture. It will also provide mechanism to 
ensure equitable sharing of power and resources by all groups.1

Though in some contexts part of the conflict may also derive 
from religious-doctrinal differences as they do in Muslim Shia- 
Sunni clashes or even in Muslim-Ahmadia relations, the pattern of 
inter-group relations in countries as different as Palestine, Lebanon, 
Sri Lanka, Northern Ireland, and Malaysia bear out what has been 
posited above. Even the cases of Catholic-Protestant conflict in 
Northern Ireland and Jewish-Muslim conflict in Palestine (Israel) 
are not those of a doctrine war between two sectarian views of 
Christianity or between two sister religions competing among 
themselves to promote people's better chances in Heaven. It is a
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verifiable fact that leaders of these movements have not not been 
mainly those who had been inspired by their religious doctrines.2

Undoubtedly religions, as living traditions, do constitute 
important, even essential, ingredients of ethnic-cultural group 
identity. But to treat the issue of Hindu-Muslim relations in India 
or Catholic-Protestant relations in Ulster as primarily an inter
religious problem is misconceived. This approach is inadequate 
for a scholarly study as well as for promotion of peace between the 
two communities.

Part of the reason for both Hindus and Muslims not responding 
positively to the Mahatma's attempt lay in the approach which 
made him give central importance to the idea of essential unity of 
all religions. In this regard the study of the pattern of Gandhian 
stances on the issue reveals a rather unsure ground of unity of 
religions. For example, in 1924, he said:

I do not share the belief that there can or will be on earth one religion. 
I am striving, therefore, to find a common factor and to induce 
mutual tolerance.3

Then, frankly admitting that his attitude to Hinduism is that of 
either a child to its mother or of a husband to his wife, he discovers 
in Hinduism a unique kind of all-inclusive beauty and truth. In 
1925 he wrote:

In my opinion the beauty of Hinduism lies in its all-embracing 
inclusiveness . . .  what of substance is contained in any other religion 
is always to be found in Hinduism. And what is not contained in it is 
insubstantial or unnecessary.4

This would appear to follow the line of argument which the 
orthodox Muslim scholasticism adopts by claiming on the one 
hand that Islam affirms the beliefs revealed to all peoples during 
all past ages, and then asserting that it is now the only last authentic 
complete repository of eternal truths and revealed guidance from 
God to man.

Interestingly Gandhi disclaimed to be even an eclectic in 
religion. In 1927 he clarified his postion thus:

In spite of my being a staunch Hindu, I find room in my faith for 
Christian and Islamic and Zoroastrian teaching, and, therefore, my 
Hinduism seems to some to be a conglomeration and some have even 
dubbed me an eclectic.. .  ."5



One finds Gandhi taking a commonsensically sound and 
reasonable stance when he said that he "cannot let a scriptural text 
supersede my reason. Whilst I believe that the principal books are 
inspired, they suffer from a process of double distillation."6

He therefore claims to exercise his judgement about every 
scripture, including the Gita. But how is one to reconcile this 
position with his conception of attachment to one's ancestral religion 
in terms of indissoluble matrimonial ties where the one remains 
faithful to the other because of some "indefinable but irresistible 
attraction" that holds him or her steadfast. "Faithfulness to one's 
religion," he concedes, "should not make one blind to the defects 
of one's own religion and the beauties of others." He concludes: 
"My approach to other religions, therefore, is never as a fault
finding critic but as a devolee hoping to find the like beauties in 
other religions and wishing to incorporate in my own the good I 
may find in them and miss in mine."7

One, however, finds Gandhi acommodating Varndshram, 
though reformed, and idol worship. His test of truth being reason 
and conscience, it raises the question: whose reason and whose 
inner voice? A Muslim's reason and conscience shows absolute 
repugnance to idol worship which Gandhi does not consider as 
sinful.

A critical study of the Gandhian attempt at interreligious 
understanding can still be rewarding not only for historical reasons 
but also for evolving a more valid approach to Hindu-Muslim 
relations in the Indian subcontinent in our times. The present note 
focuses on Mahatma Gandhi's views on Hinduism and other 
religions, excluding from consideration the vital area of his political 
thought and strategies having a bearing on Hindu-Muslim relations.

At the higher level of abstraction, Mahatma Gandhi considered 
the one eternal and perfect religion representing the Absolute 
Truth as speechless.8 Historical religions and the holy scriptures, 
according to him, are imperfect and liable to error because of the 
human instrumentality. They suffer a process of double distillation: 
one because of the recipients of revealed Truth being human seers 
and prophets, and the other, because of its being subject to 
interpetation.9 This commonsensical view of religious relativism 
led him to treat all religions, especially Islam and Christianity, 
with equal respect believing that all of them led to the same God. 
This attitude engenders not only tolerance but also reverence for
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other religions and their prophets and scriptures, alongside the 
consciousness of imperfection of all of them, including one's own.

It needs to be noted that this Gandhian recognition of relativism 
and imperfection of received religions is not the same as that of an 
anthropologist's or an agnostic's. The Mahatma conceived of God 
and the role of religion as absolute, eternal, and universal in more 
or less the same terms as do the Muslims. He believed, for example, 
in the One Supreme God, who without having a personal existence, 
was the Ruler, the King, and the Law giver; who is Life, Love, and 
Light; who, above all, is Benign and long-suffering, and who has 
designed the universe as a morally ordered system.10 Man, in his 
view, should recognise and submit to this all-pervasiveness of 
God and hence should renounce all desire for possession and 
should enjoy what has been apportioned to him by God.11 
Realisation of this ultimate Truth should be the goal of not only 
worship but of all one's activities without any distinction of sacred 
and secular domains. In Gandhi's view of higher religion, not only 
mankind but all created beings are one. Realisation of Truth, the 
goal of religious life, can therefore be attained through Ahimsa, 
that is, nonviolence.12

How to tell truth from untruth? Gandhi takes recourse to the 
"inner voice" for this purpose.13 The external criteria are provided 
by morality and reason. He says he would not accept anything in 
the name of religion which is against reason or morality, although 
he readily accepts the limits of reason in the domain of belief.14

It would appear that at this higher level Islam can comfortably 
co-exist with Gandhian religion. It is not only the Sufi heterodoxy, 
but even central orthodoxy of Islam that wants man to submit to 
the only Eternal Reality that is God and to serve Him in all his 
activities.15 Islam again equates God with Truth and Truth with 
God and enjoins on its followers the duty of bearing witness to 
Truth16 and considers sacrificing one's life in fulfilment of this 
duty as the highest stage of religious life. All mankind again is one 
in the eyes of Islam. Fellow humans are not only to be treated with 
fraternal feelings, but also to be treated as equal in dignity and 
rights. Extending the domain of the living, as Gandhi does by 
claiming Jainist and Buddhist traditions as Hindu, to all varieties 
of small and large animals, does not fully accord with the rather 
anthropocentric universe of Islam, though kindness to animals is 
commendable and cruelty to them is reprehensible in the Islamic 
tradition.17



But the problem arises when we find Gandhi insisting on 
absolute nonviolence as a necessary condition for realisation of 
truth.

He admits that Hinduism as such does not condemn the use of 
force in all circumstances, as is exemplified by both the Ramayana 
and the Mahabharata. In this regard Gandhi, on the one hand, 
appropriates the Jain and Buddhist traditions as part of Hinduism 
and, on the other hand, takes recourse to allegorical interpretation 
of wars fought by Shri Rama and Arjun against their foes as 
symbolic of the perpetual duel between good and evil.18

He also interprets Mahabharata as an exemplifier of the futility 
of all wars. But what about Ramayana? Did Rama fight a futile war? 
In this case even an allegorical interpretation would not make us 
believe that evil can be overcome, in all circumstances, by recourse 
to Satyagraha. No exception can, however, be taken to Gandhian 
insistence on ruling out the use of force under all circumstances. 
The only question that Gandhians need to squarely face is the 
following: which option is nearer Truth, that is, God, to acquiesce 
into gross injustice to humanity or to use limited force under a 
strict ethical code to remove tyranny and injustice?

Islamic understanding of the human condition includes the 
possibility of evil using its power to do mischief and impose 
tyranny upon people. The source of injustice may be the state or 
powerful groups of people in the society. Establishment of justice 
and eradication of tyranny is such a higher value in the Islamic 
scheme that it permits the use of force after all other peaceful 
means have been exhausted. Gandhi would suggest offering 
Satyagraha or passive resistance. But what if the tyrant is wicked, 
like Ravana who does not respond to Satyagraha. The choice 
would then lie between surrendering to tyranny or to use force to 
remove it. Here the position of the Koran is akin to that of Gita and 
the Ramayana, and not to the Gandhian religion. But it is instructive 
to note that Gandhi did permit the marching of the Indian army 
into Kashmir to drive out the raiders in October 1947.

Ahimsa in the extreme form is therefore not only impracticable 
but it fails to subserve Truth in the form of justice. Does part of the 
reason for this divergence lie in the Hindu civilization's relatively 
less concern for justice and its asking people to accept injustice as 
part of God's will/fate.

Early Christianity having been organised as a monastic order 
ruled out all war and violence. But subsequently the idea of a just
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war gained acceptance. Human condition being as it is, commitment 
to peace without a greater concern for justice would make evil 
hold sway. Rama's fighting a just war and Krishna's exhortation to 
Arjun to deny the fruits of action and not action as such are 
therefore more relevant than the Gandhian doctrine otahimsa. The 
seekers after truth who have dedicated their lives to God, that is, 
Truth, therefore need to develop standards for objectively charac
terising situations and conditions that could legitimise use of 
force. They should be equally concerned with bringing use of force 
under the discipline of moral and humanitarian code of conduct.

If Hindus and Muslims under the leadership of Gandhi had 
agreed to strictly abide by the code of conduct of war or violent 
domestic conflict, communal riots could have been avoided. 
Instead, Gandhi's advocacy of an extreme form of nonviolence 
made large sections of Hindus feel that this doctrine had led to 
their emaciation. It did not elicit a positive response from the 
Muslims either.19 And thus the cause of peace suffered and 
continues to suffer. It should be possible to agree on and abide by 
Gandhi's anguished cry not to stab in the back during riots. This is 
a realistic recognition of choice between two evils. "Not stabbing 
in the back" needs to be elaborated and refined to include, sparing 
life and property of old people, women, children, and disabled 
and all non-combatants, and sparing places of worship and crops 
and other civil activities. Recourse in this regard needs to be taken 
to the Koran, the Gita, and the Muslim code of ethics on Jehad and 
Manu's laws on war.20

At the higher level of realisation of Truth by the religious 
person willing to renounce the self and serve in humility, we have 
noted that the Gandhian Hindu and Koranic Muslim can com
fortably co-exist, even cooperate, towards a common goal—the 
only snag being the Koranic injunction to establish justice and 
freedom in the world even by using lawful and humanised force, if 
need be. But when we come down to earth, we are faced with a 
different scenario.

IN HIS CHARACTERISTIC frankness Gandhi admits that he is a Hindu 
because he believes in the hereditary principle, although there is 
some room for freely examining one's ancestral religion and reject 
part of the elements of tradition.21 On occasions he has also made



observations implying that race and climate also shape the character 
of a religion. A scrutiny of his religious development reveals that 
Gandhi's search for religious truth was interwoven with his 
legitimate desire for an Indian national identity, not only political 
but also cultural.22 His affirmation of the mainstream religious- 
cultural tradition of India derives from this situationally legitimate 
urge for owning up India and discovering its glory which had 
suffered under enslavement.23 Motivated by the same legitimate 
urge, Nehru adopted a secular nationalist approach emphasising 
assimilative and synthesising tendency of the Indian civilization. 
Gandhi's approach was also influenced by his identifying with the 
vast masses who could not be persuaded to believe that the cow 
need not be singled out as the object of worship and to share food 
with all, including Muslims, and who could not be told that Rama 
was not a historical figure as Gandhi himself believed. Gandhi 
therefore took recourse to the strategy of simultaneously believing 
in non-historical existence as the son of Raja Dashrath and the 
incarnation of God whose idol could be worshipped.24

Gandhi affirmed his belief in Varna, though non-pollutional 
and non-hierarchical,25 and in cow as an object of adoration.26 He 
also stated that he was not against idol worship.27 The latter was a 
realistic recognition of the average human craving for tangible 
images and symbols for abstract ideas. He was not far too wrong 
in pointing out that the Koran and the mosque as holy objects in 
the eyes of the Muslim masses belonged to the category of images 
of the deity.28

Gandhi's position on Varna and on the cow does not appear to 
be just a concession to age-old tradition or to the popular sentiment. 
He extolled the virtues of Varnashrama in absolute terms as a 
universal law of social organisation that alone could ensure peace 
and contentment which other civilizations would do well to emulate 
as it would enable them to conserve energy being wasted in 
individual competition.29 He goes to the extent of saying that the 
discovery of the law of Varnashrama is a magnificent result of the 
ceaseless search for the truth.30 It needs to be noted that though his 
preference for hereditary occupational restriction has more to do 
with socio-economic thinking than with any religious fatalism, 
Gandhi raises it to the religious domain. But why did Gandhi not 
take into account the morality of the problem of the individual's 
right to freedom of occupation? He, however, allowed individuals, 
with talent and aptitude for work other than hereditary, to render
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service in the field of their choice, provided they earned their 
livelihood only from ancestral occupation. But what if one proved 
a total failure in such hereditary occupation, or the occupation 
itself became redundant because of socio-economic changes?

Gandhi's sentiment for the cow, as a poem of pity, is not just a 
concession to popular religion. He considers cow worship as “a 
unique contribution to the evolution of humanitarianism . . .  a 
practical application of the belief in the oneness and, therefore, 
sacredness of life."

Gandhi did not squarely face the truth of Indian history that its 
worship of cow was selective for its utility to agricultural 
communities, and not as symbolic of unity and sacredness of all 
life. Even all humans did not enjoy that status.

In all these aspects of religious particularism, it would appear 
that Gandhi is an exponent of mainstream Hindu tradition, which 
he frankly admits to belong to. He rather defines his position vis-a- 
vis Hinduism as that of a worthy son of a mother, or of a loving 
husband to his wife. He also considers India as the mother of 
religions. With all his respect for other religions, he reserves 
superlatives for his own. With his characteristic frankness he 
considers his position as that of an assimilationist. In this regard 
his attitude to Buddhism is instructive.31 First, he considers Buddha 
to be a Hindu reformer and Buddhism, like Jainism, a part of 
Hindu religion. Secondly, he thinks that it was well that Brahminism 
absorbed all that was good in Buddhism and drove out the 
excrescences. He does not seem to have any bad conscience for 
Brahminism not allowing Buddhism to coexist on the soil of its 
origin. This attitude towards Buddhism as it exists in other countries 
can be interpreted to mean that while emphasising the "essential 
unity" of all religions, the "essence" and terms of "unity" are to be 
defined by the dominant religion, a number Brahminical Hindu
isms.

In the saga of Gandhi's religious development, however, one 
finds him consistently reinterpreting and expanding the Hindu 
tradition—incorporating, appropriating, and assimilating what he 
considers worthy teachings and practices of other, including non- 
indigenous, religions. But two things are significant: one, it is the 
Hindu mainstream tradition which occupies the central position; 
and, second, practice of faith is considered organically linked with 
race-ethnic consciousness and heritage.



Gandhi has narrated how in his childhood he learnt from 
Rambha, the nurse, to use Ramanama as a mantra to overcome his 
fear of evil spirits. All his life he gratefully remembered Rambha 
for having initiated him into this ethnic lore.32 It was again the 
name of Rama that Gandhi uttered when he was martyred.

While conceding the Mahatma's human urge, reinforced by 
political circumstances, to belong to one's ethnic group identity 
and take pride in it, subject though to reasonand morality, what 
was not so obvious to even Gandhi was the fact that while at the 
universal level it was possible to seek oneness of Hinduism and 
Islam, it was not possible to do so at the level of the particular. The 
Eternal One and the many indigenous-racial religious particulars 
were irreconcilable in view of Islam's uncompromising rejection 
of human craving for tangible objects of worship. In the social 
vision again, the egalitarianism of Islam came into conflict with 
Gandhian allowance for Varna in the sense of occupational 
immobility. It also-needs to be noted that affirming the essential 
unity of all religions in the hope of developing an attitude of equal 
respect for them cannot be expected to produce desired results 
when those seeking such unity belong to the dominant religion. 
Motives are likely to become suspect if they are also involved in 
political power struggle. Inter-community peace is more a function 
of respect for all humans (not religions) and their communities as 
well as for their individual and community rights to existence in 
freedom and dignity, preserving desirable stable features of their 
identity.
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THOSE INVOLVED TODAY in promoting inter-community peace may 
still benefit from Gandhian dedication to truth and nonviolence (in 
terms of attitude) and also from his concern for justice, provided 
that "truth" does not become the monopoly of some sections of the 
dominant community. We also need to accept limits of Ahimsa and 
work out when and how force may be used for truth and justice. 
Insistence on total non-use of force needs to be replaced by its 
being brought strictly under the civilising and humanising influence 
of law and ethics. Respect for humans and their communities 
should enable the seeker of peace not only to see what is common 
among all religious beliefs and cultural traditions but also to notice 
those features which make each group distinct and different from
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the other. The goal of such seekers of peace should not be 
assimilation but coexistence, though not in isolation but in 
togetherness.
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Modern Society and Modern 
Secularism: A Gandhian 

Problematique

K. Raghavendra Rao

T h is  PAPER FOLLOWS the following plan. In the first section, 
some relevant theoretical and conceptual issues will be discussed 
in order to clear the docks, so to say, to launch an investigation into 
Gandhi's position on what we call secularism. In the second section, 
Gandhi's views on religion will be examined as crucial to any 
understanding of secularism but it will be grounded in a Gandhian 
critique of modern society as an offshoot of modern civilization. 
The third section will state Gandhi's view on the place of religion 
in relation to society and state, and thus relate it to our notion of 
secularism. The concluding fourth section will address the issue of 
relating the Gandhian condemnation of modern civilization to a 
paradoxical Gandhian upholding of what amounts virtually to a 
modern notion of secularism in the context of state and society.

The term "secularism" appears nowhere as a significant notion 
in Gandhi's massive writings, though, as we shall see later, the 
idea itself is central to Gandhi's theory and programme of 
communal harmony. The importance of retrieving the Gandhian 
notion of communal harmony as grounded in a secular soil is all 
the greater today when religious fundamentalism of the Hindu 
majority, at least at the level of articulated politics, if not at the 
level of everyday existence of Hindu masses, is on the rise. Gandhi
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held that Islam and Christianity were inherently inconsistent with 
the phenomenon of fundamentalism or organised hostility to other 
religions to the extent of overpowering and liquidating them, 
though he was too much of a realist not to notice that in terms of 
their history as well as contemporary behaviour, as experienced 
by him, they tended to perpetuate this inconsistency. While 
recognizing the shortcomings of Hinduism, he held that, by and 
large, its followers were not guilty of extreme or fanatical hostility 
towards other religions. The thrust of this paper is that the Gandhian 
message is relevant to all religious communities everywhere to 
different degrees.

Now for a few theoretical and conceptual explanations and 
clarifications as a prelude to our discussion of the Gandhian 
positions. Anyone who has been involved in a study of religion or 
secularism should know the impossibility of arriving at essentialist 
or absolutist definitions of both the phenomena outside historical 
contexts. But this is-no excuse for not stating one's own under
standing of these terms as a framework for understanding concrete 
historical manifestations of the phenomena. Our contemporary 
notion of secularism in the so-called Third World is a derivative 
from the dominant Western paradigms, and this does not 
necessarily make the term irrelevant to us but it should certainly, 
sensitise us to the specificities and nuances of our local life- 
experiences and life worlds.

In the West, one can briefly say that the term and the concept 
emerged in the course of the "modern" history roughly starting 
from the twin transformations of Renaissance and Reformation. 
The medieval Church-State controversy and conflict led to one of 
the central components of the secular theory, the principle of 
separation between the political and the ecclesiastical spheres. 
While it released individual subjectivity very substantially from 
the control of institutional religious life, it also bound it more 
securely to political life via the loyalty and commitment to the 
emerging new political system of nation-states.

The individual citizen was now in a position to claim an 
institutionally non-mediated relationship to religious life while his 
institutional entanglement in political life grew deeper. His social 
life, which had been earlier religiously grounded, now became 
free from the control of institutionalized religion or the Church. 
Secularism in this process came to be identified with the doctrine



of excluding religion from the domain of new and expanding 
public, political space by reducing it to a matter of private,- 
individual conscience and consciousness.

The second source of modern Western secularism arose as a 
consequence of the Reformation and the Schism which divided the 
Christian community broadly into the Catholic and Protestant 
wings. In practice, this threw up two urgent problems of collective 
life. On the one hand, it raised the question of the relationship 
between two communities dedicated to two different and hostile 
systems of belief, and, on the other hand, it raised the question of 
the relationship of a Catholic subject to a Protestant monarch and 
the relationship of a Protestant subject to a Catholic monarch. This 
led to Hobbesian statism and Lockean notion of tolerance.

Now this brief excursion into Western history shows that it 
mixes up two different and complex connected processes—the 
secularisation of society and the secularisation of the state. While 
these are conceptually separate phenomena, it is also important to 
note that a secularised society sustains better a secular state and 
vice versa. But herein lies a paradox. As Marx saw in his discussion 
of the Jewish question, a totally secularised society based on an 
abolition of the religious category would not need a secular state 
because it is precisely a non-secular and imperfectly secularised 
society that needs a secular state!

Our other conceptual clarification centres round the concept 
and model of religious life. Any religious system may be regarded 
as a differently constructed structure made up of three different 
components or levels, the metaphysical level of beliefs and 
overarching assumptions, the normative level of prescriptions 
guiding and governing individual and collective behaviour and 
the institutional infrastructure through which the religiojus life is 
articulated.

Further, they may be distinguished in terms of the mode of 
embodiment of doctrines through texts. The authoritative text 
may be designated unambiguously and its central source of 
authority located in a single, historical figure known as the Prophet, 
or its authority may be scattered in a multiplicity of texts involving 
no unambiguous hierarchy between them, without any single 
recognisable human individual guaranteeing such authority.

Broadly speaking, among the more "developed" religious 
systems, two types may be noted—the Semitic type in which the
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three levels or components are related through a more rigid 
relationship of interdependence such that all the three enjoy an 
unquestionable co-presence, and religious authority is concentrated 
in a single, determinate text backed by a single supreme authori
tative exemplar called the Prophet. In the non-Semitic type, the 
converse situation prevails—the three levels or components enjoy 
considerable relative autonomy, and there is no single universally 
acceptable text—and there is no single charismatic figure exercising 
absolute and unimpeachable religious authority. The former is the 
more dominant model of religious life among world religions, and 
it comprises Islam, Christianity, Buddhism, Zoroastrianism, and 
Jainism. The only exception seems to be Hinduism, and that is why 
a Hindu identity is perpetually problematic, and Hindu collective 
coherence is precarious and fragile.

Of course, the two also differ crucially on the issue of 
conversion. In theory, Hinduism has no room for conversion of a 
non-Hindu into a Hindu, though there may be room for the 
historical process of assimilation or incorporation of non-Hindu 
groups into the Hindu fold. Hinduism, again in theory, appears to 
be more flexible, more open, and more internally pluralistic. But it 
must not be forgotten that, in practice, this ideal-typical model can 
be and occasionally has been modified to fall in line with the 
Semitic model.

At the same time, one should not rule out the possibility, in 
practice, of the Semitic model moving towards the other type in 
response to historical contexts of interaction with a non-Semitic 
religious environment. Again, in principle but not necessarily in 
practice, the non-Semkic type is inherently more capable of 
generating a tolerable coexistence with other religious groups.

The foregoing abstract exercise will be later used in analysing 
and understanding the Gandhian position on the issues of 
secularism and interreligious life.

IN THIS SECTION, Gandhi's position on religious life in all its rich 
complexity will be examined but through a methodological mode 
that is bound to annoy, offend, and shock those trained in the 
orthodox research culture of footnoting and bibliographing! The 
author of this paper is himself trained in that culture but in this 
case he has chosen deliberately to abandon it as a possible source



of distracton, likely to sidetrack us into the scholarly game of 
source-hunting and interpretative sophistication.

In the case of Gandhi's writings, such an apparently non- 
scholarly methodology is better able to deal with a massive and 
repetitive material, with no visible structural coherence—but a 
deeper coherence arising out of a few central convictions which 
colour and inform everything expressed. I can assure the readers 
that this presentation of Gandhian thought rests on a thorough 
and actively engaged reading of two reputed selections from 
Gandhian—N.K. Bose's Selections from Gandhi, first published in 
1948, and a much later one by Raghavan Iyer, The Moral and 
Political Writings o f Mahatma Gandhi (Volume l) ,1 dealing with 
"Civilization, Politics, and Religion," first published in 1986. After 
soaking myself in these pieces, I have arrived at my formulations 
here and, therefore, they have a collective reference and footnoting 
to these pieces as a whole.

Gandhi maintains that man is essentially a religious being and 
that this is what marks him out as a distinctive being. But he 
presupposes no hierarchical or unique status of dominance for 
man among all things created by God. What does it mean to be 
religious? It means, above all, that it is man's nature to seek Truth, 
that is, a comprehensive communion with all that there is. Seeking 
Truth is not merely an epistemological quest because it is essentially 
an effort to live in conformity with Truth. It is this Truth of 
knowing and living in fusion that Gandhi calls God.

Further, this Truth is not arbitrary but a law-like regularity, 
which governs both our inner psychic cosmos and the other cosmos. 
In this sense, God is both immanent in this cosmos and yet is 
transcendental to it. Man is so designed by God that he must live a 
life in conformity with this Truth. To do so, God has endowed man 
with two capacities—reason and faith.

Reason is a capacity associated with intellect and mind, while 
faith is a capacity associated with "heart" and feelings or emotions. 
Faith is supra-rational. In his scheme, reason and faith are 
complementary, but faith is a relatively superior component. 
Gandhi does not reject reason, and anyone who has read him can 
testify to the Gandhian penchant for reasoning about every issue 
confronting him. But reason, while essential to human living is not 
sufficient. When the intellect fails to help man in the process of 
living, faith comes to his succour, guiding and leading him towards
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Truth or God. Strictly speaking, men begin with faith, then seek to 
support it with reason, and then end up by returning to faith. In a 
very ironical sense, Gandhi argues for a non-foundational epistemo
logy, startlingly after the fashion of Richard Rorty,2 but it is non- 
foundational in the sense of being rationally or intellectually non- 
foundational. It is foundational in the sense that faith constitutes 
its foundation. It is of utmost importance not to see Gandhi as an 
ally of Rousseau-type or romanticism of post-structural glorification 
of irrationalism, and it is equally important not to locate him in the 
camp of Enlightenment rationalism.

From the above, it follows that Gandhi accepts the role of 
human agency, human will, and human rationality, as necessary 
in human life, but only as an instrumental capacity to support the 
ends given by a leap into faith. But both reason and faith play their 
roles in the individual soul and body. In this sense, Gandhi is an 
individualist, but not in the sense of making individual the final 
arbiter of Truth.

If to be religious is to exercise both one's intellect and one's 
feeling in the pursuit of Truth as a basis for truthful living, it 
follows that religion in this sense provides an all-pervasive 
framework within which every act and every thought must occur.

Thus religion becomes transformed into a moral framework 
that enables one to distinguish between good and evil. This religion 
is a complex structure in which the past experience of a community 
in terms of texts, whether written or oral, and the memories of the 
exemplars who have lived a good life, are fused to become a 
reachable background. Every human being can reach it, though in 
different ways and to different degrees. Gandhi conceptualised 
that relationship between the self and the other in terms of legitimate 
difference, not inequality.

The essence of religion, for him, lay in living a life baaed on 
moral self-discipline. In other words, of the different components 
identified earlier as constituting a religious life, Gandhi placed the 
greatest emphasis on ethical living or, to use the term he had 
borrowed from an English writer, ethical religion. He laid the least 
emphasis on theology as it sought to overemphasise form as against 
content or essence of religion, which is morally governed life, that 
is, a life governed by the law of God. The central principle of 
morality is nonviolence or love of all things. If a man is both body 
and soul, Gandhi argued that body must be regarded as a secondary



and supportive category in relation to the soul. But since both 
derive ultimately from God, he advocates not the neglect of body 
care but its constant adaptation to the higher, moral demands of 
the' soul.

While postulating an ideal religion which is a perfect means of 
realising the goal of all religions, namely the framework for a life 
in search of Truth and God on the basis of love, Gandhi also argues 
that all religions are imperfect in so far as they are human cons
tructions. They are not arbitrary but imperfect means towards a 
legitimate goal, the goal all human hearts yearn for. Hence all 
religion^ are legitimate, though following different ways of reaching 
communion with God through a life based on eternal truths. 
Gandhi thus believed in the equality, not uniformity, of different 
religions.

But the question remains as to what caused dissimilar and 
different systems of reigion. His assumption is that all religions 
contain a component of true religion and a component of false 
religion, and thus all religions are religions since they all contain, 
no matter to what extent, a component of true religion.

Logically, one may ask Gandhi whether religions cannot be 
graded on the basis of the degree to which the component of true 
religion is present in them. His answer is in the negative because 
no human being is in possession of the ideal perfect religious truth 
and hence there is no human way in which religions can be 
ranked.

The second assumption that follows from the imperfection of 
all religions is that they are involved in a historical process of 
progress towards the ideal religion. But in this process what changes 
is the secondary false component by getting progressively reduced 
while eternal truths embodied become more visible and more 
accessible.

Thirdly, Gandhi faced squarely the issue of atheism and 
irreligion. If atheism meant mere formal lack of belief in God, it 
cannot be equated with irreligion if it was accompanied by a 
commitment to a moral life based on truth and nonviolence. In 
fact, Gandhi argued that an atheist in this case also believed in God 
but only his notion of God was different in form, not in substance. 
But irreligion was evil and had to be combated. But in fighting 
irreligion, one should not abandon the method of nonviolence. 
Gandhi cited Buddhism as a legitimate religion though it appeared
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to reject formally the idea of God. Gandhi argued that, in fact, 
Buddhism simply professed a different form of God and did not 
formally use the word "God." Modern Western civilization, on the 
contrary, was a case of irreligion, and hence it had to be rejected 
and combated as evil. This civilization had negated the essence of 
religious life by its worship of body pleasures and by its crude 
subjectivist rejection of all moral principles such as universal love, 
nonviolence, and self-discipline. In other words, Gandhi equated 
irreligion with immorality.

Fourthly, Gandhi held that religious truth cannot be grasped 
by mere reasoning, and ultimately it was faith that enabled one to 
see the truth. But here again, Gandhi did not make faith also self- 
sufficient, and it had to be backed up by the grace of God. In short, 
Gandhi held firmly that God rules everything and every event 
happens only at His will. But men, because they are men, can 
never be privy to that will. But God has given them the capacities 
of reason and faith, which they must employ in pursuit of the goals 
according with God's will as best as they can.

Fifthly, Gandhi maintained that religion and God are ultimately 
matters to be negotiated by individual human conscience, reason, 
faith, and will. It is essentially a relationship between individual 
soul and God, the cosmic soul. At the same time, religion is also a 
collective matter in so far as it has a collective institutional 
expression. In fact, this is what divides religious groups from each 
other. Gandhi's counsel on inter-faith relations is that the groups 
involved should sit together and generate consensus on the basis 
of fairness, give-and-take. In this, both faith in each other's fairness 
and use of reasoning are crucial. The law and the state can enter 
the scene only with the support of the opinion and backing of the 
groups concerned. But he also provided for situations in which 
conflict between groups was not resolved by such mutual accom
modation. In such cases, a third-party solution became inevitable.

The last important aspect of the Gandhian position pertains to 
the question of conversion. Here, one must admit that at least part 
of his antipathy to the idea of conversion stems from the fact that 
he was born into, and brought up, in a religious tradition in which 
conversion played no role in any positive sense. As a follower of 
Hinduism, he emphasised birth and heredity more than conscious 
individual deliberation in religious matters. But it would be unfair 
and incorrect to suggest that his position is nothing but a



manifestation of a Hindu bias. He did allow for individual 
deliberation but not to justify conversion. He allowed it basically 
to question and improve one's own religion of birth and not to 
leave its fold.

The other argument he advanced was that since all religions 
are equal as equally legitimate means towards a common religious 
goal, there was no point in converting from one religion to another. 
However, while he did countenance individual conversions on 
grounds of conscience under conditions of complete freedom, he 
categorically opposed mass or group conversion. It was his 
favourite maxim that one should try to be a better Hindu, better 
Muslim, or better Christian, instead of jumping from one to the 
other. Behind this position lay Gandhi's constant reminder that to 
respect other religions leads to a greater respect for one's own 
religion. He disliked the word "tolerance" and suggested that one 
should go beyond merely tolerating other religions, and love and 
understand them and never hesitate to incorporate the good points 
in them to enrich one's own religion.

Of course, Gandhi was fully aware that his ideals could be 
beyond ordinary people.

Armed with such ideas and convictions regarding religion 
and religious life, Gandhi mounted a powerful critique on moder
nity or modern civilization on the ground that it was irreligious. 
But he also believed that India had not yet been devastated by the 
disease of modernity excepting in a few urban areas, affecting a 
small minority of educated persons corrupted by the lure of 
modernity.
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WE TURN NOW to the ideas of Gandhi to see what light they may 
throw on the problem of secularism. We shall do this in the light of 
our earlier discussion of secularism in general and Gandhi's views 
on religion as a universal human need and impulse.

First, we need to make a historical point and that is that 
secularism in the West was not an issue confronting pre-modern 
societies, but only post-Renaissance, post-Reformation societies. It 
arose because these societies tended to become multi-religious or 
at least multi-sectarian but much more because religion had begun 
to lose its hold on people as an institutional force. The term
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"secular" was coined to designate this process of disenchantment 
with organized, institutionalized religion, but it did not rule out 
religion as an affair of individual conscience. In fact, what happened 
was that religion as an affair of individual conscience. In fact, what 
happened was that religion was not so much eliminated as re
located in the terrain of modem society and culture-based on 
humanism. Organized religion, too, was not so much eliminated 
as re-situated within a modern, humanistic, democratic socio
cultural framework. But the ideal remained a fully secular society 
which did not need religion, but this ideal implicit in modernity 
was fully articulated only by Marxism and extreme versions of 
rationalistic humanism. Given Gandhi's apparently uncompro
mising critique of modern civilization, the question of secularism 
acquires a peculiarly complicated position.

The term "secularism" does not seem to figure at all (or at best 
only marginally), in Gandhian writings. But to the extent that 
Gandhi recognized, as a realist, the distinction between the ideal 
and the actual, he had to wrestle with the modernistic aspects and 
elements that had contaminated Indian society. This led him to 
arrive at his own version of what we may call secularism, but it 
appears in his writings as an issue of (i) the right relationship 
between the individual's religious life and the State; (ii) the 
relationship between religious sectarian groups; and (iii) the 
relationship between religious groups and the State.

HOWEVER, THOSE WHO confuse the Gandhian critique of modernity 
with a rejection of secularism as a component of modernity miss 
both the Gandhian understanding of religious life and Gandhian 
realism which tries to come to terms with modernity as an existential 
conditionality without theoretically accepting its essential core.

What they miss is the Gandhian notion of religion as, in its 
core, a set of principles meant to guide us in our life, that is, 
religion as essential morality. Not that he does not take note of 
other components of religion, but he relegates them to a secondary 
status, and hence open to negotiated compromises. Religion is not 
just a matter of a separate spiritual aspect of man but an all- 
pervasive moral force drawing its sustenance from both inner 
human resources, and even more importantly, from God's will



and grace. Since all religions are equal in being imperfect, there 
can be, in principle, no essential conflict between them, though 
there are bound to be conflicts over secondary aspects. This means 
that members of two religions can negotiate compromises on 
secondary issues on the basis of fairness and reasonableness.

First, let me quote, in spite of my methodological commitment 
against quotations, a statement from Gandhi which, on the face of 
it, appears strongly anti-secular. In 1915, he declared:

. .  . The message is to spiritualize political life and the political 
institutions of this country . .  . Politics is essential to them as 
religion . . .  Politics cannot be divorced from religion. Politics divorced 
from religion becomes debasing. Modern culture and civilization are 
such politics. My views may not be acceptable to you, 1 know. All the 
same I can only give you what is stirring me to my very depths.. .  "3

' Later on, in his speech at the YMCA, Madras, he offers the case 
of his own political organization of the Indian masses in South 
Africa as acase of non-modern politics because these masses were 
uncontaminated by modernity. Is this passage inconsistent with 
secularism? Yes, if one misreads it; but a more careful reading 
should yield a negative answer. First, when Gandhi advocates 
spiritualization of politics, he uses the term "spiritualize" and not 
religion.

Further, when he refers to the politics of societies dedicated to 
modem culture and civilization, he calls such politics non-spiritual. 
To spiritualize politics is not to subordinate it to any sectarian 
religion but to organize it on the basis of moral principles of 
nonviolence, love for all living beings, selfless service to the weakest 
and the most deprived, and through these to move closer to God. 
This position is not so much anti-secular as pre-modern or even 
non-modern, joining Gandhi's thought to the tradition of classical 
Indian political thought, which required the ruler to rule according 
to Dharnia. To spiritualize means not to invade the State through 
religious dogmatism, stemming from a particular existing religion 
but to organize and run it according to the universal principle of 
love, truth, and nonviolence which underlie all concrete religions. 
To put it in our language, what is involved is grounding of political 
life in a moral matrix. This cannot be inconsistent with modern 
secularism and it is not also inconsistent, so Gandhi would claim,
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with the basic substratum of universal ethics that underlie all 
religions. He says that he knows that his listeners, being brought 
up in the modernist culture of secularism as a supra-religious 
category, would not agree with him because they would not 
understand him.

The idea of religion at the back of his mind becomes clear by 
the following quotation,

. . .  mutual respect for one another's religion is inherent in a peaceful 
society. Free impact of ideas is impossible on any other condition. 
Religions are meant to tame our savage nature, not to let it loose.. . .  
You say Muslims have nothing in common with Hindus. In spite of 
your separatism, the world is moving towards universal brotherhood 
when mankind will be one nation. Neither you nor I can stop the 
march towards our common destiny... .4

The words are self-explanatory and need no glossing. In terms 
of theoretical structure, they imply a model of secularism in which 
religio-ethical groups coexist on a footing of equality within a 
framework of politics governed by universally tenable moral goals 
and values.

Two years before his death in 1946, Gandhi fused his pre
modern or non-modern position on the relationship between the 
State and religion with a startlingly modern version of political 
secularism, when he proclaimed:

.. . If I were a dictator, religion and State should be separate. I will die 
for it. But it is my personal affair. The State has nothing to do with it. 
The State would look after your secular welfare, health, communi
cations, foreign relations, currency and so on, but not your or my 
religion. That is everybody's personal concern...  .5

Now it is fair to ask: was Gandhi contradicting himself? Even 
if he was, Gandhi held that a growing life will run into contra
dictions in the sense that it learns to reject an earlier position as it 
progresses towards truth. In that case, he asked his readers and 
followers to associate him with a later position as against an earlier 
contradicted one. But he also warned them that, on deeper 
reflection, they may not see any real contradiction. Therefore it is 
open to us to take either of the two positions on this question.



The first statement was made as far back as 1915 and the 
second as recently as 1946. In the long time gap dividing the two, 
Gandhi had come to see that since India was getting sucked into 
the modem civilization, the way out for her multi-religious society 
could only be a modern type of secular separation between the 
State and religion. And this would not be far off the mark. At the 
same time, it is equally plausible to maintain that there is no 
genuine contradiction between the two, only a superficial one 
which can dissolve with a more rigorous interpretation.

This interpretation can be set out as follows. In the first passage, 
Gandhi refers to "politics," not the State specifically. One should 
take into account Gandhi's overall framework in which politics is 
understood in terms of two opposing modes of articulation. On 
the one hand, politics may mean an activity oriented towards 
acquisition of power detached from any moral considerations and 
involving centrally the State machinery. On the other hand, politics 
may also mean an activity generating from and by the people 
within their socio-cultural contexts to solve their own problems 
without the State or to pressurise the State to solve them.

Roughly, these two modes correspond respectively to what 
that sincere but somewhat confused Gandhian—JPH termed 
rajaneeti and lokneeti ("state politics" and "people's politics"). In 
his earlier statement, Gandhi was referring to the latter. Thus his 
earlier statement cannot be characterized as offending the modem 
notion of a secular State, but it employed a language and idiom 
that have roots in a pre-modern or non-modern mode or form of 
life. Both our interpretations are warranted equally by the Gandhian 
text, and our analysis demonstrates the complexity and subtlety of 
Gandhian structures of thought.

Now let us see the Gandhian position on the three relationships 
mentioned early on in this section. On the question of the 
relationship between the individual and the State, while Gandhi 
was not an individualist in the modern sense of postulating the 
individual as a bearer of rights, he was certainly an individualist in 
the old sense of postulating him as a bearer of duties but of duties 
to be performed unenforced through self-discipline and self
limitation. It is this morally-oriented individualism that he 
advocates in advocting the exclusion of the State from the domain 
of individual religious life in matters of conscience.
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But he does recognize the need for State interference in the 
religious life of the individual to the extent that it involves 
secondary, institutional aspects of group religious life. This sort of 
individualism must be demarcated from liberal individualism as 
the latter locates the ultimate sources of authority in individual 
rationality and will in all matters, including politics.

On the issue of the relationship between the religious, sectarian 
groups, he argues for a peaceful coexistence based on a recognition 
of both differences and similarities in a spirit of mutual give-and- 
take, reasonableness, and fairness. He would preferably exclude 
State intervention in this domain, given his society-centred bias. 
To quote him:

. . .  Every Indian, be he Hindu or any other, must learn the art of 
protecting himself. It is the condition of real democracy. The State has 
a duty. But no State can protect those who will not share with it the 
duty of protecting themselves.. .  .6

In fact, he does not so much exclude the State as requires that 
State intervention be legitimised by community backing. It is often 
claimed that Gandhi's contention that a majority group should 
offer concessions to minorities to restore their confidence was a 
position held prior to the emergence of Pakistan and hence not 
applicable to a post-Partition context. This is not true since Gandhi 
clearly maintained this position, rightly or wrongly, even after he 
knew that Pakistan was round the corner. According to him, this 
arose out of the principle of fairness and reasonableness. But he 
was also aware of the possibility of abuse and pampering by the 
minority and the majority respectively. That is why he held that 
the very principle which made this reasonable should also operate 
to keep the concessions within reasonably negotiated limits of 
fairness.

On the question of the relationship between religious groups 
and the State, he was a startlingly modern secularist, though not 
necessarily on theoretical grounds of modernity. Even our present 
Indian Constitution does not go this far in separating religion and 
State. One plausible source of this position could be the general 
Gandhian society-centred framework. The other could be that 
institutionalized, sectarian religion as distinct from genuinely 
spiritual and ethical religion, especially when it belongs to the 
majority, might function unfairly towards the minorities when it



controls State power. Though Gandhi does not specifically refer to 
it, he was certainly aware of the possibility of minority tyranny. He 
left it to the majority to tackle minority tyranny if and when it 
arose, but refused to accept it in advance as an excuse for majority 
tyranny.
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IN THIS FINAL section, a brief attempt will be made to string to
gether the different Gandhian positions in order to arrive at a 
general Gandhian position on the issues of communalism and 
secularism that confront the country today. The Gandhian frame
work, as articulated above, will not approve of our current 
secularism as well as communalism. It will not approve of our 
secularism because it excludes religion in the right sense from our 
political life while allowing it to enter it in the wrong sense. While 
a religious group can legitimately politicise its genuine group 
interest, what is happening today is that unfair and unreasonable 
sectarian interests inconsistent with legitimate and overall inter- 
communal interests are invading the political space, creating 
simultaneously and paradoxically majority tyranny as well as 
minority tyranny.

In short, what we have is a collapse of a civil society—more 
accurately, a historical non-emergence of a civil society. Commu
nalism as distinct from community interest is inherently incapable 
of being community coexistence. One communalism, which can be 
defined as an unfairly and unreasonably formulated community 
interest and demand, feeds another until they get locked in a 
mutually destructive conflict which rules out the possibility of 
peaceful and productive living in a common public space.

Gandhi's version of secularism is not only relevant but crucially 
relevant if we have to survive as a society because his secularism is 
an indigenous product, capable of touching our most sensitive 
moral nerves. It is a modern secularism but arrived at through a 
specifically "Indian" trajectory. It may be a theoretical puzzle in so 
far as it is a "modern" superstructure resting on non-modern, pre
modem and even anti-modern postulates. Nevertheless, it should 
work because it represents a theory that ought to be practised and 
that can be practised with some hard reflection on the suicidal 
course which all of Has—majority, minority—seem to be currently 
embarking on.
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Perspectives on the Relation 
between Religion and Politics: 
St. Augustine, V.D. Savarkar, 

and Mahatma Gandhi

A. Raghuramaraju

I n  CONTEMPORARY DISCUSSIONS on communalism in Indian 
politics, we often come across instances where the opposition 
between the liberal-secular ideology and the ideology of Hindutva 
is taken for granted.1 Further, given the liberal-secularist hostility 
towards religion, they tend to group together, the ideology of 
Hindutva and Mahatma Gandhi's views on religion.2 In this paper, 
an attempt is made to identify the common ground from which 
both liberalism as well as Hindutva derive at least some of their 
important elements, thus blurring the assumed complete opposition 
between liberalism and Hindutva.

Subsequently, this paper attempts to lay bare important 
differences, particularly with regard to the definition of religion 
and politics, between V.D. Savarkar—the ideologue of Hindutva— 
and Gandhi.

In view of the fact that these seemingly regional-national 
domains have been greatly affected by the interventions from the 
modem West, the paper begins with a brief discussion on the 
relation between religion and politics in the writings of 
St. Augustine.
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In St. Augustine we find a clear distinction between religion 
and politics. He "sharply contrasted the holy society sustained by 
Christian caritas and the 'minimum society' imperilled by human 
cupiditas. The political and the spiritual were non-competing 
orders; neither could protect the other and each had to be seen and 
respected on its own terms . . . .  The political community contained 
individuals typifying the antithetical ways of life associated with 
the civitas terrena and the civitas dei, the state and the Church."3

This distinction gets complicated given the fact that it, cilong 
with its associated social/political institutions and practices, 
travelled to the non-Western soceities via colonialism. In the 
transplanted context, the distinction has been both maintained as 
well as manipulated by the colonial rulers. At least in many cases it 
has been used by colonial rulers either to promote or to sustain 
their rule. However, the various configurations of this distinction 
have not always been merely reenacted in India. It has been often 
modified, contested, or rejected.

This paper discusses the views of two contemporary Indian 
thinkers, V.D. Savarkar and M.K. Gandhi, and both rejected this 
distinction. However, the subsequent conclusions drawn from 
their rejection are, in fact, diametrically opposed to each other. 
This paper seeks to highlight these conclusions. This, I think, 
would throw a better light on our understanding of not only the 
contested position of pre-Independentce but also the post-Indepen
dence political processes of India.

Both Savarkar and Gandhi rejected the distinction between 
religion and politics. Savarkar, speaking historically and with a 
note of recommendation, says:

The Hindu never looked upon religion as a means of worldly strength
and social solidarity. This is in my opinion their fundamental blunder
from the point of view of national strength and solidarity.4

For Gandhi,

Politics cannot be divorced from religion.

Politics divorced from religion becomes debasing;5 a death 
trap because it kills the soul;6 is like a corpse fit only for burning. 
Modern culture and modern civilization are the examples of such 
politics.



Politics is as essential as religion/ the former subserves the 
latter. He gives two important reasons for rejecting the distinction 
between religion and politics. They are:

(i) The distinction introduces a dichotomy between the public 
and private life.8 For Gandhi, " . . .  political life must be an 
echo of private life and that there cannot be any divorce 
between the two."9

(ii) The distinction commits to a false division both at the level 
of thought and reality. Expressing his preference for holistic 
worldview, he says, " . . .  the word 'political' is inclusive. I 
do not divide different activities—political, social, religious, 
economic—into watertight compartments. I look upon 
them all as one indivisible whole each running into the 
rest and affected by the rest."10

Here it is interesting to note that a contrasting portrayal of the 
British-modern civilization by Savarkar and Gandhi underlies 
their rejection of the distinction. The former attributes to the West/ 
British the use of religion for promoting their political interests. 
This he endorses with admiration. He formulates the ideology of 
Hindutva in close proximity to modernity. Gandhi, on the other 
hand, sees in modernity an absence of religion. He rejected not 
only the ideology of Hindutva but also the politics of modernity. 
Here it may not be an exaggeration to say that the root of the basic 
difference between Savarkar and Gandhi lies in their reading of 
the modern West. In other words, the local or national differences 
between Gandhi and Savarkar are enacted against the backdrop of 
the West.11

It is from this source that I seek to elaborate the other differences 
between Savarkar and Gandhi. In highlighting these differences I 
am also seeking to reject the two conventional formulations 
available today. They are: (i) the rejection of Gandhian discourse 
by the liberal-secularist on the ground that it is religious and, 
(ii) the portrayal of the ideology of Hindutva as predominantly 
religious. This paper seeks to bulldoze these frozen formulations 
and facilitate a better understanding of the political processes of 
contemporary Indian society.
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The second major difference is regarding their attempt at 
overcoming the distinction between religion and politics.

The important idea that lurks behind many of Savarkar's 
expressions is the slogan that he often repeats, namely: "Hinduise 
all politics and militarise Hindudom.12 In sharp contrast to 
Savarkar, Gandhi advocated the need to "spiritualise political life 
and political institutions."13

Let me elaborate the various aspects of these recommendations.
For Savarkar, Hindu philosophy is not to be considered as a 

mere religious order confining • itself to the spiritual and the 
ritualistic activities. He condemns the ritualistic aspect of Hindu 
religion that is Hinduism. In this context he distinguishes Hinduism 
from Hindutva. "The concept of Hindutva is an idea embodying 
this principle of unity." Hindutva, for Savarkar, needs to be 
distinguished from Hinduism. A Hindu need not necessarily accept 
the authority of Vedas, as "a man can be truly Hindu as any 
without believing even in the Vedas as an independent religious 
authority.. . . "

Hinduism, which is usually identified with Vedanta philosophy, 
is not central to Hindu; rather, it is for Savarkar a "contingent, 
derivative, a fraction, a part of Hindutva."14

Then what does the so-called real Hinduism stand for? For 
him it i s . . .  not (just) a word but a history,15 consisting of one 
language (Hindi), one name (Hindu), and a common culture and 
law; all are pre-British and pre-Islamic for him.16 A Hindu is one 
for whom Hindusthan is not only a fatherland but also a holy 
land.17

Savarkar seems to pump into Hinduism these elements of 
politics, threby transforming it into Hindutva. This opening would 
remain a mere theoretical formulation. So he provides flesh to this 
by his second statement, namely militarising Hinduism.

Before discussing the nature of militarism, let me clarify that 
for Savarkar militarism is not something alien to Hindus, as he 
says, " . . .  the martial spirit in the Hindu race . .  lay dormant and 
suppressed for want of opportunity and encouragement."18

Further, he says:

The children of Konkan, as it is said regarding the children of Britain,
begin to play with the waves as soon as they begin to play with toys
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and have an inborn aptitude to make the best fighting material for the 
sea forces of our nation.19

The inborn militancy is also historically validated by Savarkar 
when he says:

It is these Hindu castes like the Bhandaris, Kharvis and others, who 
once rendered the Maratha Navy a terror over the Portuguese and 
the English and had inflicted several crushing defeats in naval 
engagements on them as, for example when in a sea-fight the well- 
known English warship 'Revenge' was captured by the Marathas 20

And,

. . .  it is Vikramaditya, "thp shaka-ri' the "Huna-ri', the Great Hindu 
Warrior King who defeated, demolished, and drove the Shakas and 
Huns—the alien non-Hindu invaders and liberated our 
Bharatvarsha.. . .  "21

So the Hindus are natrually disposed towards militarism. This 
is also historically demonstrated. Then why do they remain 
dormant and suppressed? The answer is that the naval instincts 
were deliberately suppressed till day by the British Government.22 
The suppression of martial elements in Hindu made British 
colonialism in India possible. Implicitly Savarkar is admitting the 
military superiority of the British. Given this he seems to be 
recommending colonial subjects the path followed by their colonial 
rulers.

Given the context of colonial oppression, the British were not 
allowing their subjects to inculcate militarism amongst themselves. 
In a way this may be the precondition for their survival. It is in this 
context, says Savarkar, that the "war has actually begun to batter 
at our doors," i.e., at the doors of Hindus. The British government 
for its own survival has "thrown open, under pressure of circums
tances, the services in the navy to the Hindus.. .  ."23

Joining the British army would help the British. However, 
joining the army has the following advantages: (a) . . .  then and 
then alone they (Hindus) will be in a position to defend their 
hearths and homes from the ravages of war and to suppress any 
internal anti-Hindu anarchy; (b) moreover, the martial mentality 
and capacity thus developed today by the Hindus is bound to
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prove an incalculable asset to the national strength even after the 
war.24

While participating in the war might help the British only 
during the war, there is a long-term gain of militarising the Hindu 
race. Once the Hindu race gets militarised, the British might 
naturally leave India or they can be driven out. So, for Savarkar, 
the strategy should be to get into the enemy's camp and subvert 
the designs of the enemy from within. All this is possible only if 
Hindus are militarised by joining the British army.

And for Savarkar, "we Hindus shall never be able to defend 
ourselves effectively unless we get military-minded and get trained 
into an up-to-date warfare."25 Hence the need to press on the 
movement for militarising our Hindu race and get it trained up to 
an up-to-date military efficiency. And " . . .  secure permanently a 
dominant position for the Hindus in the Indian army, navy, and 
air-force.. .  ."26

To accomplish this more effectively, he advocates the need to 
clear the ground by Hinduising all politics. In order to facilitate a 
realistic transformation along these lines, he advocates the need to 
" . . .  liberalise the social outlook of the Hindu race, get rid materially 
of present economic unemployment, give a fillip to industria
lization, render the Hindu military-minded, spirited, and valorous, 
and secure and stabilise the Hindu strength in Indian Military 
Forces of all arms."27

He is jubilant about the fact that,

Thousands are being trained in the different manufactures for 
ammunition, in ordnance factories, shipyards, and in several other 
warcrafts.28

All these transformations and changes would make the unity 
of India possible. For Savarkar

No state in the world can allow that section which openly aims to 
create "a state within a state," to dominate it. Any Hindu state which 
commits this suicidal error of delivering its military or police or 
legislature or such other vital factors over to the Moslem majority 
cannot but be doomed to destruction. The same holds good as regards 
the Indian state.29



The place that Savarkar envisages for the Moslems is:

Hindus are prepared to guarantee legitimate safeguards to minorities 
but can never tolerate their efforts to create a state within a state as the 
league of nations puts it.30

In another context, he says:

If the Moslem minority is really afraid of the Hindu majority, then the 
only effective way to save themselves is to befriend the majority, to 
owe undivided love and loyalty to our common motherland and to 
the {centralized Indian state 31

Comparatively speaking, his preoccupation largely resembles 
Hobbes who too is obsessed with unity and a positive rejection of 
dissent. It is this monstrous unity of Hindutva that underlies the 
Savarkar writings. It not only opens the passage between religion 
and politics, but particularly transports the political elements— 
militancy, power, a closed unity—into the domain of religion and 
thereby masculinizes religion. It is in this sense that I would say 
that Hindutva is a by-product of the theories and realities of the 
modern European state which in turn is the by-product of 
modernity. Some of the elements of modernity that are adressed in 
his paper are obsession with unity, disregard towards difference, 
and plurality etc.

Further, following J.L. Talmon,321 accept the qualitative diffe
rence between dictatorship and totalitarianism. Totalitarianism, 
not dictatorship, is the form of the modem state. The ideology of 
Hindutva is not merely religious or an expression of traditional 
orthodoxy but a new phenomenon, a copy of modernity. Hindutva 
does refer to the religious symbols, but not without radically 
transforming these symbols to display power. The violent Rama, 
which came to be depicted in the recent Masjid-Mandir controversy 
by the BJP-VHP-Bajarang Dal, is an instance in this context.

It is this proximity between modernity and Hindutva that is 
mostly neglected in the recent discussions on communalism.33 In 
the discussions within the liberal-secularist discourse, the ideology 
of Hindutva comes to be portrayed as traditional, religious, etc. 

Here it is worthnoting the following by way of a summary:

(i) Savarkar repudiated the distinction between religion and 
politics.
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(ii) He attributed the success of the West to its use of religion 
for politics.

(iii) His recommendation for Hinduism follows this Western 
experience.

(iv) In his attempt to conflate the distinction, he strongly 
envisages the injection of political-militaristic element into 
the religion. It is this masculinizing of politics that underlies 
the ideology of Hindutva. This is important to note as it is 
opening from the opposite that distinguishes Savarkar 
from Gandhi.

Spiritualising Politics: Gandhi

In my reading, Gandhi seeks to repudiate the two dominant 
political realities of the contemporary Indian society, namely the 
ideology of Hindutva and modernity. In direct opposition to 
Savarkar, Gandhi urges for spiritualizing the political life and 
institutions. Gandhi would find in Savarkar's Hindutva, as in the 
modem civilization, absence of religious elements. In stark contrast, 
Gandhi is pleading for transforming the spiritual elements of the 
religion into the political domain.

Religion and the Orthodoxy Tradition

However, Gandhi's positive attitude towards religion does 
not commit him to carry the burden of the whole religious tradition. 
At many instances he clearly unloads this burden. For instance, 
Gandhi says:

(i) I worship Rama, the perfect being of my conception, not a 
historical person . . .  (however,) the story of a shiidra having 
been punished by Ramachandra for daring to learn the 
Vedas I reject as an interpolation.34

(ii) Some of the stories told in the puranas are most danger
ous, if we do not know their bearing on the present 
conditions.35

(iii) . . . even if the practice of animal sacrifice be proved to 
have been a feature of vedic society, it can form no precedent 
for a votary of ahintsa.36

(iv) Words have, like man himself, an evolution, and even a 
vedic text must be rejected if it is repugnant to reason and
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contrary to experience. Thus so far as I understand the 
shastras, I think that there is no authority in them for 
untouchability as we understand it today.32

(v) I do not hold that everything ancient is good because it is 
ancient. I do not advocate surrender of God-given 
reasoning faculty in the face of ancient tradition. Any 
tradition, however ancient, if inconsistent with morality, 
is fit to be banished from the land. Untouchability may be 
considered to be an ancient tradition, the institution of 
child widowhood and child marriage may be considered 
to be an ancient tradition, and even so many an ancient 
horrible belief and superstitious practice. I would sweep 
them out of existence if I had the power.38

Thus in Gandhi the notion of religion or spiritualism is not 
static noris it mere orthodoxy, it is dynamic. Ashish Nandy rightly 
characterises Gandhi as a critical traditionalist.39

Religion and State Power

Gandhi further distinguishes politics from state and power. 
He says:

Political power is a means for reform and not an end in itself. . .  If 
then I want political power, it is for the sake of the reforms for which 
the Congress stands. Therefore, when the energy to be spent in 
gaining that power means so much loss of energy required for the 
reforms, as threatened to be the case if the country is to engage in a 
dual with the Mussalmans or Sikhs, I would most decidedly advise 
the country to let the Mussalmans and Sikhs take all the power and I 
would go on with developing the refoms.40

He while admitting that "there are certain things which cannot 
be done without political power," however, says that, ". . .  there 
are numerous other things which do not at all depend upon 
political power."41

He identifies Charkha Sangh, Gramodyog Sangh, Harijan Seva 
Sangh, and Talimi Sangh as inseparable aspects of real politics. He 
warns that there is a need to "keep Sangh untouched by the 
politics of power and groupism. We have to work in steadied 
silence. That alone would be the beginning of real politics."42
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Thus distinguished both from orthodoxy and state power, 
Hindu religion, for Gandhi, stands for a message not of physical 
might, but a message of love. "Our religion," says Gandhi, "is 
based upon ahimsa, which in its active form is nothing but love, 
love not only to your neighbours, not ony to your friends but love 
even to those who may be your enemies."43 Religion, for Gandhi, 
is not sectarian. It stands for a belief in ordered moral government 
of the universe,44 for truth, nonviolence. . . ,45 He pleads for 
introducing charity, seriousness, and selflessness in our politics.46

Thus defined, it is this notion of religion that Gandhi seeks to 
transform into the domain of politics. This new definition of politics 
in important respects is different from the earlier perspectives, of 
both St Augustine and V.D. Savarkar. The secular discourse in 
India largely follows the Augustinian demarcation between 
religion and politics. This is clearly rejected both by Savarkar and 
Gandhi. Our reading of Gandhi should not stop at this commonality, 
as it often does. We must also highlight the fact that Gandhi not 
only rejected the secularists' division but also the ideology of 
Hindutva.47

It is from a perspective like that of Gandhi that we can work 
out a desirable framework for the co-existence of different 
communities. However, it is a matter of great concern today that at 
least in the visibly articulated political expressions, this Gandhian 
way of life is getting marginalised. Today if a Gandhian discourse 
needs to be revived or restated, it is important to expose the 
apparent differences between the modernity and the ideology of 
Hindutva and highlight their underlying common agenda.48

Notes

1. Partho Chatterjee, however, contested whether secularism 
is an adequate and even appropriate group on which the 
political challenge of Hindu majoritarianism can be met, 
1994.

2. Bilgrami while conceding the humanism inherent in 
Gandhi's politics, however, alleges that "it is foolish and 
sentimental to deny the brahmanical elements in it (i.e., 
Gandhi's politics.) There is the plain and well known fact 
that Gandhi, no less than the Chitpavan nationalist Tilak 
(however different their nationalist sensibilities were in



other respects), encouraged the communal Hindu elements 
in the national movement by using Hindu symbolism to 
mobilise mass nationalist feeling." (1994: 1751). Thus, 
Bilgrami eventually collapses the Gandhian politics into 
the ideology of Hindutva.

3. The distinction between the public and the private is very 
important for Liberals as well as for Kant amongst many 
others. Liberals, particularly, J.S. Mill subscribed to the 
distinction between the self-regarding and other-regarding 
virtues corresponding to the private and the public 
respectively. Immanual Kant too resorted to this kind of 
demarcation in his "An Answer to the Question: 'What Is 
Enlightenment?'" (1991: 54-60).
Foucault highlights Kant's ambivalence towards the 
distinction between the realm of obedience and the realm 
of reason. According to Harpham, "for Foucault the 
bewilderingly unsatisfactory moment in Kant's essay is 
the famous and fateful distinction between the realm of 
obedience and the realm of reason. One can argue about 
the system of taxation but one must pay one's taxes; or can 
maintain reservations about some points of religious 
belief,but if one is a religious official, one should, for the 
good of the congregation, preach the approved doctrine. 
The result, as Foucault paraphrases Kant, is that reason 
"must be free in its public use, and must be submissive in 
its private use. Which is," he (Foucault) notes with some 
vexation, "terms for term, the opposite of what is ordinarily 
called freedom of conscience" (1994: 526).

4. Savarkar in his reading of the West can also be understood 
as participating, with some major and some minor 
differences, in a formulation that is orginally available in 
Swamy Vivekananda. The broad features of this framework 
are: (i) the admiration for the material success of the 
modern West—its science, technology, industry, its notion 
of progress; (ii) Celebration of India's spiritual past; 
(iii) Admission of India's poverty and its material back
wardness; and (iv) finally, the need to use the models of 
modernity to eliminate India's backwardness.
Many nationalists and contemporary Indian thinkers, from
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Vivekananda to S. Radhakrishnan have wittingly or 
otherwise subscribed to this framework. In some important 
respects Savarkar too subscribes to this broad framework 
particularly with regard to the use of modern industry to 
eliminate India's backwardness. This however should not 
make one forget some important differences, particularly 
with regard to the attitude towards the Muslims and other 
minorities, (see note No. 7).
Gandhi expressed great personal admiration towards 
Swamy Vivekananda. He, however, rejected this formu
lation. He unequivocally denounced modernity, its techno
logy, its industry. This satanic civilizaton, for Gandhi, is 
not only bad for India, it is equally so for the West. For 
Gandhi the Indian poverty is creation of modern industry. 
So obviously the institution of modernity cannot be used 
to eradicate Indian poverty. Thus, the opposition between 
Gandhi and Savarkar with regard to the above has to be 
understood in former's opposition to Vivekananda.

5. Many of the statements of Savarkar and Gandhi are very 
contextual. While it would have been very useful to work 
out a methodology to decontextualise these contexts, 
however, this cannot be undertaken here.

6. Here I am not checking the historical truth of Savarkar's 
statements. My main concern is to analyse his depiction of 
the idea of Hindutva.

7. There are however some instances where this proximity is 
noted. For instance, Ashish Nandy while contrasting 
Gandhi with both Hindu orthodoxy and British colonialist, 
says: " . . .  (Gandhi) rejected the British as well as the 
Brahmanic-Kshatriya equation between manhood and 
dominance, between masculinity and legitimate violence, 
and between femininity and passive submissiveness." 
(1989:74). Here I would say that Gandhi would necessarily 
reject the ideology of Hindutva because it is an aspect of 
modernity.
Further, Tejaswini Niranjana in the context of discussing 
the emergence of new nationalism in the film Roja made 
by Manirathnam says: "That is what I was getting at in 
asserting that Rishi's (the hero in the film) nationalism is



not anti-Western but anti-Muslim. Perhaps I should put it 
differently: the new nationalism is pro-Western as is thus, 
by definition, anti-Muslim." (1994: 1299). Here it may be 
noted that the new nationalism (of Hindutva) need not 
necessarily be anti-Western as by its historical making is 
the product, hence, resembles Western modernity. Rishi 
Kumar's computer science background in the film very 
much goes along with Savarkar's fascination for modern 
science and industry. In a matter of speaking Rishi Kumar 
in the film is realising Savarkar's ideals. This is not to 
underplay the differences between modernity and 
Hindutva. I am only trying to highlight their oft forgotten 
commonality.
Regarding Hindutva being pro-Western, but by definition 
anti-Muslim. Given the historical relation between 
Hindutva and modernity, it is not unnatural that the former 
is pro-Western. But one must note here that there are 
indeed nationalisms within the Vivekananda framework 
referred to above in the note 4. Which are not anti-Western 
but also not anti-Muslim.
In my (1993) I have retained the tension, governed by 
proximity and difference, between the ideology of 
Hindutva and modernity.

8. Partha Chatterjee (1986) maybe right in arguing that though 
Gandhi vehemently opposed the idea of civil society—an 
aspect of modern civilization—he, however, made the 
emergence of India nation state possible. (For details see 
the book).
However, we may have to take the following possibilities 
available in Gandhi into consideration.

(i) Gandhi may not have rightly read the designs of the 
modern civilization which he was criticising. Hence, his 
critique of modernity is not well informed. (However, I 
personally believe that Gandhi's critique of modernity is 
one that cannot be easily co-opted. And an investigation 
into the validity of Gandhi's critique of modernity, though 
possible, is outside the scope of this paper). This eventually 
made the programmes of civil society to co-opt Gandhi, 
and,
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(ii) Having realised the co-option, Gandhi might have subse
quently punctuated his notion of politics by clearly 
distinguishing it from both state and power. This later 
phase of Gandhi is equally significant. This phase, however, 
would remain outside Partha Chatterjee's analysis of Indian 
nationalism.

9. Contrasting Gandhian perspective from the ideology of 
Hindutva serves another purpose. There is this funda
mental difference between Gandhi and Savarkar. The 
politics of Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) is clearly rooted in 
the ideology of Hindutva. And this ideology is clearly 
formulated by Savarkar. Thus there is a continuity between 
Savarkar and BJP. However, today, the BJP often uses the 
Gandhian vocabulary such as swadeshi. This it does 
without giving up any of its initial assumptions such as its 
definition of politics, its alligence to violence, etc. Thus, 
despite this recent BJP's atitude towards Gandhi, there 
remains the fundamental differences between the ideology 
of Hindutva and the philosophy of Gandhi.

10. In this context it is also very important to study the regional 
variations in communalism within India. It is my hunch 
that our discussions on communalism in India, it is often 
the communalism within North-India that prevails. An 
independent probe in to the local or regional variations of 
communalism in other parts of the country, in my view 
would, in important respect enrich our understanding of 
this phenomena.
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the material success of the modern West—its science, technology, 
industry, its notion of progress, (ii) Celebration of India's spiritual 
past, (iii) Admission of India's poverty and its material backward
ness. (iv) And, finally, the need to use the models of modernity 
to eliminate India's backwardness.

Many nationalists and contemporary Indian thinkers, from 
Vivekananda to S. Radhakrishnan, have wittingly or otherwise 
subscribed to this framework. In some important respects 
Savarkar too subscribes to this broad framework, particularly 
with regard to the use of modern industry to eliminate India's 
backwardness. This, however, should not make one to forget 
some important differences, particularly with regard to the 
attitude towards the Muslims and other minorities.

Gandhi expressed great personal admiration towards Swamy 
Vivekananda. He, however, rejected this formulation. He 
unequivocally denounced modernity, its technology, its indus
try. This satanic civilization, for Gandhi, is not only bad for 
India, it is equally so for the West. For Gandhi the Indian 
poverty is the creation of modern industry. So obviously the 
institution of modernity cannot be used to eradicate Indian 
poverty. Thus the opposition between Gandhi and Savarkar 
with regard to the above has to be understood in former's 
opposition to Vivekananda.
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47. Contrasting Gandhian perspective from the ideology of Hindutva 
serves another purpose. There is this fundamental difference 
between Gandhi and Savarkar. The politics of Bharatiya Janata 
Party (BJP) is clearly rooted in the ideology of Hindutva. And 
this ideology is clearly formulated by Savarkar. Thus there is a 
continuity between Savarkar and BJP. However, today, the BJP 
often uses the Gandhian vocabulary such as swadeshi. This it 
does without giving up any of its initial assumptions such as its 
definition of politics, its allegiance to violence, etc. Thus, despite 
this recent BJP's attitude towards Gandhi, there remains the 
fundamental difference between the ideology of Hindutva and 
the philosophy of Gandhi.

48. In this context it is also very important to study the regional 
variations in communalism within India. It is my hunch that in 
our discussions on communalism in India, it is often the 
communalism within North India that prevails. An independent 
probe into the local or regional variations of communalism in 
other part§_of the country, in my view, would, in an important 
respect, enrich our understanding of this phenomenon.
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THE OUTSET, we would like to make a personal explanation. 
We do not claim to be the true interpreters of Gandhian thought 
nor true disciples of Gandhi. Many ideas have influenced us in the 
formulation of our views. Therefore the views expressed herein
after could be termed as Gandhi-influenced but not Gandhian.

We consider it necessary to give this explanation because we 
have internalised certain ideas of Gandhi along with many other 
ideas. Therefore it is quite possible that the framework within 
which we try to understand may prove to be inadequate or even 
inappropriate. Secondly, limitations of this framework, because of 
our own limitations, should in no way be construed as limitations 
of Gandhi's thoughts.

Let us first discuss the foundational aspects of this framework: (i)

(i) The first and perhaps the most essential point is the belief 
in the innate goodness of man, because of which a person 
can rise from an instinctive or impulsive level to higher 
levels of consciousness. It also assists in the process of 
sublimatation. Gandhi's faith in nonviolence and the
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potentiality of change of heart was based on this principle 
of innate goodness in man which works in two ways. One, 
he could move from a purely instinctive level to higher 
levels of consciousness and, secondly, there could be 
change of heart among human beings.1
This innate goodness has various manifestations, such as 
love and compassion, tendency for sharing or readiness to 
undergo sufferings for others, etc. It helps in identifying 
oneself with a host of social formations to larger formations 
including cosmic arrangements, all of which emanate from 
this innate goodness.2 Identification with different social 
formations ranging from family, community, society, 
nation to the universe also becomes a source of conflict if 
this belongingness is imbibed in a narrow sense.3

(ii) The second basic tenet of this framework is that true 
religion helps in preservation and promotion of this innate 
goodness. Therefore religion cannot become a source of 
conflict.4

When Gandhi talked about true religion, he talked about the 
essence of religion (Dharma Tattva). The spiritual or incorporeal 
aspect of religion is expected to take an individual to higher planes 
of consciousness. As one moves to higher levels of consciousness, 
he tends to identify himself with and have a feeling of oneness 
with larger and larger cosmic arrangements. It could be said that 
in the highest stage of consciousness, oneness with the whole is 
achieved.

This attainment of a higher level of consciousness is possible 
because of innate goodness within each individual. Hence all 
religions, if followed in their true sense (i.e. its essence), would 
lead to identification with and oneness with all human beings, 
even, with all creations. Hence if a person is able to internalise the 
essence and the deepest meanings of one religion, he/she will be 
able to adhere to the essence of all religions. That is to say that a 
basis for harmonious living of all adherents of all religions exists in 
their respective religions themselves. The existence of all faiths 
with harmony does not need superficial similarities or exhortations. 
Harmony with nature and belongingness to the whole mankind 
are the very roots on which each religion is structured in its true 
essence.



But religion is not only an incorporeal or etherial essence. It is 
also a social formation. Like all other social formations, this social 
formation also becomes a medium for spreading both good and 
non-good and it also becomes a distinct entity which in the 
long-run tries to maintain separate identity. Then the symbols of 
identity and membership of the social formation (namely religion 
in this case) for realisation of oneness and sense of belongingness 
become more important than adherence to the true essence of the 
religion. That is, the essence is sought to be realised in a very 
narrow sense.

Now, because of these two elements of the religion, namely its 
essence and its social formation, two processes come to work 
simultaneously. One force takes individuals towards higher levels 
of consciousness, and the other brings society as a whole to the 
average level of consciousness.

Great saints have generally adhered to the essence and 
transcended the organisation of religion. On the other hand, social 
formations based on religion could become a source of conflict 
when temporal power was sought to be achieved through these 
social formations.

The whole question of communal harmony has been ap
proached differently because of these two different realities.

One is the potential of human consciousness to rise and 
transcend physical boundaries within which it grew. In essence all 
religions are supposed to help in transcending the limitations of 
our physical surroundings and inculcate a sense of belongingness 
to and oneness with each human soul. Gandhi had this vision. The 
idea was based on the potentiality, that what should be, rather 
than what merely is. This was the basis of his belief that if everyone 
followed true teachings of his/her religion, then there would be no 
possibility of communal conflict. To put it positively, Gandhi 
considered it (following true teachings of religion) essential for 
communal harmony.

Evidently, Gandhi was not a secularist in the sense of being 
non-religious or anti-religious. He strongly felt that there was no 
need to move away from religion in order to maintain communal 
harmony in the society.

The other view is the empiricist view. This view places more 
emphasis on realities as expressed through the actual functioning 
of different institutions of religion. We have already mentioned 
that social formations based on religion tend to bring their.members
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towards the average level of consciousness and, secondly, maintains 
a distinct identity which separates it from others. This separateness 
and tendency towards average level forces its leaders to indulge 
more in mundane affairs rather than uphold its essence. This 
indulgence in mundane affairs, in turn, forces its leaders to seek 
material gains and favours for its members in the society. 
Mechanism for distribution of material gains in any society should 
be such that each and every citizen has equal opportunity to avail 
it irrespective of his or her caste, creed, or religion. But when social 
formations based on religion seek such gains for its adherents 
ignoring others, then it sows the seeds of potential conflict—as 
competing demands by different social formations lead to conflict 
among these groups.

Thus the basis of conflict is neither religion nor its basic tenets, 
but its use for securing power, economic opportunities and gains, 
and a larger place in the available social space. But this is not 
specific to social formations based on religion. Conflict may develop 
through any such organisation which tries to gain material benefits 
for its members only, without conceding equality of opportunity 
to others, be it either caste, community, race, religion or even 
nation-state.

This process of conflict is based not on innate goodness of man 
or on the essence of religion. Therefore it is not capable of preserving 
and promoting goodness in the society. On the contrary, baser 
instincts emerge stronger in such a milieu and the average level of 
consciousness tends to recede from the essence. ,

This is not to suggest that questions of social equity, justice, 
and welfare are in any way less important. Steps indeed need to be 
taken to achieve these goals. Modern institutions are designed to 
achieve these goals without discrimination on the basis of caste, 
creed, or colour. These modem secular institutions have succeeded 
more in areas which came under the influence of Renaissance in 
Europe. The other modem institutions are, however, generally 
controlled by the educated elite and often result in alienating the 
masses. The masses perceive modernism as a corrupting influence 
and denounce it. But when these institutions are so designed as to 
benefit masses and blend modernism with tradition, they become 
acceptable.

Another reason for failure of modem institutions, especially in 
traditional societies, is that they have not been able to inclucate 
necessary values and norms associated with these traditional



institutions among people. As a result, modern institutions became 
liable for exploitation by vested interests to satisfy their greed—with 
total disregard for values which are an integral part of people's 
lives. That is why people look upon them with suspicion. It is in 
such a situation that articulation of the interests of the community 
is sought to be achieved by appeal to primordial loyalties (which 
are by and large expressed through religion).

Gandhi had offered his own solution to various such problems 
through the concepts like Swadeshi, power sharing, trusteeship, 
and self-reliance at the grassroot level. However, the question of 
comnfiunal harmony could not be tackled without bringing 
adherents of different faiths closer to the essence of their religious 
teachings.

This approach has another very important ramification. When 
there are adherents of different religious traditions and social 
formations, then any attempt at superficial unity would be futile. 
Furthermore, any attempt at creating artificial uniformity through 
any alien concept, howsoever lofty, would not only be impractical 
but may generate derisive attitudes against it. The best way for 
harmonious social surival is that diversities at the surface are 
allowed to coexist with the unity and oneness at the deepest levels. 
Gandhi's ideas provided a basis for such coexistence of diversity 
with unity at deepest levels.

Gandhi was not so much concerned with the art of statecraft. 
His main thrust was in regard to the functioning of the society. In 
a sense he was an anarchist. His main concern was to look for such 
structures in which people's participation could be ensured to the 
maximum. His views on politics and economics originated from 
this fundamental concern. He was always ready to change his 
ideas about political power, economic system, and social relations, 
provided new alternatives offered greater possibilities for fuller 
participation of people.

For example, he was of the opinion that people at village level 
where they could function as a community should have the 
maximum powers. Then residual powers should pass on to the 
next level of political structure and this process should continue 
upwards to an apex structure. This was meant, in essence, for 
maximum participation for people as a community.

Similarly his concept of Swadeshi advocates preference for the 
neighbourhood over the remote. It does not imply the exclusion of
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all that is remote. Swadeshi does not mean only traditional 
indigenous knowledge and system. On the contrary, it is a dynamic 
concept in which continuous blending of indigenous knowledge 
with new knowledge goes on unabated. The only condition is that 
it is not imposed but becomes a part of the indigenous system.

Thus for Gandhi, people's participation was more important 
than the role of statecraft. He preferred people's autonomy to state 
authority. The idea of secularism was more pertinent for the state. 
Gandhi was concerned with people. Therefore he based his 
approach to the issue of communal harmony on those positive 
forces which could be released from within the society.

Secondly, people could adhere to that path only, without any 
force or coercion, which is rooted in their belief system. The issue 
of harmony never was and has never been a case of people versus 
state. The harmony in society means the harmony between different 
sections and communities of the society. The spirit of harmony 
could come only from within each section of the society.

Thirdly, it must be based on higher planks of morality and 
human consciousness, as against the process of mutual deterrence.

It would not be out of place to record it here that Gandhi did 
not reject any Western concept just because it came from outside or 
from an imperialist system. On the contrary, he firmly believed 
that India has a long history and experience of assimilating different 
belief systems and their harmonious coexistence had been achieved 
in the past as well. Therefore this old civilization was better 
equipped to adopt paths of harmony even in the new changed 
situation. Thus for communal harmony he offered an alternative 
whose source of motivation lay within the culture of the land.

The Gandhian approach had another very important impli
cation. If a religion kept its focus on its essence, it would be vigilant 
to correct the distortions which may creep into its body. A 
continuous process of self-purification would not allow narrow 
and vicious views to take over broader and lofty ideals of religion. 
A fall-out of this implication would be to help reformist movements 
in each religion on the basis of their essence as well as contemporary 
realities. Gandhi himself led many reformist movements within 
the Hindu fold. But he was averse to the idea of leading similar 
movements in other religions.

There is yet another aspect of this problem. Innate goodness of 
man and the idea of essence of religion existed prior to nation-



state, and if for some reason, nation-states do not exist in future, 
even then these forces will continue to shape the affairs of mankind.

Not only that, even during the period when nation-state would 
continue to exist, nature of society and social relations would 
change. We already know that tribal societies, agrarian societies, 
and industrial societies with different types of social formations 
coexist in the contemporary world.

Social values to hold these different types of societies together 
differ, because different social formations need different social 
value for its functioning and its perpetuation. It is also quite 
possible that those values and norms which are responsible for 
holding a society at a particular period of time do not serve all its 
members, but serve only its elite or the dominant section of the 
society. Secondly, those values and norms which are able to hold 
one type of social formation are not able to do so if society undergoes 
radical changes. The new social formations need new values to 
hold together. Hence neither the external symbols, forms, and 
norms of religion, nor that of the state would continue during all 
the stages of history.5

On the other hand, energies based on innate goodness of man 
would be able to help in holding all societies, present or future. 
Therefore all contemporary values must be blended with them.

The Gandhian approach is not exclusivist. That is to say that it 
does not exclude coexistence of secularism with his approach that 
everyone should follow the true teachings of his/her religion.

This blending of the essence with the contemporary reality in 
which essence would represent etemality while contemporary 
values would represent temporality constitutes an integral part of 
the framework of Gandhian approach to commual harmony.
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1. This innate goodness has been the basis of both religious teachings 
and non-religious teachings, which have aimed at achieving 
welfare and emancipation of mankind. It is very difficult to 
locate the source of this innate goodness within human beings. 
Religious structures attribute it to God or a Supreme Conscious
ness. If every soul is part of the Supreme Consciousness, then 
each soul is also the repository of goodness as being part of it. 
The other approach is that since God has created us, we were
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bestowed with some divine powers, and innate goodness is one 
of them. From the Vedantic point of view, the problem of locating 
the source of innate goodness becomes difficult because intellect, 
or mind knows only through indriyas (sensory organs or systems), 
whereas the source of this force is located outside the domain of 
indriyas. Therefore location of the source of this force cannot be 
established through systematic laws nor could they be understood 
by exercise of intellect or mind.
Thus the eternal basis of goodness, according to religions, is 
located outside the visible and verifiable structures. On the other 
hand, non-religious faiths locate the continuity of this innate 
goodness in history and society and faculties of human beings. 
The search of values of the society has always based itself on the 
innate goodness.
Gandhi synthesised both the approaches. That is why, for him 
values of morality and ethics have to be one and the same for 
both the individual and the state.

2. Social formations serve collective interests in which interest of 
individuals is also served. However, individual's sense of oneness 
with others emanates from one's innate goodness. Other relations 
are based on mutual interests, social compulsions, and the process 
of socialisation, which may change with the change in the 
situation.

3. Sense of oneness emanates from innate goodness, but its 
manifestation is restricted to the level of enlightenment of the 
individual. Higher the level of enlightenment, deeper would be 
the inner urge for a sense of oneness with others. A person could 
have a sense of belonging to more than one type of social forma
tion, but there would not be different levels of oneness.

4. The essence of religions does not accept that individuals could 
be separated as far as their capacity to imbibe the essence is 
concerned on the basis of religions, sects, or other social belief 
systems. This is true for those who believe in conversion and 
also for those who have no tradition of conversion for accepting 
and practising their essence.

5. Since social formations change, values which hold them are also 
bound to change. But social formations based on religion have 
generally faced one problem. They have tended to stick to those 
values (which are other than the essence) even after the change 
in the social formation. On the other hand, secular values tend to 
ignore the eternal essence, which has preserved goodness-based 
values in all societies since time immemorial.
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Some Antinomies in Under
standing Communal Stress

Meeta

Rajivlochhan

T H E R E  ARE TODAY two great truths in the context of communal 
stress. One holds that Hindus and Muslims have constantly fought 
through history and therefore are liable to even greater conflicts 
using whichever or whatever weapons are handily available. The 
other, contesting the first, holds that what seems as a conflict 
between Hindus and Muslims is actually something else: a struggle 
for political power, economic power, or just sheer undefined 
causedness of the people towards each other under the misguidance 
of manipulative leaders.

Implicit in both seems to be a solution of sorts to the problem 
of communalism. The first seems to take the eradication of or total 
subjugation of one of the communities to be a suitable solution, 
while the second seems to hold that the solution lies in first 
eliminating the manipulative communal leaders and then, maybe, 
the people.

An interesting feature about both these great truths is that 
despite considerable battle between the supporters of either, as yet 
there does not seem to be adequate evidence to suggest whether 
the one or the other of the two provides greater insight into society 
as we actually live it. Neither is it possible to dismiss them as 
inconsequential because the more articulate supporters of these
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truths do not write books or articles or attend seminars where they 
can discuss their differences but, instead, express their opinions in 
public meetings and, given the least opportunity, try to translate 
their views into physical attacks on those who disagree. This does 
pose a dilemma: in terms of how one would react/relate to the 
supporters of these truths and in terms of how one would try to 
understand situations of communal stress that the various 
contestants seem to live in.

In the following story, part of this dilemma is discussed by 
looking at an effort to understand communal riots by Mahatma 
Gandhi and his then trusted lieutenants, the Ali brothers. Inherent 
here is a small plea that we recognize these two great truths for 
what they are: "essentially half-truths," and not, as some would 
like to argue, "untruths." That if we wish to find a solution to the 
problem of communalism and get past these suffocating, 
supposedly great truths, we will have to understand that much of 
their social, political, and ideological power derives from their 
status as half-truths.

When in 1923-24, the non-cooperation Khilafat movement 
seemed to break out into a number of communal riots all over the 
country, Mahatma Gandhi began to ask many of his political 
colleagues to conduct enquiries into the happenings. One such set 
of enquiries involved Gandhi directly.

It was not as if this was the first occasion that Indian politicians 
had expressed concern about communalism as such. Way back, in 
the 1880s, the Indian National Congress had taken up the creation 
of Hindu-Muslim amity as one of its major tasks. This resolution, 
in various forms, was repeated over the years. Yet not much was 
done to understand why actually tensions existed between the two 
communities and why these tensions, so often, took the shape of 
communal riots, what actually went into the making of a riot, how 
did people act within the riot situation and what kind of solutions 
were possible. The pressure to conduct enquiry into an actual riot 
situation came from Gandhi. The opportunity for Gandhi himself 
to do so in some detail came when riots occurred first in Delhi and 
then in Kohat in 1924.

Actually it was not in 1924 that Gandhi came face to face with 
communal riots for the first time. Gandhi himself had been present 
in Bombay in November 1921 when riots broke out during the 
Prince of Wales's visit on 17 November that year. As part of the



non-cooperation programme, it had ben decided to boycott the 
Prince's visit. The boycott began with a hartal in most of the 
important towns and cities.

In Bombay, the hartal began with a meeting on the grounds of 
the Elphinstone Mills. The meeting, addressed by Gandhi, ended 
with a bonfire of foreign cloth. But while dispersing, the mill 
hands, who constituted the bulk of the crowd, became, as Gandhi 
was to report later, "boisterous" and began attacking passing 
motor cars with lathis and stones. In the process some cars in 
Gandhi's own cavalcade also were attacked.

In the afternoon of that day reports started coming in of 
serious riots in many areas of Bombay. Those who were not 
boycotting the Prince's visit were attacked. Most of them, it was 
reported to Gandhi, were Parsis, Jews, and Christians, many of 
whom, in turn, were identified by their dress. At the same time, 
liquor shops were smashed, trams and cars were burnt, and at 
least four policemen were beaten to death with lathis. When Gandhi 
tried to intervene with one such rioting crowd, he was welcomed 
by shouts of "Mahatma Gandhi Ki Jai" but his pleas to desist from 
violence were not heeded. At one place he himself was threatened 
for interfering.

The next day Gandhi sent out Congress and Khilafat volunteers 
to check out the condition in the city and control the rioting. After 
all the volunteers had taken upon themselves the task of guiding 
the people onto the Gandhian path of non-cooperation—and it 
seemed part of their duty to prevent any corresponding rioting. 
Gandhi then discovered that the Parsis and Eurasians had armed 
themselves and had begun to launch counter-attacks on Muslims 
and Hindus. The volunteers themselves came back injured, having 
failed in their mission to check the riots. At this Gandhi decided to 
go on a fast as penance against the bloodshed. Once again, to no 
visible effect. The violence continued till the 21st when it simply 
petered out. Gandhi ended his fast on the 22nd.

Official estimates noticed 130 instances of rioting, 4 liquor 
shops burnt, 137 liquor shops smashed, many cars and trams 
burnt or seriously damaged, and 58 killed and 381 injured. Even 
Gandhi accepted these figures as correct.

Those iii Bombay who were opposed to Gandhi's political 
activism pointed out that the riots were an indication of the high 
degree of violence among the people who, on the surface, accepted
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Gandhi's dictum of nonviolence and satyagraha. Gandhi's own 
infructuous response had been to send out Congress and Khilafat 
volunteers to stop the riots. He also discovered that even his own 
presence could have no restraining influence on a violent mob. 
Even his fast was not acknowledged. Gandhi's post-mortem 
analysis then tried to define the rioters out of the political process 
of non-cooperation by calling them "hooligans" over whom the 
"non-cooperators had (not yet) acquired an influence."

Delhi, however, was to be different. The difference lay especially 
in the presence of Maulana Mohamed Ali in the city. A respected 
leader of the non-cooperation Khilafat movement, Mohamed Ali 
was also considered ah important public figure in Delhi. Moreover, 
at this time Mohamed Ali also occupied the publicly respected 
position of the President of the Indian National Congress. Gandhi 
then planned to use Mohamed Ali, both to investigate the riots in 
Delhi and to mediate between the contending parties and initiate 
peace. "If we can tackle the Delhi business in a business-like way, 
much trouble can be saved," he urged. "The Hindu-Muslim 
question is the question of a proper solution on which hangs the 
destiny of India in the immediate future," Gandhi would remind 
the readers of his newspaper. "Delhi can solve the question, for the 
others are likely to follow what Delhi might do," he added.

Mohamed Ali, however, did not seem to be as optimistic as 
Gandhi. His private reports to Gandhi were full of unease at 
havirtg to interfere in the riot situation. The troubles in Delhi had 
taken place, he informed Gandhi, despite the efforts of the Congress 
and Khilafat volunteers and the police. He suggested, twice in the 
same letter, that it was best to leave "the maintenance of peace to 
the guns and bayonets of the police;" for the Congress, at the 
moment, was the "object of everybody's wrath."

Gandhi seeemed oblivious to Mohamed Ali's hesitation and 
went on to urge an enquiry into the riots and also suggested the 
appropriate method.

I would like you to make, if you will shoulder the burden, an 
(exhaustive) enquiry and publish your findings. Spare neither the 
Hindus nor the Muslims whenever they may be in the wrong. Hear 
patiently all the sides, publicly invite them. Take their evidence.

An enquiry, however, was not easy. To begin with, Mohamed 
Ali was sensitive of being accused of having a communal bias.



Shraddhananda, an important Arya Samaji leader of Delhi, had 
already dubbed him communal. Then it was not easy to convene a 
meeting of the Delhi Congress Committee to discuss the riots. 
When a meeting could be held, Mohamed Ali noticed that some 
members, especially Hindus and Arya Samajis, includng Indra 
Vachaspati, son of Swami Shraddhananda, and then a Secretary of 
the Delhi Congress Committee, considered the enquiry a useless 
effort. Such opponents of an enquiry were, however, in a minority. 
But even those who favoured an enquiry were of the opinion, 
Mohamed Ai reported to Gandhi, that no evidence should be 
taken down.

This last suggestion, in effect, in Mohamed Ali's judgement, 
made it impossible for him to conduct the enquiry for fear of being 
ensnared in the communal in-fighting of the Congress. He even 
was wary of those who urged him to conduct the enquiry on his 
own like Gandhi had been doing. "I am sorry to say [their] advice 
did not appear to me to be as well-intentioned as your own," he 
wrote to Gandhi, "for there was a suspicion that if my verdict did 
not suit, the party suggesting this, he could turn round and say my 
judgement was against the bulk of evidence of which I had no 
record verified by the witnesses and that it was due to my own 
partiality."

The situation was made even more difficult, Mohamed Ali 
felt, because volunteers from the Congress and the Khilafat 
Committees were themselves involved in the riots. "Hearts have 
been tom asunder," he reported to Gandhi. The "bulk" of the 
Muslim public, he pointed out, had begun to listen to the 
communally-minded Muslim leaders, the very men who had "held 
back from non-cooperation and the Khilafat movement." What 
actually had gone wrong in Delhi, he could not say. But he did 
notice that the Muslims in general had begun to withdraw away 
from the Congress and its political programme of non-cooperation.

"It (the Muslim public) is apprehensive of Hindu Raj and that 
it has made up its mind to resist at any cost; for 'are not English 
better masters than what the Hindus might be'?" Some of the 
desperation in Mohamad Ali's letter must have certainly gotten 
through to Gandhi. But there is no evidence of his making an effort 
to assuage his fears.

In the meanwhile, following instructions from Gandhi, 
Mohamed Ali took the initiative to form a number of conciliation
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committees. Newspapers like The Pioneer reported that these 
committees simply did not get off the ground. Mohamed Ali, it 
seems, felt that the personal presence of Gandhi just might enable 
the committees to start working. "Chances of compromise very 
bright," his telegraphic invitation to Gandhi said.

Reaching Delhi, Gandhi must have found the atmosphere 
tense. At least his secretary Mahadev Desai did. "It is not difficult 
to scent the atmosphere," Desai wrote in noting the widespread 
hostility between Hindus and Muslims. "Had not the Hindus 
fought, the very name Hindu would have been wiped off from 
Delhi," he reported a comment from a local tongawalla. But he 
thought this observation was an exaggeration; for, he also noticed 
the large number of Muslims who, along with Hindus, came to 
visit Gandhi and concluded hopefully that "the quarrels between 
Hindus and Muslims are superficial, though they appear dreadful."

Gandhi himself was not so optimistic. He did notice that overt 
violence had ceased. But he also noticed that people continued to 
approach the police and the law courts for the safety of their lives 
and property, ignoring that just a few months ago, under the aegis 
of non-cooperation, they had resolved to solve mutual disputes 
without recourse to the institutions of the Raj. "The solution of the 
Hindu-Muslim problem is becoming more difficult each day," he 
remarked privately.

In public he went on to castigate the people of Delhi: "Delhi 
has disgraced itself." In the absence of any detailed information 
about why the riot had occurred, he took recourse to reiterating 
the principles of non-coperation, reminding the people of the hey 
days of the non-cooperation movement when Hindus and Muslims 
had seemingly stood as one against the authority of the colonial 
government. "In Delhi last week there was more non-cooperation 
with one another than with the government. The Congress and the 
Khilafat men could not produce peace among the people. It was 
reserved for the police and military to do so."

Gandhi even offered his own services for bringing in peace, 
should the people so wish "and in collaboration with others whom 
you may appoint, endeavour to find out the true facts." As it 
turned out, not many were interested in Gandhi's offer. Two 
weeks after Gandhi left, Mohamed Ali could still report that the 
communal cauldron was "still simmering."

In the meantime, the communal situation in the country went 
from bad to worse. All through 1923 serious riots had occurred in



various parts of the country. In March, April, and May in Amritsar, 
Multan, and other towns of Punjab and Sind.

In June and July in Moradabad, Meerut, Allahabad and Ajmer. 
Then Amritsar once again in August and September as also Panipat, 
Jabalpur, Gonda, Agra, and Rai Bareilly. Finally, on the occasion of 
Moharram, Saharanpur too witnessed communal clashes. The 
situation continued to be tense in the first half of 1924 and riots 
occurred in Delhi and Nagpur in July. These were followed by 
more riots in Lahore, Lucknow, Moradabad, Bhagalpur, Nagpur 
(again), and Gulbarga in August, and still more disturbances in 
September and October in Lucknow, Shahjahanpur, Kakinada, 
Kohat, and Allahabad. Little wonder that leaders like Mohamed 
Ali and Gandhi felt so desperate about the worsening communal 
situation.

"Are there no sensible Muslims or sensible Hindus who can 
understand and remove the causes of these conflicts," Gandhi 
wondered. But try as he might, even by September, he did not 
know the necessary and sufficient "cause" of the riots in Delhi. 
Communal tension persisted despite the efforts of the political 
leaders and seemed "to defy solution and to dash to pieces all the 
fond hope we had of securing a national freedom that is broad- 
based upon mutual trust and mutual help." Gandhi now began to 
wonder whether a more serious personal intervention by him 
might succeed in Delhi where Mohamed Ali had failed. In mid- 
September he reached Delhi once again.

Soon, however, news came of a very serious communal riot in 
the small town of Kohat in the North-West Frontier Province. 
Kohat had been primarily a trading township from where goods 
brought through the north-western passes were routed to the 
plains. A substantial chunk of its population consisted of Hindus 
and Sikhs: merchants, contractors, and lawyers. The town itself 
had a majority Muslim population and the surrounding countryside 
was populated mostly by Muslim tribal villages.

The riots at Kohat started on 9 September when it was found 
that Jiwan Das, the Secretary of the Kohat Sanatana Dharma Sabha, 
a locally prominent Hindu, had not been punished adequately by 
the administration for publishing a poem denigrating Islam. To 
add to the fire, the rumour spread that a Muslim wife had eloped 
with the son of a Kohati Sikh contractor. Muslim villages from the 
neighbouring countryside joined hands with their co-religionists
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from the town to teach the Hindus a lesson. The Sadar Bazaar and 
the Hindu Mohalla were burnt down.

Government reports had it that by the evening of the 10th 
practically all Hindus had moved away from the town, mostly to 
refugee camps in the nearby city of Rawalpindi. Property estimated 
to value Rs. 9 lakhs was destroyed and a large quantity of goods 
looted. Official estimates put the number of those "killed and 
wounded" at 155. No one disputed the figures.

The riots at Kohat, officials noted with some relief, were such 
that it became virtually impossible for the leaders of the Congress 
to lay blame on "mischief makers" or the inefficiency of the 
government machinery of law and order. .From Gandhi's point of 
view this was very important. For, if the common people were 
involved in communal riots uninstigated, then the communal 
situation was even more serious than the leaders had hitherto 
believed. "Desperate diseases call for desperate solutions," he 
declared. The remedy, he explained, was a fast of 21 days to do 
"penance" for the deteriorating communal situation.

Worried by the 21-day fast that Gandhi had begun, Mohamed 
Ali and other leaders from Delhi like Ajmal Khan and Swami 
Sharaddhananda invited about 200 "leaders" of all parties and 
communities to meet at Delhi to, as the invitation put it "retrieve 
the (communal) situation and relieve the agony of the Mahatma's 
distress." The Unity Conference, as it was called, commenced on 
26 September with about 300 delegates.

After a week of deliberations, during which a large number of 
delegates are reported to have gone back, the Unity Conference 
resolved to condemn communalism. It also asked people to be 
mutually tolerant, to stop cooperation with such newspapers and 
politicians as encouraged dissension between Hindus and Muslims, 
and to refer to a "National Panchayat" all communal disputes. 
Gandhi was nominated the chairman of the proposed "National 
Panchayat." Nothing came of this Panchayat. The rest were plati
tudes of long standing. Mohamed Ali did have a suggestion: "If 
either community made up its mind to offer a complete surrender 
and say that whatever the other community may do to it, it would 
not retaliate, peace would be restored." But this suggestion was 
ignored by all. Mohamed Ali himself never pressed for it again.

Nevertheless Gandhi considered the Conference a good enough 
achievement. He rebuked a friend who twitted the Unity



Conference for its bromides: "We must admit this much at least. It 
was definitely a laudable aim for which they had gathered there 
and they had made an honest attempt to achieve it."

Peace, however, continued to elude Delhi. "The brew is still 
stewing in Delhi," Mahadev Desai could note in November. 
Gandhi's suggestion that people approach him rather than the 
British courts to resolve their disputes went unheeded. He had to 
concede that his efforts at bringing about communal reconciliation 
failed much as Mohamed Ali's had.

Why was this so? Mohamed Ali's tentative answer was that 
the people had become more communal-minded and refused to 
respond to the non-communal leadership of the non-cooperation 
Khilafat movement. Gandhi refused to accept Mohamed Ali's 
explanation, but gave no reason for doing so.

At the same time, giving form as it were to Mohamed Ali's 
apprehensions about "I^indu" politicians, Gandhi tended to notice 
that Hindus were victims of communal violence from Muslims. 
What Gandhi left unsaid was that Muslims too suffered at the 
hands of Hindus. At least twice he noticed the existence of what he 
dubbed a Muslim "organization" perpetrating violence against 
Hindus. Otherwise, he seemed to reason, how was it possible that 
so many Hindus got hurt in communal violence? When asked to 
provide evidence, or to explain his sources for such an accusation, 
Gandhi backed out. Asked if he could notice a "Hindu" organization 
attacking Muslims and their shrines Gandhi could with great 
confidence say "no," though he did not possess, as far as we know, 
any evidence for or against such denial either.

Evidently Gandhi was trying to interpret the entire reported 
phenomenon, communal hostility, on the basis of very skimpy but 
seemingly repetitive detail. Why should that be so? We can only 
speculate. Maybe, given the notion that some social group had to 
be identified as the source of aggression and hostility, there could 
plausibly be a tendency to ascribe blame to a group presumed to 
be naturally hostile to the other group. Moreover, during the late 
1910s and the early 1920s, both Gandhi and the Ali brothers had 
agreed that the Raj in itself did not foment communal trouble. 
Having discarded the most convenient nationalist excuse for 
communalism, they were left with only two candidates as the 
sources of hostility: Hindus and/or Muslims. If there were other 
sources of communal hostility, they did not say so. Considering 
the fact that empirical observations are often prone to ambiguous
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reporting and evaluation, it was quite plausible that either Gandhi 
or Mohamed Ali drew upon stereotypes of long standing to 
construct an explanation which someone, working with different 
kinds of stereotypes, could equally plausibly find partisan.

Thus Mohamed Ali shared with Gandhi the view that Muslims 
were an aggressive people. But unlike Gandhi, he did not consider 
them the initiators of communal violence or the more aggressive 
when violence occurred. It is possible that during the troubles in 
Delhi he even stated his facts in a way to establish his point. In 
Delhi, in July, he noted that only one Muslim was killed to seven 
Hindus. But the 150 injured were apportioned equally to both the 
communities. The reports from the police, published in the dailies 
of Delhi (and not as suspect as the police handouts of today) before 
Mohamed Ali made his report to Gandhi gave a different picture.

Thus till 12 July, the Tribune estimated 43 Hindus and 34 
Muslims wounded. The Chief Commissioner's statement of 17 
July reported thak^on the first day of the riots, 3 Hindus were 
killed, 45 injured; no Muslims were killed, but 25 were injured. 
The police statement, for the first week of the riot put the damage 
at 11 Hindus dead, 89 injured; one Muslim dead, 50 injured; one 
temple broken into and idols smashed; stones thrown at some 
mosques. Moreover, Mohamed Ali's first tentative analysis of the 
riot in Delhi, which he reported to Gandhi immediately, noted that 
Muslims like him who still functioned within the ambit of the 
Congress had been marginalised as leaders of the Muslim 
community; that the communally-minded among the Congressmen 
had pushed the Muslim public into the arms of communally- 
minded Muslim leaders, and therefore he suggested that it would 
be best to let the district administration take the initiative and deal 
with the riot as it would

Gandhi did not blame Mohamed Ali for not having tried 
harder in Delhi to establish the cause of the riots or to help re
establish communal harmony. After all his own efforts at arbitration 
in Delhi had not yielded any tangible results either. But he still 
hoped to enquire into a commual riot. The recently riot-ravaged 
town of Kohat was chosen for this purpose and Mohamed Ali's 
elder brother, Shaukat Ali, an important Muslim leader in his own 
rights, was chosen to be a partner in the enquiry.

An administrative ban on Gandhi's entry into Kohat ended his 
hopes for an on-the-spot enquiry. Then choosing the second best



course, he planned to visit Rawalpindi, hoping to talk to the Hindu 
refugees from Kohat. The Khilafat Committee from Kohat too was 
invited to come over and present before Gandhi the "Muslim" 
point of view. The former blamed the Muslims for everything that 
had happened, and the latter did not turn up for the meeting with 
Gandhi.

At the same time, the government administration in Kohat 
began to make efforts to coax the Kohati Hindus to come back 
from the refugee camps at Rawalpindi. Mahadev Desai speculated 
that this was a part of the overall design of the administration to 
ensurd that Gandhi and Shaukat did not get any credit for bringing 
about peace. If that was so, then, as the months went by, it became 
evident that the administration had succeeded.

By December, the administration had conducted its own 
enquiries into the riots. It primarily blamed the Hindus for having 
started the riot by first publishing an anti-Islamic poem under the 
authorship of the Secretary of the Kohat Sanatana Dharma Sabha, 
and then firing a gun into a Muslim crowd which was agitating 
against the poem. The administration absolved itself of the charges 
of inefficiency and mishandling. The newspapers on the following 
days reported that various leaders from Kohat had accepted the 
official report.

At this point Gandhi came up with a somewhat curious analysis 
of the events at Kohat. Since Muslims were constituted "95 per 
cent" of the population of the town, he reasoned, and because they 
had accepted the administration's finding that the Hindus provoked 
the riots, therefore they, the Muslims, were responsible for the 
hostilities. As to the government's own enquiry, Gandhi dismissed 
it on two grounds: one that the public was not represented on it, 
and two, that it did not give any weightage to the fact that Hindus 
had been "practically forced out of Kohat."

Mohamed Ali, it seems, disagreed with Gandhi's analysis. He, 
as the President of the Indian National Congress, had received a 
report from the Secretary, Punjab Provincial Khilafat Committee. 
This report, in no uncertain terms, blamed the Hindus and the 
Congress. There is no indication that Gandhi took any cognizance 
of this report in formulating his own analysis, even though it had 
been carried prominently by many newspapers. Mohamed Ali 
tended to agree with the report. Yet he did not overtly disagree 
with Gandhi's public statements on Kohat.
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Even at the annual session of the Congress (Belgaum, 26-28 
December), Mohamed Ali had nothing to say on Kohat. Gandhi, as 
the new President of the Congress, had requested the Hindus not 
to go back to Kohat till such time that they recieved "full assurances 
as to their lives and property." "A government," Gandhi explained, 
"can give protection against thieves and robbers, but not even a 
Swaraj government will be able to protect people against a 
wholesale boycott by one community of another." The subsequent 
discussion had Shaukat Ali fully supporting the position of Gandhi. 
Lala Lajpat Rai, a senior Arya Samaji leader from Panjab, in his 
turn, gave a long speech detailing how Hindus had been persecuted 
in Kohat and how the administration deliberately did nothing to 
prevent the riot. But when Zafar Ali Khan, an AlCC member from 
Panjab, tried to contest Lajpat Rai's version, he was shouted down 
by the audience. Mohamed Ali was present throughout these 
deliberations.

Mohamed Ali then chose to make his statement at the annual 
session of the Muslim League which was held two days after the 
Congress session. Here he moved a resolution on Kohat in the 
presence of Gandhi and other Congress elders who were attending. 
The wording of the resolution was such as to presume that Hindus 
were to blame for the riots at Kohat. Originally Zafar Ali Khan was 
to move the resolution on "The Kohat Tragedy." His resolution 
stated, inter alia, that the Muslim League placed "on record its 
firm conviction that Hindus started the riots in the first instance."

Mohamed Ali objected to such strong language. The Muslim League, 
he suggested, the resolution should read, "feels to be its duty to place 
on record that the sufferings of the Kohat Hindus are not unprovoked, 
but on the contrary the facts brought to light make it dear that gross 
provocation was offered to the religious sentiments of the Mussalmans, 
and Hindus were the first to resort to violence, and further, that 
though their sufferings were very great and they are deserving the 
sympathy of the Mussalmans, it was not only they alone that suffered.

In simpler language what he said was that while the Muslim 
League sympathised with the sufferings of the Kohati Hindus, it 
also noticed that they were neither unprovoked nor unique; the 
Muslims too had suffered. It is not on record whether Gandhi, who 
was present at the meeting, contested Mohamed Ali's resolution. 
Nevertheless he did not appreciate Mohamed Ali's stance. "Nothing



can be a greater eye-opener than this," he is reported to have 
commented privately to his secretary Mahadev Desai.

"You have erred grievously," Gandhi admonished Mohamed 
Ali in a long letter dictated the next day. Then followed a list of 
errors that had been incorporated in Mohamed Ali's resolution at 
the Muslim League. The worst, Gandhi pointed out, was that he 
had not accepted the viewpoint of the Kohati Hindus. "You should 
not be ignorant of Hindu opinion on these matters. You must not 
say that Hindus even denied provocation and initial violence (sic). 
They may be wrong in so believing, but seeing that they believe so, 
you should not have stated what you have."

Gandhi's admonition to Mohamed Ali becomes noteworthy 
when one remembers that at the Congress session Lajpat Rai's 
speech presenting a supposedly "Hindu" version of events had 
been allowed, while Moharrted Ali was now asked not to challenge 
the Hindu version. "They [the Hindus] may be wrong," Gandhi 
told Mohamed Ali, "but they believed that they had been wronged, 
therefore something had to be done to assuage their feelings."

The question, of course, was to figure out what would assuage 
the feelings of the Kohati Hindus adequately. Did the feelings of 
the Kohati Muslims who were hurt in the disturbance or who felt 
hurt and insecure also needed to be taken care of? In what way and 
to what extent? Mohamed Ali spent a considerable part of the next 
few years that he lived trying to formulate an answer, but that is 
part of a different story. For the moment, in our present narrative, 
we have just a few more things before the story of Gandhi's first 
intervention in communal riots concludes itself.

In the second week of January 1925, the administration 
managed to persuade the Hindus and Muslims of Kohat to accept 
a reconciliation agreement which both sides had agreed to withdraw 
all cases against each other, return the looted property to the 
rightful owners, and rebuild the temples and gurudwaras that had 
been destroyed. Also, both the communities promised to live 
amicably in the future.

Gandhi contended that this agreement had been forced onto 
the Hindus by the administration and that it was unfair since it did 
not consider Hindus getting any compensation for the property 
destroyed. Hence he still wishes to conduct his own enquiry into 
the matter. However, his visit to Kohat was once again disallowed 
by the administration. When he did go to Rawalpindi, only two 
Muslims, who were the erstwhile members of the Kohat Khilafat
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Committee, came to visit him and they too made it clear that they 
had come to talk to the Mahatma out of respect for Shaukat Ali 
who had requested them to do so. Gandhi's efforts at enquiring 
into the Kohat disturbances had once again not been very successful. 
Nevertheless he went ahead to write a report on Kohat.

The trouble, however, was that Shaukat Ali who had been 
with Gandhi throughout his investigations into Kohat did not 
agree with the Mahatma's interpretations. Shaukat felt that the 
Muslims' version of events was the more accurate and that the 
Hindus at Kohat had deliberately tried to provoke the Muslims, 
who after showing initial restraint, reacted violently. Gandhi, in 
contrast, insisted that the Hindus had adequately apologised for 
the unfortunate poem that started the trouble', that there was no 
evidence of the Hindus initiating hostilities, that the Muslims 
overreacted in attacking the Hindus, and that the administration 
played a wicked role by allowing the riot to happen when it could 
have well controlled the disturbances from the very start.

Gandhi felt that the differences of opinion between him and 
Shaukat were quite serious. "I tremble to publish your statements," 
he informed Shaukat Ali. Then he asked two other senior Muslim 
leaders, Ajmal Khan and M.A. Ansari, to review his and Shaukat 
Ali's reports and suggest some resolution of the differences between 
them. When nothing came of this review, he went ahead to publish 
both the reports in the same issue of his newspaper, the Young 
India. He was careful, however, to annotate the reports by saying 
that the differences between him and the Ali brothers existed 
"without suspecting each other of conscious bias or wilful 
perversion of facts and without mutual affection being in any way 
affected."

But he was at a loss to explain why the difference existed. Or 
why the people from the communally-affected areas found it 
desirable to accept the mediation of the government adminis
tration, police, and law courts and not of Gandhi or the Indian 
National Congress. The best that he could do, as he told to an 
interviewer soon after his trip to Rawalpindi, was to say that "the 
Hindu-Muslim problem is just now an insoluble puzzle."

Now on, through the 1920s, we do not find any evidence of 
Gandhi trying to intervene in a communal situation in a manner 
comparable to Delhi and Kohat. Not that he wished the problem 
away, for it continued to figure in almost every issue of the Young 
India and in many of his speeches. As one editorial put it: "However



much I may wish to avoid it, the Hindu-Muslim question will not 
avoid me. Muslim friends insist upon my intervention to solve it. 
The Hindu friends would have me discuss it with them and some 
of them say I have sown the wind and must reap the whirlwind."

At the same time, he was more circumspect in accepting 
evidence of atrocities of one community against another. "I have 
proved to my own satisfaction," he wrote, "that many of these 
reported cases are highly exaggerated, if they are not false."

In the following year, 1926, a year of political rest for Gandhi, 
the Young India made significant references to the Hindu-Muslim 
interface only twice: when Shraddhananda was assassinated by a 
Muslim; and when Syed Mahmud and others requested him to 
rejoin polics. "I have ceased to meddle in Hindu-Muslim quarrels 
because my meddling at this juncture, I am convinced, can only do 
harm," he wrote in reply to Syed Mahmud.

"The Hindu-Muslim quarrels are, in a way unknown to us, a 
fight for swaraj. Each party is conscious of its impending coming. 
Each wants to be found ready and fit for swaraj when it comes. 
Hindus think that they are physically weaker than the Muslims. 
The latter consider themselves to be weak in educational and 
earthly equipment. They are now doing what all weak bodies have 
done hitherto. The fighting, therefore, however unfortunate it 
maybe, is a sign of growth. It is like the Wars of Roses. Out of it will 
rise a mighty nation."

This was good positive thinking, full of optimism about the 
future, but it certainly was not of much help in either defining the 
communal fault lines that lay within the social landscape or in 
suggesting ways in which these lines could be managed to prevent 
a major social upheaval in the future.
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Gandhi and Mohammad Ali: 
From Communal Harmony to 

Communal Differences

Abida Samiuddin

I f  IT IS asked why such a stalwart of the national movement like 
Mohammad Ali drifted away from the Indian National Congress, 
the answer usually given is that he was highly emotional and a 
religious bigot. Now when the disruptive forces are once again 
determined to destroy the secular fabric of this great nation, it is 
time to reexamine such aspects of the national movement and 
qualify such generalisations. The object of this paper is to blame 
neither Gandhi nor Mohammad Ali for snapping the brotherly ties 
between the two, having a damaging impact upon national politics. 
It is simply a presentation of the well-recorded historical facts in a 
chronological order for an honest and dispassionate reassessment.

Mohammad Ali, an "odd mixture of Islamic tradition and 
Oxford education, began as an adherent of the Aligarh tradition 
and was opposed to any aggressive politics, but he was far too able 
and dynamic a personality to remain confined in that static 
framework."1 The annulment of the partition of Bengal, the Balkan 
War; and the entry of Turkey into the First World War had shaken 
his faith in the bonafides of the British government. He wrote 
dispassionately in favour of Turkey.

Consequently along with his elder brother Maulana Shaukat 
Ali, Mohammad Ali was interned for five years in 1915. The long
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and lonely years in prison proved a turning-point in his life. He 
took refuge in religion. "The Qur'an came to acquire, a new 
coherence; for Mohammed Ali the key word of the Quran was 
'serve'."2 With this new discovery, Mohammad Ali was wild with 
enthusiasm. "Islam is the aim and ideal for which he lives. In his 
heart he carries the pains and sufferings of the whole Muslim 
world. His faith in their future is resolute and his prayers for their 
present are persistent."3

He also came to the conclusion that Islam means peace which 
man desperately need; and narrow nationalism is a great illusion. 
It was also "during these days that he discovered the 'evil' character 
of the British rule, recognised the futility of the politics of 
mendicancy so forcefully advocated by Syed Ahmad Khan, and 
realised the necessity of agitational methods for the redressal of 
grievances."4

The most active compaigner for the release of the Ali brothers 
was Gandhi, who on his return from South Africa, where he had 
worked with Muslims, was keen to establish contacts with Muslim 
leaders in India too. He met the Ali brothers in Delhi in 1915 and 
considered them an ideal instrument for creating Hindu-Muslim 
unity, the prerequisite for Swaraj. About the meeting, he wrote: "It 
was a question of love at first sight between us."5

He wrote to Mohammad Ali: "We have a common goal, and I 
want to utilise your services to the uttermost in order to reach that 
goal."6 Mohammad Ali's response was warm. Gandhi wanted to 
see him, but permission was not granted by the officials but the 
contact continued through Mohammad Ali's legal advisor Ghate.

The internment of the Ali brothers was changed into imprison
ment, and for seven months (8 June 1919 to December 1919). They 
were shifted from Chindwara to Betul jail. Gandhi wrote to the 
Viceroy that "the delay in releasing the Ali brothers had reached a 
dangerous point and hoped that by releasing them he would 
prevent powerful agitation in the country." In July 1918, he 
announced his decision to engage the government in a duel on the 
issue."The fight for Mohammad Ali's release is a crushing burden," 
he wrote, "though I know it has but to be borne."

He was released on 28 December 1919. Immediately after his 
release, he went to attend the Muslim League session. "From the 
time of the establishment of the Muslim League in December 1906, 
Mohammad Ali was in the centre of every melee, as a reformer
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and social radical, as a crusader for the Turkish cause, and as a 
champion of Muslim political interests."7

Soon he also joined the Congress and "the national movement 
began to take a new shape and develop a new orientation."8

The War came to an end in November 1918, but the British 
policy of repression continued. The Rowlatt Act was passed in 
1919. Congress demanded the repeal of the Black Laws, and 6th 
April was declared a Satyagraha Day. It was the beginning of non
cooperation and the leadership of Gandhi in national politics too. 
The Punjab happenings had a profound effect on the nation. Indian 
Muslims too felt greatly hurt after the end of the War, when, 
contrary to the assurances given to them, the Ottoman Empire was 
bifurcated to serve the imperialists' ends.

"The political and the Khilafat movements developed side by 
side during the year 1920, both going in the same direction and 
eventually joining hands with the adoption by the Congress of 
Gandhi's nonviolent non-cooperation. The Khilafat Committee 
adopted this programme first, and 1st August was fixed for the 
commencement of the campaign."9 "Mohammad Ali's emotional 
disposition in religious matters had surely much to do with the 
promptness of his response to events in Turkey," Musheerul Hasan 
remarks in his book Mohammad Ali in bidiati Politics.

Later Mohammad Ali made a substantial contribution in 
unifying the various currents into a single unified anti-imperialistic 
struggle. He worked ceaselessly for Hindu-Muslim unity. It was 
because of his popularity among the Muslim masses that they 
joined the Indian National Congress en bloc. Credit goes to him for 
transforming the Congress into a truly mass national organisation. 
It was due to his tireless efforts that the Muslim masses accepted 
Gandhi's leadership. Through his daily newspaper Hamdard he 
introduced Gandhi to the Urdu-reading public as the "general 
fighting for right and truth" and the "young man in whom India 
takes pride."

At the public meetings and Khilafat Conferences he praised 
Gandhi as "a great soul whose advent in Indian politics had 
brought a great revolution. The spirit of Indian politics greatly 
changed since the coming of the Mahatma. Like our general we are 
engaged in a war unto death."10 Consequently, the image of 
Gandhi emerged as the first Hindu leader who commanded the
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allegiance of the tallest Muslim leaders, which evoked similar 
response from the non-Muslims too. With the help of Khilafat 
funds he undertook a tour of the whole country with Gandhi and 
his brother Maulana Shaukat Ali and the trio no doubt constituted 
the most effective and popular leadership of the time.

The most hotly contested item of the non-cooperation movement, 
namely boycott of national institutions, was opposed with full force 
by stalwarts like C.R. Das, Jinnah, M.M. Malaviya, Lajpat Rai etc., but 
was taken up by Mohammad Ali. With Mahatma Gandhi and Shaukat 
Ali, he visited his alma mater to persuade young Aligarh students to 
join the non-cooperation movement. The victory at Aligarh undoub
tedly gave a new vigour to the movement.11

Moved by the thunderous welcome, Gokhale turned towards 
Mohammad Ali who had also taken him to Aligarh and said: "I 
shall now die a happy man. When I see young Mussalmans with so 
much enthusiasm for me and for India, little remains in my heart 
that India will get freedom soon."12 Such was the charged 
atmosphere of this institution.

Official Attempts to Malign Mohammad Ali

The mischievous role played by Lord Reading immediately after 
his arrival as Viceroy of India is available from the records of the 
Government of India, Department of Home (Political). Gandhi 
met the Viceroy at Shimla to seek his cooperation in the freedom 
struggle and restoring the powers and influence of the Turkish 
Caliphate. He came back with the impression that the Viceroy 
wanted the non-cooperation movement to be really nonviolent.

When the Ali brothers were touring the country, propagating 
their ideals, it appeared (from their zest for freedom) that some of 
their utterances crossed the limits of nonviolence imposed by 
Gandhi. Lord Reading manufactured a distorted version of 
Mohammad Ali's speeches and took Malaviya and Chintamani 
into confidence by playing upon their Hindu sentiments. Malaviya 
and Sapru showed these verisons to Gandhi. The Viceroy had 
already shown the same versions to him. After persuasion from 
Gandhi a statement was issued by the Ali brothers, simply to 
clarify their stand that their intention had never been to attain
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Swaraj through violent means:

Friends have drawn our attention to certain speeches of ours which, 
in their opinion, have a tendency to incite violence. We desire to state 
that we never intended to incite violence, and we never imagined 
that any passage in our speeches were capable of bearing the 
interpretation put upon them. But we recognize the force of our 
friends' argument and interpretation.

We therefore sincerely feel sorry and express our regret for the 
unnecessary heat of some of the passages in those speeches, and we 
give our public assurance and promise to all who may require it, that 
so long as we are associated with the movement of Non-Cooperation 
we shall not, directly or indirectly, advocate violence at present or in 
the future, nor create an atmosphere of preparedness for violence. 
Indeed we hold it contrary to the spirit of nonviolent non-cooperation 
to which we have pledged our word.13

The statement was taken as an apology tendered to the British 
government in order to avoid trial and arrest. Mohammad Ali was 
furious and so was Gandhi. He wrote in Young India, dated 8 June 
1921.

The Viceroy Speaks

If H.E. (His Excellency), in my humble opinion, was hardly happy in 
his statement of the fundamental principle of British rule, he was, I 
fear, even less so in his reference to Maulana Shaukat Ali and 
Mohammad Ali. I recognise that he has been exceedingly cautious in 
his speech. He has attempted not to wound susceptibilities. As a 
matter of fact, there was no question of wounding susceptibilities. He 
need not have spared the Maulanas where they might have erred. 
The statement made by the Brothers was instigated by me and me 
alone. It is an apology tendered to friends, and not to the government. 
It is made not to evade prosecution, but to put themselves right with 
their own conscience and with their friends. Lord Reading's 
government is free to take up prosecution against the Brothers at any 
moment they choose.

On another occasion he reiterated that

It is the duty of a non-cooperator to preach dissatisfaction to the 
existing system of the government, to refuse to give security of the 
kind just referred to. The Ali Brothers have given no undertaking to 
refrain from any of the first two things.14
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In 1921, Mohammad Ali received a heavy sentence for 
spreading sedition and dissatisfaction in the Indian Army. Once 
again he was in jail. The general unrest was growing and agitation 
was further intensified. While on his way as prisoner from Karachi 
to Bijapur Jail, Mohammad Ali is reported to have said:

Only those who are outside, can talk about the condition of the 
movement. All that I can say is that after the Prophet (on whom be 
peace) I consider it my duty to carry out the commands of Gandhi.^

It is not difficult to read Lord Reading's motive between the 
lines of his letter written to the Secretary of State after the arrest of 
Mohammad Ali:

It will be very interesting to see what happens on the arrest of the Ali 
Brothers. There is .no doubt that the apologies have weakened their 
position and their prestige.. . .  Further, the excesses and outrages 
committed by the Moplahs upon Hindus and especially the forcible 
conversions . . .  has made the Hindu thoughtful and anxious.16

The subsequent events proved that Lord Reading was wrong 
in his assessment. Mohammad Ali was the most popular leader of 
the Khilafat and non-cooperation movements. In a letter to Abdul 
Hamid Said in Rome (a copy of the letter was sent by the India 
Office to Director, Intelligence Bureau in India), Mohammad Ali 
explained the nature of the movement:

Our movement is the only live movement of the last two generations 
at least for it has moved the masses in their millions. But our movement 
is chiefly to be measured by the amount of fear that it has succeeded 
in removing. It was fear that had made 320 millions of our people the 
slaves of a hundred thousand Englishmen. That fear, thank God, is 
fast disappearing. India's thralldom is sure to disappear after that. 
This is the truest measure.17

The movement was suspended when at its climax after the 
massacre of the police at Chauri Chaura at the hands of an excited 
mob. As the people were not ready for "disciplined struggle," an 
outraged Gandhi announced, from Bardoli, the suspension of the 
movement. For Lord Reading it was a godsend to arrest Gandhi. 
He was imprisoned for six years.
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Though a number of political leaders resented the suspension 
(including Jawaharlal Nehru), in general the most disturbed was 
the Muslim mind. It was their owerwhelming majority that had 
filled the jails. Right or wrong, they had a misgiving that they 
were used for a purpose other than the Khilafat. The Bardoli 
announcement came at a time when Mohammad Ali was in jail 
and the other leaders were baffled how to lead the confused, 
disillusioned and disappointed masses. Groping in the dark, the 
Muslims had lost the sense of direction. The Khilafat movement 
also collapsed under its own inner contradictions, with the 
announcement of the birth of a new nation by Mustafa Kemal Paha 
in Turkey.

Such a sorry state of affairs provided the British government 
an ideal ground to create the confusion and frustration in the 
Muslim mind on the one hand and exaggerate the misgivings 
between the two major communities in the country on the other. A 
propaganda offensive was launched against Mohammad Ali.

Answering a solicited question in the Central Assembly about the 
release of the Ali Brothers, the Home Member, Sir William Vincent, 
came out with a tirade against Mohammad Ali... . He accused him 
of treasonable practice such as association with Obeidullah Sindhi, 
the head of the provincial government in exile for India; association 
with the people involved in the Silk Letter Conspiracy; conspiring 
with the Amir of Afghanistan to invade India; assisting the King's 
enemies; fomenting intrigue against Government; and last of betraying 
his own followers.18

It would not be out of context to narrate in brief the fabricated 
story of the clandestine collaboration of Mohammad Ali with the 
Ameer of Afghanistan, as it created serious misgivings in the 
Hindu mind, and later on it proved one of the main reasons of 
friction between the two communities.

The Viceroy had appointed a committee in 1918 consisting of 
two judges of the High Court to examine the question of Ali 
Brothers' release. One of them, Justice Abdur Rauf was a staunch 
political opponent of Mohammad Ali. The report of the Committee, 
in the words of Mohammad Ali himself,

Curiously enough did not include the most important and definite 
statement that had been heard about a great deal during the whole of
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the previous years, namely that we had written to His Majesty the 
late Amir of Afghanistan, a letter urging him to attack India which 
His Majesty had, of course, forwarded to the Government of India 
with special envoy and that my brother had written during our 
internment a letter to our spiritual advisor telling him that it was now 
necessary to resort to violence and to organise an armed rebellion 
against the British Government.19

A copy of the flimsy charges was supplied to the Ali brothers 
after two months of the appointment of the Committee and that 
too without supporting evidences. But it created serious appre
hensions in the Hindu mind. Lala Lajpat Rai, the eminent Hindu 
leader in a letter to C.R. Das expressed his misgivings about 
Hindu-Muslim relations:

I am not afraid of the seven crores of Mussalmans. But 1 think the 
seven crores in Hindustan plus the armed hosts of Afghanistan, 
Central Asia, Arabia, Mesopotamia and Turkey, will be irresistible.20

Lala Hardyal, one of the founders of the Ghadar Party, 
summarised the trends of Hindu nationalism in a Manifesto:

I declare that the future of the Hindu race of Hindustan and of the 
Punjab rests on these four pillars: (i) Hindu Sangathan; (ii) Hindu Raj; 
(iii) Shuddhi of Muslims; and (iv) Conquest and Shuddhi of 
Afghanistan and the Frontier. So long as the Hindu nation does not 
accomplish these four things, the safety of our children and the great- 
grand children will be ever in danger and the safety of the Hindu race 
will be impossible. The Hindu race has but one history, and its 
institutions are homogeneous. But the Mussalmans and Christians 
are far removed from the confines of Hinduism; for, their religions 
are alien and they love Persian, Arab, and European institutions. 
Thus just as one removes foreign matter from the eye, Shuddhi 
(conversion) must be made of these two religions. Afghanistan and 
the hilly regions of the Frontier were formerly part of India, but are at 
present under the domination of Islam. Just as there is Hindu religion 
in Nepal, so there must be Hindu institutions in Afghanistan and the 
frontier territory; otherwise it is useless to win Swaraj. If they become 
our enemies, the age of Nadir Shah and Zaman Shah will begin anew. 
At present English Officers are protecting the Frontiers, but it cannot 
always be.. . .  If Hindus want to protect themselves, they must 
conquer Afghanistan and the Frontier and convert all the mountain 
tribes.21
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V.D. Savarkar, the founder of RSS, in 1925 published a book in 
1923 named Hindutva and claimed that

a Hindu means, a person who regards this land of Bharatvarsha, 
from the Indus to the Seas, as his Fatherland as well as his Holy Land, 
that is the cradle or land of this religion. Hindutva embraces all the 
depths of thought and activity of the whole being of our Hindu 
race.22

The Hindus were a nation and the Muslims only a community. 
Mutual trust between the two communities had given way to deep 
mistrust. How could the Muslims, who had extra-territorial 
loyalties, be trusted as patriots?

The false sense of insecurity among the Hindus of Punjab and 
other provinces, because of the Afghan bogy, resulted in the 
emergence of a separatist organisation in the form of Hindu 
Mahasabha, in 1923, which held its first session in Benaras under 
the Presidentship of Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya.

Shuddhi and Sangathan movements started as the symbol of 
Hindu revivalism soon after the failure of the non-cooperation 
movement. In an interview to Free Press of India, Lala Lajpat Rai 
affirmed that

Shuddhi and Sangathan have come to stay and no amount of 
bloodshed and coercion will suppress them.2̂

It was followed by Tabligh and Tanzeem organised by Muslim 
reactionaries.

Some 4,50,000 Muslim Rajputs were claimed to have been reconverted 
to Hinduism in 1922-23.2i*

Communal riots took place in Agra over the issue. One riot led 
to another at the slightest pretext, such as cow slaughter or music 
before the mosques. A larger number of Hindu-Muslim clashes as 
a chain reaction of retaliation took place in many places. The 
climate was contaminated by calumnies freely hurled at each 
other's leaders, whose integrity and honesty had never been 
doubted before. Was the Khilafat movement responsible for 
worsening the Hindu-Muslim relations as alleged by many even 
today, when authentic records of events are easily available? The
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answer to the allegation directly relates to the assessment of the 
role of the movement's leadership.

It is often said that the Khilafat, firstly, being a moribund issue 
served only to generate the feelings of fanatic revivalism among 
the Indian Muslims; secondly, the solidarity among the Muslims 
as the result of the movement was perceived as a threat to the 
Hindus; and, thirdly, being a Pan-Islamic movement, its object 
was to establish an Islamic government in India as a constituent of 
the larger federation of Muslim countries.

As far as the first charge is concerned, no doubt Khilafat was 
an outdated movement, but Gandhi and all the other leaders knew 
it well that the character of the movement was anti-imperialistic 
and Khilafat was only a symbol. Gandhi never repented for joining 
the Khilafat movement. The poisonous role of Lord Reading, the 
most mischievous Viceroy which colonial India ever had, in 
promoting animosities between the two major communities is 
quite well known; the motives were obvious. Hindu-Muslim unity, 
the dramatic effect of the Khilafat and non-cooperation movements 
was a great challenge to the colonial rulers. Lord Reading was 
determined to see that the two communities start jumping at each 
other's throats and for diverting the attention nothing served the 
purpose better than the election politics and the constitutional 
issues. He was adamant to see that the Swarajists were defeated 
who aimed at wrecking the 1919 constitution from within, through 
the entry of Assemblies. So far as the third allegation is concerned, 
history records that the provisional government in Kabul was 
headed by Raja Mahendra Pratap.25

On the other hand, the demonstrations of Hindu-Muslim unity 
were unprecedented in the history of colonial India, during this 
period.

It is a lesser known fact of modern Indian history that the Khilafat 
Committees in some areas were often indistinguishable from local 
Congress bodies, volunteer groups, Kisan Sabhas, and Home Rule 
Leagues in their composition and political objectives. This imparted a 
purposeful political dimension to their activities. This was not just a 
joyful demonstration of the newly found sense of solidarity, but an 
awareness of the extraordinary stiffening-up of a demoralized, 
backward, and broken-up people taking part in disciplined, joint 
action on a countrywide scale.26



Further, Mohammad Ali made the most passionate and detailed 
attempt to demonstrate that his religious beliefs, as indeed his 
commitment to nationalism, never appeared to him to be incom
patible. He could and must be true to both Islam and India. To 
further prove the compatibility of his loyalty to Islam and to his 
country, he took pains to explain that where India is concerned, 
where India's freedom is concerned, where the welfare of India is 
concerned, "I am an Indian first, an Indian second, and nothing 
but an Indian."27

Presidentship of Indian National Congress:
Strains and Stresses

Mohammad Ali was released from jail in 1923 and was elected as 
the President of the National Organisation, which he had joined 
only five years back. At the age of forty-six, it was a rare distinction 
for him. He was disillusioned to see the Congress sick in mind and 
body, a house divided. He found most of his erstwhile colleagues 
of the Congress had now made a volte face. He invited Jawaharlal 
to become the General Secretary of the Congress, in whom he still 
had a sincere faith, and believed that he could share his worries 
with him. Nehru was reluctant to accept the post, but Mohammad 
Ali persisted and Nehru yielded, in spite of Mohammad Ali's 
"most irrationally religious" attitude as Nehru termed it in his 
autobiography.

As mentioned in the foregoing paragraph, the gulf between 
Hindus and Muslims was widening fast, and unscrupulous 
elements from both sides were leaving no stone unturned to inflame 
communal passions, and the press was thriving on sensationalism. 
A Lucknow speech of Mohammad Ali, towards the end of 1923, 
provided the communalists an opportunity to malign and mis
represent him. It was reported in the press that Mohammad Ali 
stated in a speech that "Gandhi was lower than the most wretched 
Muslims." The facts were explained by Mohammad Ali in a letter 
to Swami Shraddhanand, published in Young India, dated 10 April 
1924:

I have just now seen in the Tej a requisition by four of your Arya 
friends that I should resign from the Congress. I am aware that some 
persons of this type have been engaged in this sort of activity for 
some time past.
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The fact is as I had stated verbally to you. Even then, some 
Mussalman friends have been constantly flinging at me the charge of 
being a worshipper of Hindus and a Gandhi-worshipper. The real 
object of these gentlemen was to alienate me from the Mussalman 
community, the Khilafat Committee, and the Congress by representing 
that I had become a follower of Mahatma Gandhi in my religious 
principles. I had, therefore, on several occasions plainly declared that 
in the matter of religion, I professed the same belief as any other true 
Mussalman, and as such I claimed to be a follower of the Prophet 
Mohammad (on Him be Peace) and not of Gandhi, and further that 
since I hold that today neither the representatives of Islam nor of the 
Hiijldu, Jewish, Nazarene of Parsi faith can present another instance 
of such high character and moral worth as Gandhi and that is the 
reason why I hold him in such high reverence and affection.

But between belief and actual character there is a wide difference. 
As a follower of Islam 1 am bound to regard the creed of Islam as 
superior to that professed by the followers of any non-Islamic religion. 
And in this sense the creed of even a fallen and degraded Mussalman 
is entitled to a higher place than that of any other non-Muslim, 
irrespective of his high character, even though the person in question 
be Mahatma Gandhi himself.

At Lucknow, when just before the commencement of my speech, 
someone placed a printed copy of the question in reference in my 
hand for reply (copies of which had also been freely distributed 
among the audience), I had stated that I did not want to answer any 
such questions, as I did not consider that anyone, unless he could 
prove that he bore a greater affection towards Mahatma than I did, 
was entitled to charge me with having reviled him. It was only when 
I was told that the point at issue was not that I had reviled the 
Mahatma, but that I had reviled the Hindu religion, that I give the 
above stated reply.

A controversy at a time when the death of my daughter and the 
dangerous illness of a brother and mother have rendered me physically 
unfit to engage in any such controversy, I think it best to leave them 
to be judged by their own conscience.

In the same letter, a hurt Mohammad Ali wrote:

If Mohammad Ali with all his services and personal devotion to 
Gandhi could not be trusted, then it was plain that the Hindus would 
not find a single Mussalman who will completely satisfy them.28

Commenting on the charges against Mohammad Ali, Gandhi
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wrote in detail:

Enemies of India's freedom have not hesitated to distort the Maulana's 
statement and use it for the purpose of setting the Hindus against the 
Maulana Saheb. What is the original statement which has been so 
cruely distorted by some newspapers? He says in effect that the creed 
of Islam is better than my creed. Is there anything offensive in the 
statement? So long as there are different religions, is not the Maulana's 
position the only logical and honest one? He chose me as one of his 
best Hindu friends for his illustration and showed that his creed, he 
held superior to persons, no matter how dear they might be to him.

I hope that the heart of every true Hindu will go out to Mohammad 
Ali when, in the midst of his domestic bereavement and the sickness 
of his great brother, he is trying his utmost to heal the breach between 
the Hindus and the Mussalmans. Surely Hindus who strive for unity 
have enough fanaticism within to recognize that Mussalman co
workers fare no better.

In his letter to Swami Shraddhanand, he expressed his belief 
that "Mahatma" Gandhi is the best man in the whole world. But he 
has assessed the religious principles of that "Mahatma" as lower 
than those of an adulterous Muslim. There is no contradiction at 
all in this. Moreover, almost the whole world recognizes the 
difference between persons and their principles.29

On another occasion Gandhi reasserted his feelings thus:

In my humble opinion, the Maulana has proved the purity of his 
heart and his faith in his own religion by expressing his view. He has, 
in fact, honoured me in two ways—first, as a friend, secondly as a 
man. He has honoured me as a friend becuase he has taken it for 
granted that I shall not take ill at all if he says anything about me, that 
I shall never put a wrong construction on his words. He has honoured 
me as a man because, despite the difference in our religions and 
despite his belief that his religion is better than mine, he regards me 
as the best among men. What an implicit confidence in me.30

During the non-cooperation and Khilafat movements, com
ments Jawaharlal:

The communalists of various denominations, mostly political 
reactionaries, had been forced to lie low because of the overwhelming 
mass support for the Non-cooperation and Civil Disobedience 
movements. They emerged now from their retirement.31
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Speaking about Hindu-Muslim tension, as President of the 
National Congress at Cocanada, Mohammed Ali said:

It seems to me that we in the North suffer from a mental myopia, and 
as we move forward our sufferings are left behind, and gradually 
recede into obscurity, so that even at a very short distance of time the 
troubles of today blot out all recollection of the terrors of yesterday. 
And what is worse, each community remembers only that which it 
has itself suffered, retaining in its memory no record of the sufferings 
it has itself caused to others.32

I

Gandhi was released from prison in February 1924 on health 
ground and was completely out of touch with the mood of the 
country for the preceding two years. Mohammad Ali went to brief 
him and so did others, including Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya 
who was emerging as the most powerful leader of the Hindu 
Mahasabha.

After the reconversion of the Malkan Rajputs at Agra, the 
entire north India was engulfed by communal frenzy. A month 
after his release, Gandhi issued a statement from Juhu.

There is no doubt in my mind that in the majority of quarrels—the 
Hindus come out second best. My own experience confirms the 
opinion that the Mussalman as a rule is a bully and the Hindu as a 
rule is a coward. I have noticed this in railway trains, on public roads, 
and in the quarrels which I had the privilege of settling. Need the 
Hindu blame the Mussalman for his cowardice? Where there are 
cowards, there will always be bullies.33

Mohammad Ali was deeply hurt. The remark was a sweeping 
generalisation. Further, such an important statement was issued 
without even consulting the Congress President. Mohammad Ali 
wrote several articles in support of his dissent,

but the Mahatma had spoken and the "bully" and the "coward" were 
, picturesque adjectives that stuck and acquired the force of an invincible 

argument in which the Muslims found themselves at the receiving 
end of the tyranny of phrases.34

From the very beginning Mohammad Ali had serious mis
givings about Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya and Lala Lajpat Rai. 
In connection with this statement too, he freely expressed his
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feelings in a letter to Jawaharlal, dated 15 June 1924:

I do not know whether my conversations with Bapu at Juhu have had 
any effect at all in the matter of the Hindu-Muslim tension. Perhaps 
he would have heard next to nothing about the Muslim side of it, if I 
had not told him what I had heard because 1 do not think many 
Mussalmans had corresponded with him. Since I could not speak 
with personal knowledge, all that my conversations could do was to 
suggest to him that there is a Muslim side too. In one respect, 
however, I am positive that I failed to impress him at all and that is 
the character of his "worshipful brother" Pandit Madan Mohan 
Malaviya. He comes out of it the best of us all! And yet both Shaukat 
and I were under the impression that Bapu thought very differently 
of the noble Pandit. If Bapu believes all that he says about him and 
there can be little doubt of it then I must despair of the near future at 
any rate. I had discussed the matter frankly with your father and he 
told me that he largely agreed with me that Malaviya was out to 
defeat Gandhism and to become the leader of the Hindus only.35

Mohammad Ali's misgivings about Lala Rajpat Rai were also 
not unfounded. In one of his articles, the latter had suggested in 
1901 that

the Congress should be a bold Hindu political organization, instead 
of posing as an all-embracing body, which jeopardised the chance of 
creating a united front of Hindus.36

Though there was a shift in his stand of Hindu-Muslim during 
1919-1920, again, in a series of eight articles during November and 
December 1924, in The Tribune,

Lala Lajpat Rai made a religio-political analysis of Hindu-Muslim 
relations and asserted that the Khilafat movement had strengthened— 
among the Muslims—sectarianism and narrow-minded bigotry.

Further, he suggested:

Under my scheme, the Muslims will have four Muslim states: (i) the 
Pathan Province or the North-West Province; (ii) Western Punjab, 
(iii) Sindh; and (iv) Eastern Bengal. . .  Alluding to these articles, 
Choudhry Rehmat Ali wrote, the caste Hindu leader Lala Lajpat Rai 
suggested the partition of India into Hindu India and Muslim India 
in 1924.37
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While Mohammad Ali was disturbed because of the growing 
influence of Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya and Lala Lajpat Rai 
over the Congress, Gandhi's assessment was totally different:

I have been warned against Pandit Madan Malaviya. He is suspected 
of secret motives. It is said that he is no friend of the Mussalmans. He 
is even credited with being jealous of my influence. I have the 
privilege of knowing him intimately ever since my return to India in 
1915. I have had the privilege of closest communion with him. I 
regard him as one of the best among Hindus who, though orthodox, 
holds most liberal views.. . .

. . .  Another one distrusted is Lala Rajpat Rai. I have found him to 
be frank as a child. His record of sacrifice is almost unequalled. I have 
had not one but many a chat on the Hindu-Muslim question with 
him. He is no enemy of the Mussalmans. But 1 confess that he has his 
doubts about the immediate attainment of unity. He is seeking light 
from on High.-*8

This is not to prove that Gandhi was partisan in his approach 
but the object is to emphasise that even a Mahatma may sometimes 
err in his assessment of personalities and events. Despite such 
differences, Mohammad Ali reposed complete trust in his political 
leadership.

Meanwhile the communal tension was growing from bad to 
worse, serious clashes were occurring in different parts, all over 
India, and both Gandhi and Mohammad Ali were desperate. By 
this time, Mohammad Ali had settled down in Delhi in his old 
house in Kucha Chelan. Gandhi came to stay with him in September 
1924. Delhi had just witnessed the bloody scenes of communal 
frenzy. Congress and Khilafat Committees had failed to curb the 
violence and an apparent calm had to be restored by the police and 
the armed forces.

While the communal cauldron was still simmering in Delhi, 
news of a serious riots came from Kohat, a small town in the 
North-West Province. The trouble started over a poem written by 
the Secretary of the Sanatan Dharma Sabha, Kohat, denigrating 
Islam. When Mohammad Ali was engaged in serious discussions 
with M.A. Ansari at his residence, he got the information that 
Gandhi had started a twenty days' fast as a "penance" for the fast 
deteriorating communal situation. An indignant Mohammad Ali 
rushed back to his home. He was apprehensive that if Gandhi 
would succumb to the rigours of the twenty-day fast, the worst 
sufferers of the vengeance would be the Muslims. Gandhi had his
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silence day. Mohammad Ali candidly charged him of breach of 
faith with his co-workers. A smiling Gandhi scribbled on a piece of 
paper that "the light had come like a flash . . . there are things in 
which there is no interposition between God and man."39

Mohammad Ali's mother, popularly known as Be-Amman, 
was on her death-bed. She also dissuaded Gandhi through a 
message. He replied that "if he had the power to obey his own real 
mother, he would have carried out her command."

The fast ended on 8 October, after a Unity Conference was 
called by the local leaders. Mohammad Ali presented Gandhi a 
cow which he purchased from a butcher. A deeply touched Gandhi 
recorded:

My dear brother, you are more than a brother to me. I have seen the 
cow. My bed was lifted to enable me to see her. What love that has 
prompted the act! May the bond between you twins and me fructify 
into an indissoluble bond between Hindus and Mussalmans . . .  Yes, 
God is great. He can work wonders.40

An enquiry committee was set up for the riot-ravaged city, 
Kohat, consisting of Shaukat Ali and Gandhi himself. Since 
administration had banned Gandhi's entry in Kohat, Rawalpindi 
was chosen as the spot of enquiry. Most of the refugees had fled to 
that town. Refugees from Kohat came in large number and 
explained the "Hindu side." The Khilafat Committee of the town 
was also asked to come to Rawalpindi, but it did not turn up. 
Mohammad Ali overtly disagreed with Gandhi's analysis that 
because Muslims constituted the majority, the responsibility for 
atrocities was theirs. Gandhi was also critical of the Khilafat 
Committee. He wrote to Shaukat Ali:

I see the wide gulf that separates us in the affair. I am prepared to 
strongly condemn the publication of the poem but I am unable to 
condone the looting and arson. I do not endorse your opinion that the 
pamphlet was the cause of the conflagration. The ground was already 
prepared.. . .  In my opinion the Khilafatists have greatly neglected 
their duty 41

Mohammad Ali argued how far were the public statements 
over Kohat justified without hearing the "Muslim side."

That was the beginning of the real estrangement of relationship 
between the two. Gandhi did not accept it first, when he wrote in
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Navajivan (Gujarati), dated 26 December 1926, under the heading 
"The Siamese Twins":

It is a sign of the times that there should be people who think that as 
none of them is with me during my tour, there must be some rupture 
between me and the Ali brothers, or the "Siamese twins" as Maulana 
Mohammed Ali delights to call himself and his big brother. Some 
friends at Noakhali told me that many people suspected an open 
rupture between us. I told them that there was none and there was 
likely to be none, but that, if a rupture did ever take place between us, 
I would not be slow to advertise it as I have advertised our 
friendship.42

But a year later he acknowledged in Young India (1 December 
1927):

Since the Kohat riots we have not been able to agree as to the readings 
of facts.43

Mohammad Ali laid down his office of the Congress President
ship towards the end of the year 1924. The next President was 
Gandhi himself. Commenting on the period Nehru observed in his 
Autobiography with anguish:

After his year of presidentship, Mohammad Ali gradually drifted 
away from the Congress, or, perhaps, as he would have put it, the 
Congress drifted away from him. The process was a slow one, and he 
continued to attend Congress and AICC meetings, and take vigorous 
part in them for several years more. But the rift widened, estrangement 
grew.44

Growing Communalism and the Crisis of Confidence 
between Gandhi and Mohammad Ali

As growing tension between the two communities expressed itself 
in frequent violent riots, preceding the Nehru Report, a frustrated 
Gandhi took refuge in spinning and Lord Krishna. All that he 
could offer was a counsel of despair.

Let Hindus and Mussalmans fight one another and fight to their 
hearts' content. Let them break each other's heads and let there flow 
a stream of blood out of it45

The question of reform in the North-West Frontier further 
accentuated the communal tension. Mohammad Ali tried to help
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the Swarajists to try their own methods for achieving a common 
objective. Mohammad Ali advised the Muslims:

Trust human nature, trust yourself, and trust God. Do not tolerate for 
a minute longer the slavery that keeps both body and soul in chains. 
If you hesitate you are lost. Make no stipulations for the future but 
ask for Swaraj, without any terms, without any condition. Demand it, 
struggle for it, suffer for it, and die for it.46

The elections of 1926 were fought completely on communal 
lines and the same year Lala Lajpat Rai resigned from the Swarajist 
Party. Pandit Motilal Nehru wrote to Jawaharlal in the letter, 
dated 2 December 1926:

It was not up to much last time and will be very much worse now. I 
had hardly any workers worth the name to help me in my own 
Province and had to give a good deal of my time to UP. I could not 
hope for better results. It was simply beyond me to meet the kind of 
propaganda started against me under the auspices of the Malaviya- 
Lala gang. Publicly I was denounced as an anti-Hindu and pro- 
Mohammedan but privately almost every individual voter was told 
that I was a beef-eater, in league with the Mohammedans to legalise 
cow slaughter in public places at all times . . .  Communal hatred and 
heavy bribing of the voters was the order of the day.. . .  The Malaviya- 
Lala gang aided by Birla's money is making frantic efforts to capture 
the Congress. They will probably succeed as no counter-effort is 
possible from our side.47 

*
Commenting on the elections, C.R. Ranga Iyer, a member of 

the Swarajist Party in the Central Legislative Assembly, gives a 
vivid picture of polarisation of politics on communal lines:

The elections of 1926 were fought on national versus communal lines. 
Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya and Lala Lajpat Rai fought Pandit 
Motilal Nehru and Srinivasa Iyengaer, on behalf of the Hindu 
Mahasabha against the Congress and its pro-Muslim nationalism. 
Srinivasa Iyengaer who is a very energetic politician and capable of 
organizing his forces, captured a large number of seats of South 
India. Pandit Motilal, who has the special gift of riding roughshod 
over the feelings of his friends and opponents . . .  met with what he 
himself mournfully described as an "avertible rout." Every Hindu 
Congress candidate in the UP was defeated . . .  Pandit Motilal Nehru 
himself would have lost his seat, had not Pandit Madan Mohan 
Malaviya with his usual generosity given him an uncontested seat.4̂
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The success of the Hindu Mahasabha made a profound 
impression on the Congress leaders who practically accepted the 
Hindu position and surrendered to Hindu Mahasabha.

The spectacular success of the Hindu Mahasabha convinced 
Mohammad Ali that the line of distinction between the Congress 
and Hindu Mahasabha was fast disappearing. The atmosphere 
was dark and sickening. Towards the end of the year, Swami 
Shraddhanand was killed by a Muslim fanatic and once again, 
instead of condemning the dastardly act of one individual, 
communal press censured not only the entire Muslim community, 
but Islam as a religion itself. In spite of the rumours that the 
Hindus would seek revenge by attacking Mohammad Ali, he 
returned safe after attending the Gauhati session of the Congress 
in December 1926.

Two Significant Events of the Year 1927

(a) The Delhi Proposals of the Muslim Leaders, 20 March 1927

Whether in the forthcoming revision of the Indian constitution, 
elections to legislative bodies should be through joint or separate 
electorates, had been the subject of anxious discussion among Hindu 
and Mussalman leaders in Delhi. The Hindu members of the Congress 
Party and the Nationalist Party, having already decided in favour of 
only a joint electorate with the reservation of seats for Mohammedans, 
either on the basis of the Lucknow Pact or the existing population of 
each province, the Mussalmans met in an informal conference today 
under the Presidentship of Jinnah, who had issued invitations to 
representative Mussalmans in all parts of India.. . .  After a protracted 
discussion, the Conference agreed to the institution of joint electorates 
under certain conditions. It was unanimously resolved that the 
Mohammedans should accept a settlement on the basis of the 
following, so far as representation in the various legislatures in any 
further scheme of constitution is concerned:

(i) Sindh should be separated from the Bombay Presidency and 
constituted into a separate province.

(ii) Reforms should be introduced in the North-West Frontier 
Province and in Baluchistan on the same footing as in any 
other province in India.

If this is agreed to, Mussalmans are prepared to accept joint 
electorates in all provinces so constituted, and are further willing to 
make to Hindu minorities in Sindh, Baluchistan, and the North-West
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Frontier Provinces, the same concessions that Hindu majorities in 
other provinces are prepared to make to Muslim minorities.

In the Punjab and Bengal the proportion of representation should 
be in accordance with population.

In the Central Legislature, Muslim representation shall not be less 
than one-third, and that also by a mixed electorate.49

For Gandhi it was a period of political rest as Pandit Motilal 
Nehru wrote in a letter to Jawaharlal Nehru, on 14 April 1927, in 
which he also comments on Indian politics:

Malaviya and Company are busy promoting what they consider to 
be the Hindu rights. Gandhi is killing himself over the Charkha. 
M. Ali is thinking of retiring into a mosque and devoting the rest of 
his life to the reading of the Quran etc. We are fast settling down to 
the conditions of 20 years ago.^°

(b) Madras Resolution on joint Electorate

This Congress resolves: (i) that in any future scheme of constitution, 
so far as representation in various legislatures is concerned, joint 
electorates in all the provinces and in the Central Legislature be 
constituted; (ii) that, with a view to giving full assurances to the two 
great communities that their legitimate interests will be safeguarded 
in the Legislatures such representation of the communities should be 
secured for the present, and if desired, by the reservation of seats in 
joint electorates on the basis of population in every province and in 
the Central Legislature.

Provided that reciprocal concessions in favour of minorities may 
be made by mutual agreement so as to give them representation in 
excess of the proportion of the number of seats to which they would 
be entitled on the population basis in any province or provinces and 
the proportions so agreed upon for the provinces shall be maintained 
in the representations of the two communities in the Central 
Legislature from the provinces.^1

Nehru Report

The real rift between Gandhi and Mohammed Ali came with the 
Nehru Report. In response to Lord Birkenhead's challenge, an All 
Party Conference appointed a Committee in February 1928, 
presided overby Pandit Motilal Nehru. In its report, the Committee 
considered the suggestion for an All-India Federal Constitution,
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provided the Indian States realised the full implications of a Federal 
India.

The Committee recommended: (i) joint electorates throughout 
India; (ii) no reservation of seats for the Central Legislature except 
for the Muslims in provinces, where they were in a minority, and 
for non-Muslims in the North-West Frontier Province; (iii) special 
reservation of seats in the Provincial councils for minorities on the 
basis of population, with the exception of Punjab and Bengal, 
where representation would be on the basis of adult suffrage; 
(iv) a fixed period of ten years for reservation; and (v) separation 
of Sindh from Bombay.

The Report was signed by all the members of the Committee, 
with the exception of M. Shuaib Qureshi, with a note at the end of 
the report.52

Mohammad Ali was not against the joint electorates with 
certain safeguards. Its acceptance by Muslims in "Delhi Proposals" 
was primarily because of his efforts in collaboration with M.A. 
Jinnah. It was he who got these proposals approved by the Special 
Session of the Congress, but those were the days when such a 
right-think-ing person, as Srinivas Iyengaer was the Congress 
President. Pandit Motilal Nehru accepted them and so did the 
Hindu Mahasabha.

In a letter to Pandit Motilal Nehru, dated 3 March 1928, Gandhi 
wrote:

I am of the same opinion that I expressed years ago at Delhi that we 
should not be party to separate electorates or to reservation of seats, 
the latter should be by mutual voluntary arrangement if such is 
necessary. But unless the Mussalmans agree, there is no going back 
by us on reservation of seats. The Congress is committed to it.53

However, at a meeting of the Muslim League convened to 
consider the Nehru Report, it forwarded some amendments to the 
Committee which provided separate electorates to the Muslim 
weightage in the legislatures in excess of the Muslim population 
and residuary powers to be conferred on the provinces and not on 
the Central Government. At an All-Party Conference, Jinnah 
pleaded for acceptance of the amendments, if "revolution and civil 
war" were to be avoided, but all the amendments were rejected. 
Jinnah commented to a friend. "This is the parting of the ways."54
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The tide of Muslim opinion ran strongly against the Report 
and Mohammad Ali rejected it in more strong words when he said:

that they could agree to dominion status, instead ot independence, 
but not with Muslims on their demand for 33% instead of 26%. "You 
are a Jew. You are a bania,"So * * * * 55 he said.

In an All-Parties Conference, he said:

The Nehru Report in a nutshell meant that the creation was God's, 
the country was the Viceroy's or of the Parliament, and the rule was 
Hindu Mahasabha.^6

Shaukat Ali had written to Gandhi:

Apparently there is no change in the attitude of Pandit and he wants 
the Madras Resolution to go and the Mussalmans to give up the 
Reservation of Seats and the Separation of Sind also . . .  I am afraid, if 
Pandit insists on adopting the Mahasabha formulas, then the position 
of Muslim Congressmen would be most unpleasant... P7

The Report was widely acclaimed by the Mahasabha. A letter 
of Pandit Motilal Nehru to Gandhi, dated 14 August 1929, throws 
some light on why such a tough resistance was given by Mahasabha 
to the crux of the problem, that is, 33 per cent reservation of seats 
in the Central Legislature.

So far as one-third Muslim representation in the CL (Central 
Legislature) is concerned, I have had long talks with Lala Lajpat Rai, 
Jayakar, and Dr Moonje. Lala, as you are aware, rendered yeoman 
service in getting the Nehru Report accepted by the Mahasabha and
in familiarising it in the whole of the Punjab. I pressed him hard to
accept the Muslim demand as it made no practical difference to the
Hihdu majority in the CL (Central Legislature). After some hesitation
he agreed with me but thought it extremely unwise to give in at that 
stage on this point when the Muslims were pressing for many other
most unreasonable concessions. Ultimately we agreed that the Hindu 
opposition to the Muslim demands was to continue and even be 
stiffened-up by the time the Convention was held. The object was to 
reduce the Mohammedan demands to an irreducible minimum and 
then to accept it at the Convention. . . .  The most unfortunate part of it 
was that in accordance with the understanding we had arrived at, 
Lala while presiding at the Etawah Session of the Mahasabha soon 
after put up a strong opposition to every part of the Muslim demand.
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After the Convention I spoke to Jayakar and Dr Moonje and told 
them of the understanding that had been arrived at between Lala 
Lajpat Rai and me. Jayakar readily agreed with me that in the last 
resort we should accept the demand for one-third representation in 
the CL (Central Legislature) but not until the other demands had 
been given up by the Muslims. Dr Moonje was not so clear as he did 
not trust the Muslims and doubted whether any such concessions 
would console the Mussalmans in general.

I spoke to Malaviya also. He did not commit himself one way or 
other but a few days later informed me that the general Hindu 
following was against any such concession.. . .  From the above you 
will see that the stumbling-block in our way is this question of one- 
third Muslim representation, and on this point even the most advanced 
Mussalmans like Dr Ansari, Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, Sherwani, 
and others are all very strongly in favour of the concession. I would 
therefore ask you to direct your attention now to the Mahasabha, 
leaving Ali brothers and Jinnah to stew in their own juice.58

If the reader of this agrees with Mohammad Ali that "Gandhi 
and Pandit Motilal Nehru had both surrendered for the sake of 
their popularity to Hindu Mahasabha," he may not be wholly 
wrong. Mohammad Ali was completely disillusioned both with 
the Congress and with Gandhi.

Commenting on the rift between him and the Congress, 
Jawaharlal observed in his Autobiography:

Perhaps no particular individual or individuals were to blame for 
this: it was an inevitable result of certain objective conditions in the 
country. But it was an unfortunate result, which hurt many of us. For, 
whatever the differences on the communal question might have 
been, there were very few differences on the political issue. He was 
devoted to the idea of India's independence. And because of this 
common political outlook it was always possible to come to some 
satisfactory arrangement with him on the communal issue. There 
was nothing in common, politically, between him and the reactionaries 
who pose as the champions of communal interests.59

And what about those certain objective conditions? H.M. 
Seervai states:

It may strike the reader as odd that the Lucknow Pact, which 
accepted separate electorate and weighted representation for Muslims 
in the Legislatures, should have been hailed as a symbol of Hindu- 
Muslim unity, and yet the amendments should have been rejected by
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the Nehru Committee and the All-Party Conference. Perhaps the 
explanation lies in the fact that the "war of succession" to the British 
Raj had not begun in 1916, but had begun in 1928.60

When the cause of a man's death is not known, a post-mortem 
is performed to find out the cause of death. Of course, it cannot 
bring the dead to life, but is a valuable help for the future. What is 
true of the individual is also true of the death of cherished goals of 
great Indian leaders—the unity and integrity of the country. An 
honest analysis of the factors responsible for destroying it would 
enable us to learn the lessons from the past.
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Gandhi: A Marxian Critique

Amaresh Misra

1 HE IMAGE OF the Mahatma is mired irrevocably in a feeling of 
persistence. After so many years of sustained eulogy which jades 
memory and topples greatness unlike anything else, Gandhi has 
lived on. Yet, paradoxically enough, it has been a life prolonged, 
not through a known, positive status of being a "Father of the 
Nation," but by a strange sense of distress, longing, and vaccum. 
Gandhi helped to create the India which we live in. But in that 
India he is today remembered not because of the success of that 
project but because of its failure and the miseries generated therein. 
His position has become like the one occupied by the two-edged 
force of religion. Where, the collapse of the often despairing order 
which it brings about, is followed by a lingering nostalgia about its 
"healing touch." Gandhi has come to symbolise, in a country 
devastated by the collapse of institutions, idealism, and dreams, 
that touch of the healing memory. His face is still the one soothing 
sign that speaks of a certain constant—amidst a prevailing state of 
chaos where appearances belie even a minimum modicum of reality.

But the Mahatma's status as a secular mendicant is clearly 
ironical. The tragedy of "faith" rests in the slow erosion of meaning 
and growing uselessness in actual life even as "invocation" 
increases. The tragedy of Gandhi today rests in the perceived 
irrelevance of many of his ideals even as their emotions continue 
to extract a pull of their own. The strange thing about Gandhi is 
that in spite of so much being said and written about him, there is 
an underlying sense of exhaustion. Most of his ideas appear dated,
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even many of his followers are not serious about them and in a 
society divided by multifarious divisions, the notions of class, 
social, and gender harmony seem not only out of place, but in the 
interest of the dominant and the powerful. Yet it is these ideas that 
are commonly bandied about. It has almost become a fashion to 
quote Gandhi's views on the economy, society, humanity, even 
individual direction and social goal as convenient panaceas to 
modern evils. In course of time, he has become a moral crusader 
whose ideological and philosophical views are put across, precisely 
because they are harmless and have nothing pertinent to say about 
contemporary conditions. In ruling class circles, the canonisation 
of Gandhi has proceeded along with the blatantly cynical manipu
lation of his name to the point where the implementor of the New 
Economic Policy becomes the greatest upholder of all that was 
sacrosanct about the Mahatma.

The point, however, at this moment is not to be sacrosanct 
about Gandhi. In a society passing through tumultuous changes 
where many ideas of the freedom struggle are under severe strain, 
too much nostalgia or adulation is quite discomfiting. For people 
of whatever ideology—including those who have learned and 
who continue to learn many things from Gandhi and some of his 
experiments, this kind of an exercise is unlikely to serve any 
purpose. It needs to be remembered that revivalism is not only 
communal. A mechanical comparison between past and present 
can just as easily lead to an uncritical prescription of humanist 
ideals which end up serving and preserving the very status quo 
they are intended to undermine.

That is why, perhaps, efforts which once wanted to use Gandhi 
in a subversive way could not succeed. Chiefly because a critique 
which pitted village economy against the Indian path of indus
trialisation—and moral humanism against the pollution of political 
and public life—was actually non-subversive. Firstly, due to the 
fact that both these aspects appear firmly integrated in the point of 
their oppositions. The whole plank of an "elite rural economy" 
within the path of Big Industrial development and religious 
humanism within the degeneration of public life. Both these things 
have actually fed upon one another. The ruling classes have no 
difficulty in offering lip service to these attributes because even its 
theory does not attack any "fundamental interests" of Big Industry 
or mainstream political life.
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Moreover today, opposition to the new eonomic policy means 
a radical plank of alternative development based on the class 
struggles of the Indian countryside and not old-style village 
economy, the same way in which the fight against corruption 
means bringing modern democratic values to the fore and not, a 
"moral politics." Any pretensions, which may purport to implement 
reforms of the Gandhian era by using the difference between the 
theory and practice of the prevalent status quo, will therefore not 
serve any purpose. Radical Gandhism, at the present stage, will 
hardly do much than to offer some moralist critiques which can 
easily <be diverted to essential evilness of man, to the mystical 
abstract channels, and if things do come down to a practical level, 
they will come down to the crimes and value degeneration of 
certain individuals and not the system as such.

But more importantly, Gandhian appeals present another 
danger. They can easily be diverted to camouflage many of the 
inner essence and rotten deeds of the system by pitting a pristine 
golden era and high-sounding philosophy against the recurring 
chaos of today. The same logic can also be turned against the 
forces of the new which are emerging in the womb of this very 
chaos. In recent months we have seen how the strength of old 
values and Indian culture have been used and invoked not to 
combat the actual economic, political, and cultural distortions of 
foreign and imperialist penetration, but against whatever little 
amount of irreverence, questioning, even if in a trivial fashion, 
outdated values, that is, accompanying the current spate of 
openness. In many cases, this trait often becomes an uncomfortable 
by-product of the policies introduced by the ruling classes against 
which they will always prefer a retention of old values and can use 
any symbol for this purpose. At present a mere invocation of 
Gandhi is full of precisely this kind of a danger of acting as a cover 
for the dubious traditionalism of the wily ruling classes of India.

The whole question of the relevance of Gandhi posits today a 
different dimension. Much more than an analysis of his ideals, 
what we need is a dispassionate look at his "trend"—his strengths 
and weaknesses in a critical appraisal of his whole framework, its 
practical results, and its social evolution. A mere academic exercise 
will, however, not serve the purpose: what is required more is a 
political recapitulation, from the standpoint of the present and the 
challenges which it presents before us.
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The backdrop to Gandhi's formative years lies in the late 
nineteenth century—a time of collapsing beliefs, shifting percep
tions, and scepticism about the infallibility of the positivistic 
developmental ideals of the previous decades. This was a time 
when something close to our own "post-modernism" had begun: a 
search for new categories beyond the "individual" and "class," a 
look-out for inspiration in the mystical and oriental traditions of 
the Near East, and a desire to formulate new conceptions of 
political action, different from the nineteenth-century democracy. 
The mainstream discourse in this whole "rediscovery of the spirit 
and frontiers" of "traditional human knowledge" was followed 
very much by the dominant forces and the ruling classes of Europe. 
There was another trend which was seeking a more radical 
redefinition of the legacy of the Enlightenment and the nineteenth 
century, namely the "birth of the modern." This was Marxism 
which by the very late nineteenth century would come to extend 
the basic postulates of Marx by including the apparently "non- 
rational"—but actually a dialectical reiteration of the true vocation 
of rationalism and a repudiation of its mechanistic positivistic 
aspects—vision of Lenin's "Russian revolutionary sweep."

But Marxism then was the vocation of the working classes and 
the old enlightened elite of Europe were convinced of the outdated
ness of their own class. For the mass of the petty bourgeoisie who 
had then entered social and political life through a widespread 
extension of franchise in the post-1870 "age of the masses," the 
problem of "identity" had become acute. This problem was not 
limited to a few moments of indulgence or a passing angst. It had 
to do with conditions of life under the last remnants of the ancient 
regime of Europe after 1871. In many respects, the petty bourgeoisie 
of the late nineteenth century was quite different from the middle 
class of the post-1945 period. By then it had clarified its position 
vis-a-vis the "modern" to take over many of its attributes.

But in the previous century it was still confused and threatened. 
Its very coming into the limelight through a process of upheavels, 
cataclysms and modernisation, saw it bewildered; it lacked both 
the tradition of the old elite and the confidence of the working 
class in its tryst with "modernity." Therefore, it went back towards 
a rediscovery of tradition, and towards the omnipotence of the 
will power and mind, in a bid to define its contemporary identity.
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Towards the close of the 1880s, it almost became a routine for 
the rising petty bourgeoisie, staking for a place in the ruling set-up 
to blend Western positivism, rationalism in the sphere of praxis, 
while decrying materialism and extolling alternative ways of the 
world and the universe.

The connection of Gandhi with this era reveals the hidden or 
the rarely explored dimension of his personality. This man, who 
ultimately came to symbolise the Indian spirit and the very meaning 
of Indianness, was essentially Western in inspiration. Only, this 
was the West passing through a period of anti-enlightenment and 
the deliberate glorification of the non-material. In this, a very 
prominent part was played by the virtues of Asiatic societies. It 
was theorised by eminent Western thinkers that the West was 
beginning to fail in its historical mission and that while it should 
retain the political leadership of the world, it should stoop to 
conquer. It ought to learn from the immense mass of predominantly 
religious wisdom of the East, more significantly from the commu
nitarian aspects of village and family life of Asiatic societies. In 
fact, the espousal of Eastern harmony and the sense of bondage 
was the primary focal point about the whole revival associated 
with Asia, the interest in its philosophy and art only secondary.

And here it was the Indian civilisation, much more than the 
Islamic and the Chinese, which came in for adulation, the last two 
being more problematic and more "competitive" of the West which 
people chose not for their changelessness and peace, but adventure, 
fun, and death.

This view played a fundamental part in actually transforming 
the cultural landscape of South Asia. Scholars have not looked into 
the matter sufficiently, but its eternal and spiritual image was built 
during these years. There was a marked difference between this 
reconstruction and the natural way in which the West saw the 
place in the late eighteenth century. This difference also sketches 
the gulf between the romanticism of the late eighteenth century 
and the revivalism of the late nineteenth. In the former, the "East" 
was seen in terms of its sensuality; its bazaars, lifestyle, and 
architecture presenting an indulgent charm to a continent searching 
for passionate influences at home and abroad. In the latter, it was 
described as a land of spirituality, a source of tranquil repose and 
conservative backlash for an Empire withdrawing from its 
progressive past.
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WHEN GANDHI b e g a n  his political career as a young lawyer in 
South Africa, this was the vision of Asia which he received. To him 
and other Indians of his generation, this was also the vision of the 
"modernity." Being modem now was being soft, considerate, meek, 
"Asian like." Gandhi thus was not a traditionalist; he was very 
much a modernist of a different calling in a different age. He had 
no innate "Indianness" about him. His influences came primarily 
from Europe and its conception of a non-interventionist, non
masculine East. It is quite interesting that many scholars like Ashis 
Nandy came to idolise the Mahatma in later years for his anti- 
rational, anti-industrial, anti-individual and thereby anti-Western 
ethic. Little did they realise that all these characteristics, to the 
extent to which they were actually present, presented actually the 
Western dimension of Gandhi.

Even the concept of Ahimsa had little Asianness about it. To 
the really traditional Asia this would have appeared an entirely 
alien concept and to many early fighters against colonialism, it 
would have been tantamount to a form of betrayal and slavishness.

Gandhi's success therefore did not lie in rediscovering the 
virtues of the Indian civilisation. He was, to dispute the point 
recently made by a noted historian in Times o f India, no modern- 
day Buddha. The movement engendered by Gautama Buddha 
around the fifth century was an enlightenment of sorts where an 
abjuration of violence was part of an attempt to redirect energy 
towards rational thinking away from meaningless rituals and 
scriptural thinking. Gandhi's Ahimsa, on the other hand, was a 
construct, a kind of a super imposition of something with Christian, 
even evangelical overtones, on the misery and distress of a 
backward society, reeling under the agony of being deprived of its 
indigenous valour and pride in the wake of the failure of a violent 
upheavel like the one of 1857.

"Ahimsa" also did not carry the natural trait of the village 
society. The Indian village of the half-clad peasant, of grinding 
misery and undignified living, of the non-identifiable individual 
and the identityless peasant looking for a saviour was not the fait 
accompli of Indian society. This is perhaps the greatest myth that 
was ever perpetrated by the colonial British wielders of power— 
first, ideologically through the picture of "essential backwardness" 
and then factually, by reducing the place in actuality "to that 
status." Thus fiction became "reality" and reality became
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everlasting as an effective conduit of the Mahatma. India was after 
all a developing society with its own grandeur on the eve of 
colonialism. If the vision of Indian village which Gandhi came to 
espouse was true, how did the same ethos throw up something 
like 1857? The great upheavel is a reminder both of the presence of 
Indian feudalism and the potentialities of development within it. 
It is also a reminder of the stamping out of those potentialities and 
the pushing back or the reduction of society to communitarianism 
levels under the cover of modernity. It is not surprising therefore 
that in Gandhi, one finds no mention of 1857. For the Hindu 
nationalist Savarkar, 1857 became a natural starting-point even for 
a form of conservative nationalism. It became so because in the 
subcontinent's history this was the only valid point of return for 
anyone looking for alternatives to the colonial standpoint.

But Gandhi, a dominant figure of the post-1857 nationalism, 
did not find it fit to do so. And while not doing so, he was actually 
following a different legacy, the legacy of those for whom the 
valour of 1857 held no romance or a sense of deja vu. They were the 
forces which hailed neither from the aristocracy, nor from the 
peasantry or the medieval middle classes—the most potent 
impulses behind the great uprising. They were also not part of the 
modern petty bourgeoisie who looked with pride at certain 
traditions of the past. They belonged to the pre-1857 trading, 
Brahmin, and feudal elite who had been incorporated in the colonial 
order before 1857, or to the sections of dalaals (brokers) who 
benefited from the British.

This section had remained aloof during the event and came to 
dominate social life after its defeat. It was also the direct beneficiary 
of the colonial land system which displaced the old aristocracy 
while suppressing the peasantry. Its members were in the true 
position of being the new elites with "property" but without 
strong social and cultural roots. With them, there was a natural 
tendency to refurbish traditions for recognition and identity. The 
most natural feature, which they found and which contrasted their 
position from that of the manners and sophistication of the old 
elite, was a revival of Hindu rituals.

The second most important thing done was a secular cons
truction of the Indian village where all features of aristocracy and 
valour were looked down upon or sought to be pruned. At the 
same time, the robust traditions of the peasantry were scaled 
down or replaced by an image of suffering by fate.
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In Gujarat, from where Gandhi hailed, the run-up to this shift 
was doubly interesting. Here, the base of the Mughal aristocracy 
had eroded sufficiently after the depredations of the Marathas. 
The Maratha Sardars who came to dominate Gujarat themselves 
took on many features of the Indo-Persian culture in the best 
possible secular way. Most of them had risen from the peasantry 
and could identify easily with the traditions of the Mughals. Their 
revival of Hinduism was only skindeep and the real change in 
Gujarat began only after 1818 when the Marathas were defeated. It 
was after that that the Gujarati Banias rose to prominence. Their 
whole evolution after 1818 shows a conscious effort aimed at de- 
Mughalising themselves and to present a picture of unparalleled 
domination over the length and breadth of Gujarati society.

The process ultimately turned out to be extremely complicated. 
Gujarat possessed a developed mercantile culture under the 
Mughals, not only economically developed but cultural as well. 
The merchants had in many instances control over the city and 
were known for their this-worldliness and secular dynamism. 
They were the pioneers in giving many religous festivals a mass 
secular character and had the wherewithal to appear challenging 
and innovative at the same time. They lost out to the British and 
the "lower banias" by the late eighteenth and nineteenth century 
in trade and subsequently led a life of "settled elites."

Subsequently, the Vaishnavite current in Gujarat followed an 
amazing array of changes. Vaishna vism had initially developed as 
a sort of work ethic which sought to combine the secular space of 
the Mughal and the immediate post-Mughal society with a forward- 
looking ideological-religious dimension. Later, it became a closed 
movement of spiritual regeneration, something groping for 
other worldly pursuits, excessively moralistic with an anti-Islamic 
tinge.

Gandhi's evolution was marked in many ways by the attributes 
of a Bania Vaishnavite upbringing. The concept of tradition which 
he carried was, as we have seen, a product of a long and complex 
history and the pressing necessity of the hour in which he lived 
and breathed. One of the first forces who recognised this were his 
most arduous foes, namely the British ruling classes. During the 
days of political activism in South Africa, Gandhi's first political 
victory was achieved by a very multitudinous mix of tactics and 
understanding.
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The well-known encounter with General Smuts, even if 
followed along the lines sketched by Attenborough's film, shows 
how the twin virtues of recognition and challenge worked in his 
case. General Smuts was caught "of course" by Gandhi's politics, 
his shrewd move of taking the debate within the ruling circles, of 
presenting an issue in such a way that it embarrasses the foe and 
makes him defensive, which creates a division within the 
opponents, and timing an event in such a way that he is forced to 
react. Gandhi's stand-off against Smuts contained all that was to 
follow in the national movement. It also anticipated what the 
British saw in him later, someone who shared many of their 
premises, the very idea of Indianness which they sought to 
propagate. Gandhi's early publicity was based very much upon 
the intractable laws of the rise of such public figures who happen 
to carry the self-image of the ruling classes quite unexpectedly and 
often independently of the efforts of that class.

GANDHI CARRIED TO the farthest extreme the image of the poor 
undeveloped village society, the India of spirituality and higher 
forms of truth and the India of Hindu values, of tolerance and 
suffering, the India of castes and communities. He took all these 
assumptions which had become the reality by his time, started 
showing them literally and physically, and then pleaded a 
humanisation of this India.

Here, he went far ahead of all the social reformers of the 
nineteenth century, especially those who had built a vision of past 
Hindu glory or who had become the apostles of new-found 
Brahminism in the form of Samtana Dharma. He scored over both 
Dayananda Saraswati and Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya. The 
latter figures enshrined within themselves the real ancient ethos of 
a particular strand of the Indian subcontinent, its backwardness, 
its innate love for ritual, its marriage of the irrational with the 
needs of the status quo, and its sense of feudal deification. Both 
Dayananda and Malaviya differed in many respects, in formulating 
a distinct Arya Samaji movement. Dayananda departed from many 
Brahminical tenets and tried focussing on the issue of puritan 
beliefs and a rational relation with God. But his problem lay in his 
search for ancient religious roots of his philosophy which landed 
him in the lap of the Vedas with all its rituals etc., thus completing
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the cycle which had begun from a revolt against Brahminical 
rituals. Malaviya or the Sanatam Dharmis were actually not much 
interested in the purification of tradition. They regarded all existing 
practices as sacred, preferring to allow all irrational attitudes, 
hierarchial justifications while following the pursuit of power and 
ridiculing the Sanyasism of the Ary a Samaj.

But Gandhi was none. He had no intrinsic belief in the Vedas 
or the Sanatana Dharma. In this sense he was radical. His was a 
vision of a modem Hindu "ethic" where there was no need to go 
back to the Vedas or to reiterate the hierarchy of the Brahminical 
feudal order. It was meant more to take out certain essential, 
secular day-to-day features of the Indian civilisation, like tem
perance, sense of achievement in community, evolution and growth 
through control, from any fixed context and to establish them as 
commonsense values of today. The only catch, however, was that 
this vision entailed to break, of the type which Buddha intended, 
from the past. Secondly, it revolved around many semi-Brahminical 
and Vedantic traits of Vaishnavite Bhakti which humanised the 
more cruel aspects of religion.

Gandhi's greatest contribution lay in further secularising and 
updating this current, besides reviving some aspects of the forgotten 
Upanishadic liberalism. He was, to quite an extent, the least 
religious and non-Brahminical of all men; at the same time he was 
a true "liberal Hindu." Even today, the "smell" of simplicity and 
cleanliness, the constant involvement in daily chores and the desire 
for a limited quest, the very intimacy of the household, the image 
of a graceful housewife, the song "Vaishnava Jan," in short the 
sights and sounds that are associated with the "aesthetics of 
Gandhism" evoke a feeling which is distinctly "Hindu" in a cultural 
way.

All others, who tried, especially in the period after 1857, to 
cleanse the Hindu society from Persian influence under the obvious 
influence of colonialism as part of a larger effort by the post-1857 
elite to evolve a new identity for itself, attempted to build up a 
religious revivalism. Gandhi, however, was not a revivalist. He 
represented more appropriately the "petite" element of that elite, 
who had to question and depart from many of its attributes as per 
the needs of a new era. From Madan Mohan Malaviya to Nehru, 
the whole journey presents the growth of the post-1857, landlord- 
professional-trader-dalaal, Indian ruling class to a developed big
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bourgeois status. In between, Gandhi represented the traditional 
or the "petty bourgeois" phase when the feudal-trader attributes 
of that class were thinning out, whereas the Big Bourgeoisie and 
often pro-imperialist features had not settled. This was the perfect 
period when a vision of a wholesome society without class and 
other conflict, a world predominantly of value and idealism could 
be projected as beneficent to all. This was also the period when the 
petty bourgeois "liberal Hindu" element—small landlord, small 
trader, small professional in the Indian context—of the later 
landlord-bourgeois Indian ruling class—could actually stand apart 
from his class base and project a universal vision of economy and 
society.

Here Gandhi's differences with Nehru are quite marked. It can 
be argued that Nehru too was a representative of the petty bourgeois 
intelligentsia and in that capacity stood apart from the Big 
Bourgeoisie. And this is true to a certain extent. After all, even 
Malaviya was a poor Brahmin and part of the service intelligentsia. 
He too had his independent agenda but the more important aspect 

• was his objective role in the late nineteenth century. Nehru also 
projected his vision of a socialist society as a vision for the whole 
society, but in spite of the hype, Nehruism could not carry the 
universality of Gandhism. The former was more "socialistic." Yet 
it was identified early as a weapon of the modern bourgeoisie, as 
an ideology appealing at most to certain sections of the intelligentsia, 
limited in its appeal because of its historical juncture where class 
struggles had actually emerged to make "socialism" a slogan of 
Indian Big industry and Nehru, a contender of the communists. In 
writings too, while Nehru, the progressive appears constricted, 
eclectic, and a technical master without an original vision, Gandhi's 
works strike, even though their muddle-headedness as reflecting 
an experimental search coming from within—with crude terseness 
communicating much more effectively.

In this universal vision of a transitional stage, it was only 
natural that a social force with no obvious landlord or bourgeois 
leaning would obviously occupy the centre-stage, the Indian village 
with the ideal peasant. To be more precise, the Khud Kasht "upper" 
peasant, who had come to dominate the village society in certain 
parts of the country like Gujarat, standing at a distance from the 
upper-caste dominated old order and sympathetic and benevolent 
towards the lower peasantry and the rural poor. The basic trait of
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this peasantry was an avoidance of conflict and violence, preser
vation of the status quo and a "humanisation" both of the upper 
and lower orders.

The values of the peasantry and the economy of rural society 
became ideal for Gandhi and for the whole movement he was 
leading because they marked, at least theoretically, the transition 
from a landlord-based to a bourgeois economy. In this, feudal 
features were revoked while the more rabid bourgeois elements 
were hemmed in, and the distinctive mark of Gandhism was born. 
The apparent classlessness of Gandhi thus has a definite class base 
and historical context. At the same time, it is not, because of that, 
reducible to that limitation. On the contrary, due to its peculiar 
situation, it does represent its own independence and which is so 
palpalable even now.

That is why, while Malaviya and Nehru began appearing 
outdated soon after their physical eclipse, Gandhi lived on because 
of his honesty and the "genuineness" of his political stand.

This historical advantage of Gandhi was not available to figures 
like Tilak. He too constituted the petty bourgeois element of the 
Indian landlord-bourgeois class, but one whose hour was entangled 
too much with the feudal past. The period of Tilak, between the 
1890s and the 1910s, was still dominated by the post-1857 
Brahminical elite. Tilak had to reconstruct, for political mobilisation, 
the old rituals or invent new ones like the Ganapati festival. This 
was the framework in which modern nationalism could work 
around that time, notwithstanding the critiques and works of 
Naoroji and Dutt. Tilak's was thus a constricted radical stand 
which was bound to fail because within the "landlord-bourgeois" 
develbpment, the hour of the petty bourgeoisie had not arrived. 
When it did arrive, Tilak and his tactics were too old. It is quite 
ironic that Tilak with all his radicalism remained bound to Hindu 
ritualistic traditions, whereas Gandhi with all his moderation was 
the one who completely did away with rituals while revising the 
Hindu plank almost thoroughly.

This revision had certain features which even diehard 
Gandhians stopped extolling in the years after 1947. These 
concerned Gandhi's attempts to solve the communal problem on a 
Liberal-Hindu plank. By his time, attempts seeking to combat the 
British through aggressive Hindu "symbols" had already reached 
a saturation point: its high point and weaknesses were highlighted,
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most succinctly, by the movement against the partition of Bengal. 
There, a secular movement, with unprecedented participation of 
the Muslims, was sustained through the ideology of Hindu 
symbology, only to fritter away later in an atmosphere of 
sectarianism.

Later, Gandhi was to appropriate the legacy of both the 
"Naram" and "Garam" Dal by giving a much more far-reaching 
interpretation to the religious usages than the one dreamt by Tilak, 
and a mass-radical dimension to the temperate injunctions of 
Gokhale. His conception rested on placing the essentials of 
Hinduism as containing the essentials of all other religions and 
thereby reconcilable with other faiths. This indeed was the 
philosophical basis behind the Lucknow pact and the ensuing 
League-Congress, Hindu-Muslim unity. Earlier Tilak had sought 
"national unity" on a radical-Hindu plank, now Gandhi sought a 
"unity of communities" for the cause of nationalism. If previously, 
modernity was defined in non-communitarian but religio-cultural 
terms and traditional slogans hid modernity, now modern slogans 
hid an eclectic blend of communities founded on a view of 
unchanging tradition.

This blend, if successful, would have bound the Muslims and 
the womenfolk around a Liberal-Hindu plank. Muslims were his 
admirers in certain phases, though amongst women, his ideas of 
dignity within the family did not evoke the desired response 
beyond a certain strata. But the problem with Gandhian secularism 
and humanism remained, as always a problem of disproportionate, 
identity and lack of mobility. Whatever the intentions, in actual 
practice, it marked a failure, though (and this is doubly interesting). 
It is in the attitude towards secularism that the real continuity 
between Gandhi and Nehru can be traced. The difference can also 
be read in this very process but on this aspect, the distance rests 
more in practice than in theory.

Gandhi's secular ideal was that of "human values ultimately 
transcending communal barriers" to embrace the whole of 
mankind. The idealism here is quite obvious, but that is not the 
point. The real issue relates to the underlying assumptions behind 
this position. Human values will have to transcend "communal" 
barriers. In effect, they will have to transcend Hindus, Muslims, 
Christians, that is, one is assuming that this is the main source of 
identity formation in the Indian subcontinent. That is what
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secularism is all about, transcending one's Muslimness, Hinduness, 
etc.

The point is that the picture is false. No society including the 
Indian society is a society of different religions. Saying so 
instinctively means that religion has been the motive force here, 
not in the sense of religious action as the dominant ideology of a 
society, as it did in the West or in Indian society at a certain point in 
history, but as a supra-spiritual force which defines a person's 
being, his cultural traits, and political outlook. Theoretically, it is 
like telling someone in the middle-ages Europe, that Jesus is his 
country, home and defence of public name, a bit like the leaders of 
national movement calling Hindus, the children of Shiva and 
Vishnu.

The only way in which human values can transcend these is 
therefore through these very identities, through dutifully following 
one's religious calling, however defined.

But the very definition of secularism militates against this 
concept; after all, a society of different religions, even if co-existing 
harmoniousy, would have been a very boring and cramped one. 
For, secularism is not about forging harmony in the society, or 
achieving something "noble for the mankind." It is also not about 
scientific temper and rationality. Both these positions were stressed 
respectively by Gandhi and Nehru and it is here that the similarity 
between them, or why only Nehru could be a natural and 
compulsive successor of Gandhi, becomes obvious. The former 
sought integration and harmony and the latter scientific advance 
and progress; and both were either deliberately or ignorantly 
flawed.

For, secularism means, first and foremost, a break-up of the 
community and placing the whole burden of the world on yes, the 
individual. It is a separate world, inconceivable by people following 
humanised religion, where the individual is placed before nature, 
circumstances and destiny without any mediations, and spiritual 
release comes from within after religion is ruptured. One can go on 
speaking about rationality, science etc., but they can exist perfectly 
without secularism, unless an order of society is conceived and 
defined where individuals and their social formations determine 
everything.

Gandhi would have created an India where everyone would 
follow one's social vocation and live in peace. His integration went
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beyond Nehru's composite culture to espouse the cause of Urdu in 
Devnagari script or "Hinduvaad." On this issue he also entertained 
severe conflicts with the conservatives and modernists with his 
camp, with the Sanskritised Hinduwallahas and the anglicised 
Urduwallahas. No wonder, his indigenity was bought only by 
sections of the petty bourgeoisie and not by the ruling classes. And 
this constituted his tragedy also; for, in all practicality, he strove to 
achieve harmony and balance through the dominant forces of the 
society, by appealing to their benevolence. But here the Thakurs 
and Brahmins never understood him or saw little in the perfect 
village community oriented towards service. For them, caste and 
class oppression and a personal practice of religion was more 
realistic; later, when they used religion, it was to bring the village 
community to their heel. Quite unsurprisingly, Gandhi was unable 
to bring to the fore his Khud Kasht peasant at a more general level, 
most of whom belonged to the backward castes or occupied the 
lower rung in the upper caste hierarchy.

Here, Lohia, as the most ardent follower of Gandhi, tried to 
extend the same peasant plank. But, for that, he had to break from 
the traditional Gandhian framework and invoke the anti-upper 
caste, backward caste category. It is quite another story that 
Lohiaism too produced the opposite results.

THERE IS ONE more aspect to memory and myth of Gandhi which 
needs proper obituary. It concerns the comparative anthology 
between Gandhi and his only bete noire in Indian politics, the 
martyr Bhagat Singh. It has almost become compulsive in Indian 
history and society to regard Gandhi as perhaps the only "original" 
leader of pre-Independence India. His awesome achievements, 
including the shape of a pure and modern mass movement—not 
seen since then—which he was able to launch during the freedom 
movement, made him the real feeler of the pulse of the Indian 
people. So the communists and socialists may have been more 
radical in their postures. But it was the conservative Gandhi who 
always outsmarted them.

But the figure of Bhagat Singh militates against these 
generalisations. It was he, perhaps the only personality of note, 
who was able to challenge Gandhi on his own turf. He remained, 
to the last, as rooted and as political as Gandhi, despite departing
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fundamentally from Gandhian tenets. The language which he 
developed was no less communicable to the masses than Gandhi. 
Only, it was so different that Bhagat Singh and Gandhi appear as 
inhabiting two separate worlds.

Bhagat Singh presented the other modem side of the petty 
bourgeoisie, one which was not bound by a conservative peasant 
economy. Behind his revolutionary terrorism lay a rationalistic 
ideology, the only moment in history when a democratic rationalism 
emerged in north India. Gandhi was of course anti-rationalistic in 
ideology and for the Communists, humanism took precedence 
over rationalism. But Bhagat Singh, when he wrote why he was an 
atheist, was no later-day communist intellectual—unsure and 
hesitant about his roots and attempting to blur any radical thrust 
with a liberal camouflage. He represented the mainstream of the 
Indian tradition. The tradition of the north Indian qasba, with its 
own past of individual assertion, and a religious-secular tradition 
of the aristocratic-peasant, not the bania-peasant, variety. His 
rationalism carried the same causticity and appeal to empirical 
reason seen in Indo-Persian literature, his modernity, the Talkhi of 
much of north India. He presented a real threat to Gandhi, for he 
matched tradition with modernity, tradition with tradition, emotion 
with reason, and politics with politics. No wonder, it was thought 
best by Gandhi and the Congress leadership to let him die out 
safely.

Compared to him, Jinnah, the other great challenger of Gandhi, 
was cast in the mould of the sophisticated, post-1857 Muslim 
aristocracy, in whom Western manner and the early twentieth 
century, secular Indian elitism, had taken root. Before Jinnah, 
Gandhi was just an unsophisticated "bania peasant" and consi
dering him as an equal was out of question. Jinnah also had his 
appeal in the general masses in the initial phase; at one time he was 
considered a radical. Yet his fieryness lacked the necessary content 
and a political programme, as his aristocratic background signified 
his isolation from the masses. Jinnah, like Nehru, belonged 
ultimately to the landlord-bourgeois framework. Both were 
secularists and moved, despite the rhetoric, towards their respective 
plans of hard and soft religious politics.

Gandhi began from a religious tinge but came to review the 
consequences of his actions towards the close of his years. The 
failure to prevent the Partition, which ruptured, finally his liberal
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Hindu plan and exposed his limitations. It showed that even a 
liberal and "pared down" espousal of religious symbology in 
politics can only work as a sectarian weapon of conflicting class 
and social interests. It is quite clear that either Jinnah or the real 
interests behind the Muslim League, or the vast numbers of 
ordinary Muslims bearing no allegiance to the League, could not 
be accommodated in the mainstream plank of the Congress which 
was increasingly becoming a party of the Indian big bourgeoisie 
with its "Hindu-competitive" tinge.

It is here that Gandhi stands along with the freedom movement 
as a soirowful symbol. If ever an elegy of the freedom movement 
is written, it would be about Gandhi and his betrayed petty 
bourgeoisie with simple idealist yearnings, an elegy of the Indian 
of the "white sheet takhats" and the brick verandah, elements of 
the Premchandian sensibility, "Teesri Kasam" and honest fathers 
taking their sons on outings on Independence day. This is something 
which a thousand Attenboroughs or ardent followers of Gandhi 
have never felt and probably will never feel. But for those, especially 
on the revolutionary side of the Left who have departed funda
mentally from Gandhian premises, the relevance of the Mahatma 
and his memory rests on such fragments and their extension to a 
new political meaning.
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Gandhi, Secularism, and 
Shudra Politics

Kishen Pattnayak

C j ANDHI WAS HIGHLY programmatic. The validity of a 
programme is strictly time-bound. You can carry on with the 
thoughts which were valid in the last century or the last half 
century. But you cannot repeat the programmes which were grandly 
effective fifty years ago. So it is silly to be a Gandhian.

The ideological paradigm of Gandhi was extremely thin and 
consisted of some absolute values like truth and nonviolence. In 
order to talk about a Gandhian approach to things, one has to do 
such a lot of reconstruction that any two interpreters of Gandhi 
must differ from one another. If they do not differ, they are not to 
be taken seriously.

The problem of communalism appeared before Gandhi in the 
form of a task: that of Hindu-Muslim unity. Hindus and Muslims 
are two religious communities. They were to be taken as such, and 
unified so that the Indian nation would emerge strong and viable. 
This has to be contrasted with the present-day secularist approach.

Gandhi hardly used words like "secular" and "secularism." 
He did not also encourage the concept of "minorities." It is only in 
the post-1947 era that Nehru popularised the "secular" idea in 
collaboration with socialists and communists. Strangely, the 
Christians and Muslims, because they looked upon Nehru as the 
saviour of the English language and minorities' interests, clung to 
the banner of secularism. To them secularism gave the impression



that to be religious was not a bad thing for the non-Hindus. The 
Hindu secularists almost said: "Look, we are running down our 
religion. So you (non-Hindus) can feel safe with us." Such an 
irresponsible use of the secularist idea has distorted the Hindus. It 
has titillated Hindu intolerance and fuelled non-Hindu conser
vatism. Had the secularists been honest in their creed, they would 
have given rise to a new ethics of public life and private living of 
those who came under its influence. The pity is that secularism in 
India has not been able to elaborate a code of behaviour. "Babas" 
and God-men frequent the inner chambers of many a secularist 
politician.

Secularism has worked better when it is joined with socialist 
and communist movements. There it becomes a way of life and 
acquires a morality. The communists of Kerala and West Bengal 
have contributed to the containment of communalism in those 
states. But Nehruvian secularism, that is, Congress secularism, is 
hollow. In recent years, socialist and communist movements have 
been eroded even from their bases. Mere secularism, unaided by a 
revolutionary faith, will be unable to prevent the growth of BJP- 
like forces.

Ridiculously, Indian secularism has been a reaction to growing 
communalism. The real function of secularism is not to give ground 
for communalism to grow. And that is what Gandhi achieved in 
his time.

Gandhi was undoubtedly a socialist. But his approach to the 
communal problem was, as already stated, religious. He appealed 
to the two levels of the Indian consciousness: the reigious and the 
nationalist. Unlike the secularists who suspect religion to be a 
source of communal politics, Gandhi arrogated to himself the 
status of a religious leader. As a symbol of Hindu religion, he 
stood head-and-shoulder above the "Babas" and Shankaracharyas 
of his day. He perhaps could not weaken Muslim communalism, 
but his success was one hundred per cent in reducing the political 
power of Hindu communalism to almost a zero. Hindu Mahasabha 
leaders like Savarkar and Munje paled into insignificance because 
they could exploit neither the Hindu consciousness nor the 
nationalist consciousness of the people. It is only after the Partition 
was agreed to and the leadership of the Congress had passed from 
the hands of Gandhi that Hindu communalist politics could raise 
its voice with some confidence.
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The negligible strength of the Hindu communalist politicians 
in Gandhi's time could be attributed, by a section of our intellectuals, 
to the spread of Western education and modernization, thereby 
discounting the Gandhi factor. Was not secularism the inevitable 
companion of Westernization? The fact is that Western education 
and modernization are much more widespread today, and still 
communal politics is growing by leaps and bounds.

What was the Gandhi factor, then? What was the rationale 
behind the religious reform approach? Every old religion has a 
history of revolt against orthodoxy and establishment. But, in the 
case of Hinduism, the revolt is almost in-built. No other organized 
religion is so much decentralized and pluralistic. There are no 
Popes and Imams and fixed scriptures. Devout Hindus often do 
not know what a Shankaracharya is. Gandhi maintained that 
every Hindu had the right to interpret the scriptures. When a 
revolt of this kind is widespread and consolidated, it results in a 
regeneration of the people. Such regenerations have occurred in 
the long history of India on numerous occasions. At times, the 
revolt and regeneration are confined to a small region or a segment 
of the population. It needs to be examined if all or most of the 
brighter periods of Indian history were somehow linked with 
movements of religious dissent, that is, dissent against the 
Brahminical order. It is also doubtful if India or any part of it made 
spectacular progress when the Brahminical order was intact and 
unquestioned.

Gandhi was placed at a historically advantageous position. He 
had been preceded by a long line of pioneers dating almost from 
the Bhakti period. The banner against the Brahminical order was 
already flying high when he entered public life in India. His 
immediate predecessor was Swami Vivekananda. Gandhi consoli
dated about three centuries of religious dissent, and tried to make 
it a part of the Congress culture. This was something like the 
"cultural revolution" inside the freedom struggle. After the 
attainment of Independence, the Congress rulers frittered away its 
gains because they never had grasped the essence of the Gandhian 
approach to rebuilding India. Nevertheless, the centuries-old 
religious dissent has reappeared in another form now.

Most observers missed the drama underlying the UP assembly 
elections of 1993. After 6 December 1992 till the election, the 
secularists, especially the Communist, Janata, and Congress parties,



had turned panicky. Communists frequently declared that they 
were ready to join hands with Congress in order to prevent BJP 
from coming to power. A perusal of the newspapers of 1993 will 
confirm this. While BJP's victory was considered imminent in UP, 
it was expected that the jump from UP to Delhi would be a short 
one. The secularists hearved a sign of relief when the results came. 
BJP had lost, not because of the secularists' performance, but as a 
result of the SP-BSP alliance. The alliance was the culmination of 
the anti-Brahminical upsurge in north India during 1990-1993. The 
Rath Yatra and the Shudra power both emanated from the Mandal 
debate representing the two contending forces of Hinduism.

Hindu communalism is the politics of those who have a vested 
interest in the Brahminical order. So long as there is an active 
political force based on the anti-Brahminical movements, communal 
politics will not achieve its final triumph. Nobody knows this truth 
better than the BJP alliance. The alliance of course was foredoomed 
because its leaders were casteists and opportunists. They were not 
sincere to the cause of social equality. Had it been their goal, they 
would have extended the alliance to the social plane.

On the contrary, Mulayam Singh encouraged his kinsmen to 
persecute the Dalits of UP, and Kanshi Ram played into the hands 
of the BJP.

BJP, no doubt, is the only dynamic party now in the political 
mainstream of India. But before it can fulfil.its desire to rule India, 
it has a few obstacles to overcome. First of all, it must be able to foil 
all attempts at uniting the Shudra and Dalit forces at the political 
and social levels. Right now the task does not seem to be stupendous 
because the Shudra and Dalit forces are being led by fragile men 
who can be easily manipulated by BJP strategists. The BJP may 
itself prefer to undertake a programme of socio-religious reform in 
order to lure the backwards into its fold. That only underscores the 
point in question, that Hinduism has an internal weapon against 
communalism. Gandhi had wielded that weapon.

Nationalism, in the sense that patriotism is coterminous with 
the nation-state, was a political consequence of colonialism in the 
Afro-Asian countries. In order to struggle against imperialism, the 
colonies had to arouse themselves in the format of nation-states. 
Historically there was no escape. Gandhi was deeply aware of the 
shortcomings of the nation-state idea. But he made the fullest use 
of it. The advantage with nationalism is that it has a strong emotional
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appeal in times of crisis. The Indian people's vulnerability to the 
nationalist appeal prepared them mentally to accept the idea of a 
composite culture. So the Indian experience is that nationalism 
weakens communalism.

The top layer of the educated class in India may complacently 
think that the people cannot see the insult to the nation inherent in 
the policy of globalization of the economy. True, the people cannot 
see. But they can feel and they will respond if a proper lead is 
given. The small gesture to scrap the Enron agreement has aroused 
an astonishing degree of support from the public, although the 
latter is unable to understand the technical intricacies of the deal. 
Ironically, the public also does not understand that the rulers who 
want the ouster of Enron will be ready to substitute another MNC 
in its place. Be that as it may, the public mood in the Enron debate 
is an indicator of what colossal response there would be if a major 
political front like the NF-LF had the courage and conviction to 
demand a total scrapping of the so-called economic reforms. If 
there is any nationalist programme that would appeal to the 
people in the future, it is the programme of liberation from economic 
enslavement and external debt. The BJP would not undertake it 
because its nationalism is limited to questions that touch Islam. If 
the Swadeshi Jagaran is extended beyond wall writings, then the 
temple programme will suffer. That is the BJP's dilemma. The 
tragedy is that amongst the mainstream political parties, BJP alone 
presents a nationalist image. There is a stupid section among the 
secularists which equates nationalism with Hindu chauvinism just 
because BJP calls itself nationalist. The greater stupidity is the 
belief that communalism can be defeated by denouncing commu
nalism. That is what Indian secularism has been doing these days: 
denouncing the marching steps of communalism. Secularism will 
be effective when it is able to project an alternative focus for the 
people's emotional loyalty. If it has no use for religion and if it is 
afraid of becoming nationalist, then what remains? Secularism is 
reduced to minorityism.
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Gandhi's Friendship with 
Christ's Faithful Apostle

Susan Visvanathan

C j ANDHI COMPLAINED IN his writings that he had initially a 
great dislike for Christianity because he associated it with beef 
eating, wine-drinking Englishmen who stood at street corners 
"pouring abuse on Hindus and their Gods."1 This attitude was to 
change, however, when he "met a good Christian from Manchester 
in a vegetarian boarding house" who gave him a Bible. He found 
the Old Testament very boring, but the New Testment struck a 
deep chord in him, particularly The Sermon on the Mount and the 
lessons on humility.

Following this personal encounter with scriptures, he accom
panied his friends to many conventions. They hoped he would 
convert to Christianity. Gandhi liked Christ's teachings but felt 
that he could not possibly accept that Jesus was the only son of 
God. He was vyilling to accept the metaphorical value of Jesus' 
death and resurrection and the redemption of the world, but not 
the literal truth of this. Then he read Edward Maitland and Anna 
Kingsford and Tolstoy. This set him on a path of thought—a quest 
which his Christian friends had not intended for him but he was 
grateful to them for the initial interest they had aroused in him for 
the understanding of comparative religion. The term that knit 
these different religious and their various interpretations was the 
concept of love.2
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What did he bring to this reading of religious texts and writings? 
Gandhi called it equimindedness. He read each of these works in a 
spirit of reverence, with humility and courtesy. Equimindedness 
was to be applied to everything, even to what he called irreligion 
(the opposition to religion or faith). It implied patience and the 
ability to feel pain, and to bear pain. If this method of understanding 
and writing is mastered, then one can encounter those who stand 
in opposition to us.

Either we shall bring him to see the error of his ways, or he will 
point out our error or each will tolerate "the others' difference of 
opinion."3

Gandhi's interpretation of the unity of religious experience 
was advaitic. "Any attempt to root out traditions, effects of 
heredity, climate, and other surroundings is not only bound to fail 
but is a sacrilege." For him, differences were the outward crust. 
For Hindus to drive out Islam, Christianity, and Zoroastrianism 
was an idle dream.4 Thus the only way to coexist in India was to 
study the religion of the other. This was a sacred duty. He argued 
that this served to define one's own identity and religious 
experience even more clearly. When people attacked him for 
secretly being a Christian, he said this was both a libel and a 
compliment because to do anything secretly, out of fear, was libel.

Where there is fear, there is no religion.5 In the world beyond, 
there would be no labels, no differences of religious profession, 
each would be judged according to his action. It was actions then 
which make us what we are, not the things we say.

At many missionary conferences he would tell English and 
American missionaries to refrain from "telling" Indians about 
Christ, but to live the life which the young carpenter from Nazareth 
talked of. "Faith does not admit of telling. It has to be lived and 
then it becomes self-propagating."6 In fact, there are many who 
have never heard of Jesus, but would be recognised "if Jesus came 
in our midst today in the flesh, will be owned by him more than 
many of us." To hear, then, one must be silent.

If we want to listen to the still small voice that is always speaking 
within us, it will not be heard if we continually speak. I understand 
that precious lesson. I know the secret of silence.



On this occasion, one of the missionaries asked him "how do 
you think should the missionaries identify themselves with the 
masses?"

The answer was just three words: "Copy Charlie Andrews."7
C.F. Andrews' life was a lonely pilgrimage, and love and 

friendship were central categories. The art of dialogue lay in 
accepting the rules of friendship. He was born in 1871 and received 
his vocation in a moment of anguish that wiped out everything 
else.8 It was then that he understood the poor in a new way, for in 
each of their faces he saw Christ. When his closest friend Basil 
Westcott died, Andrews went to work in his place in India. He 
arrived on 20 March 1904, and for him that was the opening into a 
new world of the spirit. He entered into close friendship with 
Maulvi Zaka Ullah and Syed Nazir Ahmed, and, through intense 
dialogues with both of them, he wrote The Body o f Humanity,9 
which was a celebration of Islam, and in Modern Reviezv, he wrote a 
poweful account of Zaka Ullah's life.10

Mahamta Munshi Ram, later Swami Shraddhanand was a 
close friend of Andrews. They exchanged some very poignant 
letters, and it was from this encounter that Andrews learnt to love 
India as Bharat Mata.11

Yet in none of these exchanges did Andrews believe that he 
was moving away from Christ. The conventional wrappings of 
Christianity were falling away. His search for Christ in India 
would take many forms. The words of Jesus "I and my Father are 
one" become perfectly clear to him.

Implicit in this language of love and service was the breaking 
down of conventional hierarchies, because in doing the will of 
God, "many that are first shall be last, and the last first." He often 
remembered the freedom with which Christ spoke to the Samaritan 
and Syro-Phoenician women, the Roman centurion, making no 
distinction between race and culture.12 He found Christ far beyond 
the narrow limitations of sect and creed, and it became absurd for 
him to divide mankind into compartments which were only 
misleading.

It is C.F. Andrews' relationship with Mahatma Gandhi that is 
the most familiar and yet the most complex. C.F. Andrews met 
Gandhi in Durban in 1914 and immediately touched his feet in a 
gesture of respect and humility. The friendship that followed was 
deep and loyal, yet not without its differences. It is these differences
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between them that I wish to highlight; for, their positions argue for 
two diametrically opposed but compelling views on dialogue.13

C.F. Andrews came from a dominantly Western tradition which 
centred around the idea of individual rights. His contribution 
towards a theory of human rights was from the perspective of 
Christian socialism, a perspective well-articulated as early as 1923 
in Christ and Labour.14 His reading of Jesus was based on the 
opposition between town and country, between the rich and the 
oppressed. The possibility of change in social values lay in self- 
renunciation. While his reactions against caste, race, and political 
inequality were from the perspective of individual rights, commu
nities were subsumed within it.

For Gandhi, the concept of caste and community were central. 
The caste system was an essential part of Hinduism and integrated 
with it its theory of karma and cosmology. Untouchability was to 
be removed.

Gandhi argued that Hinduism was a mighty force because of 
the Swadeshi spirit underlying it. Hinduism was able to expand 
because it was tolerant, it absorbed ideas and institutions, and it 
was reformist. Christianity could serve better if it dropped 
proselytization—the latter appealed not to the heart but to the 
stomach. In 1936, C.F. Andrews responded vehemently against 
that. If conversion meant negation of any living truth, then we 
ought not to have anything to do wih it. But if one did discover 
some glorious truth, C.F. Andrews wrote that "the sacrifice of past 
fellowship was surely desirable."15 Proselytization was intrinsic 
to C.F. Andrews. His entire life was spent in communicating his 
beliefs.

At the same time I fully expect my friend Abdul Ghaffar Khan to 
make known the message of the Prophet, which is to him a living 
truth, which he cannot keep to himself.

What C.F. Andrews demanded was a spirit of reverence "for 
all that is good wherever it is fond."16 There was no blurring or 
religious distinctions, no syncretism.

Gandhi's use of the ashram as a centre for revitalising national, 
political, and religious life struck a deep chord in C.F. Andrews. 
The Christian ashram in India became an important institution 
because of C.F. Andrews' encouragement. Here there would be 
the reintegration of the individual and the community in terms of
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both spiritual and work ideals.

While both Gandhi and C.F. Andrews shared a commitment to 
asceticism, the problem of vegetarianism was not fully resolved for 
the latter. In 1914 Andrews who had accepted the restraints of 
vegetarianism out of respect for his friends argued that there was a 
great chain of being in nature, where lower life was sacrificed for the 
higher. Gandhi reacted saying that Christ died for man, a low and 
sinful creature. "That teaching I can understand, but what you have 
just said I cannot understand at all. I should love to imagine the 
whole universe sacrificing itself to save the life of one single worm. 
That would be beautiful."17

In his Christ in the Silence, C.F. Andrews wrote that it was 
Gandhi who had interpreted through his actions what his book 
contained.18

On the question of celibacy too, they had differences. Following 
Tagore, whom C.F. Andrews loved deeply, even unquestioningly, 
Andrews believed in the sanctity of family life and in its regene
rative power for community life in the ashram. When Gandhi had 
sent Andrews the charter of rules by which his ashram would be 
guided, C.F. Andrews asked him to withdraw the vow of celibacy. 
Andrews' own position on celibacy drew from Tagore's repudiation 
of an "emasculated" life and his intense love for his mother who 
embodied the sacredness of family life.

It is in the relationship between politics and religion that C.F. 
Andrews and the Mahatma were in perfect accord. Andrews saw 
the roots of ahimsa as a political doctrine implicit in the teachings 
of Hinduism, and a virtue which was the perfection of religious 
duty. The path of ahimsa was of love and ordeal and C.F. Andrews 
saw how deeply it reflected Christ's teachings.19
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Gandhi's Approach to Communal 
Harmony: A Spiritual Perspective

S. Hariharan

M u c h  h a s  b e e n  written and spoken about Mahatma Gandhi, 
especially about his ideas on the communal problem. There has 
always been incessant attempt on the part of intellectuals to under
stand not only his approach to the communal problem but also 
himself as a personality. It is important to emphasise that Gandhi 
was an experimentalist and his social and political experiments 
were only an extension of experiments with his ownself.

Gandhi was one of those remarkable personalities whose 
identification with any given event or idea was as strong as the 
event or idea itself was. So he was synonymous with any given 
event or idea. Thus we find the merging of the personality and the 
idea so complete that he is rightly termed as "one of the greatest 
saints of the twentieth century."

Gandhi and Religion

Gandhi's constant quest in life was to see God face to face. As such, 
God was nothing but Truth to him. According to him, "Truth 
comprehends everything." For him, spirituality practised in all 
spheres of life was the essence of self-realization. His participation 
in the freedom struggle must be viewed in this light.

As far as Gandhi was concerned, his leadership offered him a 
unique opportunity to serve God by serving the nation. As
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M.C. Dinakaran points out: "He was an activist, a man of action, 
and a Karmayogi who sought individual perfection through service 
to mankind, accepted society as his field of action, and sought a 
new social organization for a new India."1 Thus religion for him 
was not simply a moral force. It was rather a means of enquiry into 
the cosmic reality and as such his search was much deeper than 
ways and means to obtain freedom from colonial rule. For a mere 
social scientist he may be a great leader at a given point of time in 
history, but for a spiritual aspirant he is a study in the practice of 
spirituality. He did not view religion as simply a historical process. 
For him, religion was as inevitable process in the social order as a 
means to enquire /nto (and attain) Truth through the practice of 
ethical behaviour and norms. Central to ethical behaviour was 
nonviolence in thought, speech, and action, without which freedom 
of any kind was impossible.

Gandhi was also sensitive to the fact that every opportunity 
involving religion-must be made use of by the masses to forge 
unity among the estranged communities. His support for the 
Khilafat movement must be understood in this conceptual 
framework, which was cosmic in nature, that he sought to 
incorporate in practice. He viewed the Khilafat question seriously 
and contended that, "if the Khilafat question had a just and 
legitimate basis, as I believe it had, and if the Government had 
really committed a gross injustice, the Hindus were bound to 
stand by the Mussalmans in their demand for the redress of the 
Khilafat wrong. It would ill become them to bring in the cow 
question in this connection, or to use the occasion to make terms 
with the Mussalmans, just as it would ill become the Mussalmans 
to offer to stop cow slaughter as a price for the Hindus' support on 
the Khilafat question.”2

But in the same breath he maintained: "But if the Mussalmans 
considered it as their neighbourly duty to stop cow slaughter, they 
should do so regardless of whether the Hindus helped them in the 
Khilafat or not."3 The prophet in him was at its best during the 
Khilafat movement. His preachings were practical, and yet 
universal. It is a tribute to his sincerity towards resolving the 
Hindu-Muslim question that the Khilafat movement witnessed an 
unprecedented unity among Hindus and Muslims, never witnessed 
before and after. But ironically, even as a high moral plane brought 
about this unity, it resulted in his being subjected to criticism.



Gandhi and the Non-cooperation Movement

Gandhi was convinced of the dictum that the means were as 
important as the end; for, if the means are corrupt, the end gets 
corrupted too. But the Chauri Chaura incident clashed with this 
dictum, and realising how much the country was unprepared for 
nonviolent non-cooperation, he suspended the movement. He 
drew his life's inspiration from the Bhagvadgita and much as he 
believed that the British rule was wicked, the Gita showed him 
"how the principle of conquering hate by love, untruth by truth, 
can and must be applied."4 The massacre at the Chauri Chaura 
rebelled against this fundamental principle. The criticism gained 
all the more weight because later, the post of the "Caliph" itself 
was abolished in Turkey and the support for the Khilafat move
ment in retrospect appeared to be a mistake for many. Even today, 
scholars are divided over Gandhi's sudden suspension of the 
movement. For, it is a recognised fact that the British for the first 
time since 1857 faced a real challenge from the Indian masses to 
their uninterrupted rule.

What was lost sight of in the whole criticism and is still being 
lost was the spirit of the Khilafat movement. At least for a brief 
while, it had forged indisputable unity among the Hindus and the 
Muslims. The movement provided the first glimmer of hope of 
Hindu-Muslim unity in the sub-continent. People, who regard 
Gandhi as "impractical" and "unrealistic" to have suspended the 
non-cooperation movement, were themselves impractical and 
unrealistic to have expected to get freedom at that time, even 
though there were pointers to the same. For Gandhi, "freedom" 
was not just political, it was "total." As M.C. Dinakar rightly 
states:

The concept of Swaraj which comprised only notions of political and 
national independence started acquiring social, economic, and 
spiritual dimensions under Gandhi. The highest meaning of Swaraj 
would be Moksha which Gandhi believed is the highest goal any 
man can aspire for. Moksha, according to Gandhi, was collective, 
concretely historical, political, and social liberation.5

Thus Gandhi sought to make the masses his partners in his 
quest for Truth, using a political platform. But he would not 
compromise on nonviolence as a means, even if that meant 
considerable delay in attaining Swaraj. As far as Gandhi was
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concerned, the whole movement was an experiment, of which 
there was not yet any finality. He did not wish to replace the 
enemy within for enemies from the outside.

Gandhi and Hindu-Muslim Unity

Gandhi's approach to conflict resolution (of which communalism 
was a major one) reflects his deep search to develop effective 
techniques to bring about this moral transformation in Ihdian 
society. He constantly appealed to the emotions of the people 
infused with the moral fibre, of which the essential characteristics 
were patience, nonviolence, truthfulness, negotiation, reconcilia
tion, fasts etc. He used these instruments from time to time to 
resolve complex problems, all of which reflect the deep spirituality 
he possessed. He prescribed Satyagraha as a last resort.

Over the years, the Congress leadership itself was losing 
patience with Gandhi's long drawn out rigorous programme for 
independence. So much so that Gandhi was getting increasingly 
alienated from the Congress leadership. By 1947, the alienation 
was so complete that it made him helpless even in the face of the 
Partition. Yet till the end he cherished the hope of a long-lasting 
Hindu-Muslim unity. In fact, he constantly spoke of the majority 
community making concessions to the minority community and 
thus put the initiative in the hands of the Hindus, so as to infuse 
the minority community with confidence. This was Gandhi's way 
of forging unity among the differing consciousness levels which in 
turn brought about differing perceptions about each other's 
community. He was many times thus perceived to be partial to the 
Muslims. Answering this criticism in a speech at Sholapur in 1927, 
Gandhi said:

You may say I am partial to the Mussalmans. So be it, though the 
Mussalmans do not admit it. But my religion will not suffer by even 
an iota, by reason of my partiality. I shall have to answer my God and 
my Maker if I give anyone less than his due, but I am sure that He will 
bless me if He knows that I gave some one more than his due. I ask 
you to understand me.6

The key to understanding Gandhi's action is to come to terms 
with the spiritual Gandhi. This lack of understanding led to his 
tragic assassination in 1948, at the hands of a fanatic Hindu.



Gandhi and Secularism

Gandhi did not submit himself to the Western concept of secularism. 
He creatively interpreted it in the Indian context to inculcate the 
value of equal respect for all religions among the masses. Even 
though his understanding of secularism needs to be debated even 
more profoundly, there is no doubt that in the Indian context, the 
equal respect for all religions was fundamental to his under
standing. Writing about his concept of the "secular state" in the 
18 September 1924 issue of Young India, Gandhi says:

The Hindus want Swaraj in India, and not a Hindu Raj. Even if there 
is a Hindu Raj and toleration one of its features, there will be place in 
it for the Mussalmans as well as the Christians.7

He sought to practically demonstrate this tolerance when he 
said:

Even though a thousand temples may be reduced to bits, 1 would not 
touch a single mosque and expect thus to prove the superiority of my 
faith to the so-called faith of fanatics.8

He stressed on mutual understanding, especially among 
Hindus and Muslim because each had severe misconceptions about 
each other's religion and these misconceptions continue to exist 
even today, thus seriously hampering Hindu-Muslim relations. 
This clearly shows that Gandhi was far ahead of his time and 
continues to be so even today. He had all the qualities of a prophet, 
a mission of self-fulfilment. He was unique in the sense that he 
used temporal and secular means to achieve spiritual ends.

Conclusion

It is important to emphasise that a clearer understanding of a 
person like Gandhi necessarily means the summoning of one's 
intuitive faculty. Even as he laid great emphasis on the "rational," 
he did not consider it as "absolute." Even a "near perfect" 
understanding of Gandhi is not possible without at least possessing 
a measure of his spiritual genius within our ownselves. A deeply 
religious, yet secular person like him could not have tolerated 
fragments of the heart. He strove all his life to drive home the true - 
spirit of all religions and its contemporariness. That in spite of
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being a colossus that he was, Partition could not be prevented by 
him shows the various cross-currents that were occurring in the 
years preceding the Partition.

It is very wrong to view Gandhi as only a political phenomenon. 
He was essentially a spiritual person with a divine quest which he 
sought to inculcate among the masses using the political platform. 
It is significant that while Sri Aurobindo in the middle of the 
freedom struggle chose to be a recluse to realise God, Gandhi 
continued to work for the cause of Indian independence to achieve 
the same end. He chose to be a Karmayogi in the true spirit of the 
Bhagvadgita. According to one of his closest disciples,

whilst he did not rule out the authenticity of suprasensuous 
phenomenon, he very strongly disapproved of pursuing them.9

Louis Fischer, in his biography of Mahatma Gandhi, writes:

He judged men and events by the criteria of cold facts and invited 
others to judge him rationally. He did not wish to influence people by 
mystic radiation. His estimate of himself was severely sober. His 
work was practical and its goal was practical success. He told Muriel 
Lester, an English woman, that he "never heard a voice, saw a vision, 
or had some recognised experience of God." No mystic experience 
had been vouchsafed to him. His guide was reason on the wing of 
faith.10

Yet both paths—that of the Karmayogi and of the ascetic—find 
equal worth in the Hindu tradition for there are various paths to 
realise the same end.

Gandhi had faith in the power of the human will to perceive 
and consciously pursue Truth for which he sought to create a 
channel to use for the service of the masses as his own conduit 
pipe. He was quite prepared to wait for India's independence to 
emerge in proper form, and tried to resolve the communal tangle 
through the assimilation of spiritual values. His prayer meetings 
were crucial in this regard through which he tried to drive home 
the true spirit of religion to the masses. The prayer meetings were 
a means of spiritual communication for him. Yet his dream to see 
Hindu-Muslim unity established in his lifetime was left unfulfilled. 
For Gandhi, communalism was less of a social problem and more 
of the incapacity of the human mind to see the fundamental unity 
of all beings. To tackle communalism, he targeted not just the



social structure, but more the human conscience. His fasts were 
not a mechanical exercise, but a means of self-purification. He took 
moral responsibility for the misdeeds of his followers and believed 
that their purification lay in his own purification. Such "universal 
identification" was a unique feature of Gandhi's personality and 
be sought to inculcate the same oneness among people too. All his 
successful mass mobilisation programmes were a result of his 
ability to strike a vibrant chord in the hearts of the masses.

In the light of the above understanding, I would like to comment 
about an article by Bipan Chandra where he is critical of Gandhi 
for not fighting communalism from an ideological standpoint. To 
quote Bipan Chandra:

He could only fight for Hindu-Muslim unity on the slogan "Hindus 
and Muslims are brethren." In our culture they have always been 
united, they must not fight each other. He would make appeals, he 
would go on hunger strike, and you know he endangered his own 
life in Noakhali. But he could not carry out an ideological campaign. 
This is the great tragedy. No other leader was aware of the true 
nature of this problem.11

Apart from the social and political complexity in which Gandhi 
found himself, it is important to understand that Gandhi was not 
even in the remotest sense an ideologue, and that he was essentially 
an idealist. From a practical standpoint also, an ideological approach 
would appeal only to intellectuals. But Gandhi's aim was to 
establish contact with the masses towards which only a sincere 
emotional appeal could ensure. Also, an ideology is bom out of 
social circumstances and so it presupposes a social problem. But 
Gandhi did not restrict himself to limiting conflicts in relation to 
the social ambience. For him, all problems were spiritual problems 
and were the result of the alienation of man from his own spirit 
which made him make a distinction between religions and castes. 
Again, treating communalism as an ideology would mean granting 
it a sense of respectability. Gandhi's emphasis on the fundamental 
unity of all religions is crucial in this respect. He also understood 
that it is religious symbols like cow protection, Khilafat, etc. that 
will help to bring different communities on a common platform 
and not strong ideological expositions. Posterity has shown that 
Gandhi's emphasis on fundamental unity of all religions stands 
validated. For, even today the prejudices about each other's religion
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are very strong, especially among Hindus and Muslims. In any 
case, as already pointed out, there were many cross-currents at 
work and Gandhi was not the only player in the independence 
movement who could have a final say over complex matters.

There is also a perception among some contemporary intel
lectuals that Gandhi is responsible for the continuing communal 
cauldron. This is a ridiculous suggestion, to say the least. It is 
perhaps only a reflection of such intellectuals' own frustration for 
not having found a solution to the problem in the past fifty years 
since Independence. His support for Khilafat is time and again 
brought up to bear against him. But it will be worthwhile to 
understand that Gandhi was a pragmatist (n'ot in the sense of 
contemporary political opportunism). It is a tribute to his spiritual 
genius that he brought about such unity among Hindus and 
Muslims, albeit temporarily, in the national arena using an essential 
trans-border issue as his tool. But fortunately or unfortunately, 
events and his personal convictions overran his efforts.

Again, it is unfairly said about Gandhi in some quarters that 
his concept of Ram Rajya, however sincere and personally secular 
only, helped project Hinduism above other religions. But why 
Gandhi chose Lord Ram as a symbol from amongst so many other 
mythological characters is simple to understand. For, Lord Ram 
was the best embodiment of Truth and his Rajya was the symbol of 
morality and peace. And, as is evident from his speech in one of his 
prayer meetings, he extended Ram Rajya to the entire world.12 As 
Gandhi would agree, if he were alive today, Lord Ram would 
never have approved of the Ram Janambhoomi-Babri Masjid 
dispute because his name is being used to promote sectarian 
interests, the very antithesis of Ram Rajya.

Ram Rajya was for Gandhi the "India of my dreams," in which 
he saw the potential of a world leader. But at the same time, he also 
recognised the fact that communalism was the biggest obstruction 
to India's development and growth. That is why he devoted all his 
life for the promotion of communal harmony in this country.
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APPENDIX

Gandhi's Own View on Communal Problem 
and Communal Relations in Free India

1

EQUALITY OF ALL

Oneness of Man

I BELIEVE IN absolute oneness of God and therefore also of humanity. 
What though we have many bodies—we have but one soul. The 
rays of the sun are many through refraction. But they have the 
same source. I cannot therefore detach myself from the wickedest 
soul (nor may I be denied identity with the most virtuous). Whether, 
therefore, I will or not, I must involve in my experiment the whole 
of mankind. Nor can I do without experiment. Life is but an 
endless series of experiments.

Break through the crust of limitation and India becomes one 
family. If all limitations vanish, the whole world becomes one 
family, which it really is. Not to cross these bars is to become 
callous to all fine feelings which make a man.

No Religious Divisions

If a free India is to live at peace with herself, religious divisions 
must entirely give place to political division based on considerations 
other than religious. Even as it is, though unfortunately religious 
differences loom large, most parties contain members drawn from 
various sects.

No Privileged Class

No privileges should be given to anyone in the new India. It is the 
poor and neglected and downtrodden and weak that should be 
our special care and attention. A Brahmana should not grudge it if 
more money is spent on the uplift of the Harijans. At the same 
time, a Brahmana may not be run down simply because he is a 
Brahamana. In fact, the Brahmans are a very small minority. There



must be pure and undefiled justice for everyone in both Pakistan 
and Hindustan.

It is the duty of every citizen to treat the lowliest on a par with 
the others.

Regard for the Lowliest

What should we do then? If we would see our dream of Panchayai 
Raj, that is, true democracy realized, we would regard the 
humblest and lowest Indian as being equally the ruler of India 
with the tallest in the land. This presupposes that all are pure or 
will become pure if they are not. And purity must go hand in 
hand with widsom. No one would then harbour any distinction 
between community and community, caste and out caste. Every
body would regard all as equal with oneself and hold them together 
in the silken net of love. No one would regard another as 
untouchable. We would hold as equal the toiling labourer and the 
rich capitalist. Everybody would know how to earn an honest 
living by the sweat of one's brow and make no distinction between 
intellectual and physical labour. To hasten this consummation, we 
would voluntarily turn ourselves into scavengers. No one who has 
wisdom will ever touch opium, liquor, or an intoxicants. Every
body would observe Swadeshi as the rule of life and regard every 
woman, not being his wife, as his mother, sister, or daughter 
according to her age, never lust after her in his heart. He will be 
ready to lay down his life when occasion demands it, never want 
to take another's life.
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2

STATUS OF MUSLIM MINORITY 

Loyalty to Union

(Do) Not see evil everywhere. All Muslims are not bad just as all 
Hindus are not bad. It is generally the impure who see impurity in 
others. It is your duty to see the best and have no fear.

I appeal to the Sikhs, the Hindus, and the Muslims to forget the 
past, not to dwell on their sufferings but to extend the right hand to 
fellowship to each other and determine to live at peace with each 
other. Muslims must be proud to belong to the Indian Union, they 
must salute the tricolour. If they are loyal to the religion, no Hindu
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can be their enemy. Similarly, the Hindus and the Sikhs must 
welcome peace-loving Muslims in their midst.

I am free to confess that I shall lose all interest in life if Muslims 
who have produced such men (as Hakim Ajmal Khan and Dr 
Ansari) cannot live with perfect safety in the Union. It is suggested 
to me that the Muslims are all fifth columnists in the Union. I 
decline to believe in this sweeping condemnation. There are four 
and a half crores of Muslims in the Union. If they are all so bad, 
they will dig the grave of Islam. The Quaid-i-Azam has asked the 
Muslims of the Union to be loyal to it. Let people trust their 
government to deal with traitors. They must not take the law into 
their own hands.

Some said to me that every Muslim in the Indian Union is loyal 
to Pakistan and not to India. I would deny the charge. Muslim 
after Muslim has come and said the contrary to me. In any event, 
the majority here need not be frightened of the minority.

As for traitors, if there are any, they can always be dealt with 
by the law. Traitors are always shot, as happened in the case even 
of Mr Amery's son, though I admit that this is not my law.

Surely, it is cowardly on the part of the majority to kill or 
banish the minority for fear that they will all be traitors.

If the Muslims prove traitors, their treachery will kill them. It 
is the biggest offence in any state. No State can harbour traitors. 
But it is unbecoming to turn out men on suspicion.

All Muslims cannot be traitors. Those who proved traitors will 
be dealth with severely by the Government.

There can be no two opinions that those who wish to live in the 
Union must be loyal to the Union whatever may be their faith and 
they should surrender un-licensed arms unsolicited. (A third 
condition is to leave the execution of the conditions mentioned by 
me to the Government).

A friend has told me that he found a Muslim trader who had 
proper scale and a Hindu one who had improper scales, and asked 
me whether it is not true that the Muslim traders are honest and 
the Hindu traders dishonest. I am sure that the inference is wrong 
in this imperfect world—no community is wholly honest or dis
honest. All I can say is that a man who sports false scales for 
deceiving his customers is a criminal. But I cannot take it upon 
myself to condemn the whole group or community.
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No Wholesale Condemnation

To liken a human being, however degraded he may be, to a snake 
to justify inhuman treatment is surely a degrading performance. 
To damn crores of human beings for the faults of a few or many 
belonging to a particular faith seems to me to be the height of 
madness. The correspondent should also remember that I have 
known rabidly fanatical Muslims to use the very analogy in repect 
of Hindus. No Hindu would like to be regarded as a snake.

To treat a man as a brother is not to say that he should be 
trusted even when he is proved untrustworthy. And is it not a sign 
of cowardice to kill a man and his family for fear that he may prove 
untrustworthy? Picture a society in which every man is permitted 
to judge his fellow. Yet that is the state to which we are being 
reduced in some parts of India.

Lastly, let me, for the sake of the snake kind, correct the 
common error by saying that eighty snakes out of every hundred 
are perfectly harmless and they render useful service in nature.

(A telegram had) said that 98 per cent of the Muslims are 
traitors and will betray India in favour of Pakistan at a given 
moment. I do not believe it. The Muslim masses in the villages 
cannot be treacherous. Supposing that they are, they will destroy 
Islam. If the charge can be proved, the government will deal with 
it.

Is there any ground for the suspicion that the Muslims do not 
regard India as their country? They live in it in the midst of the 
Hindus because they cannot help it, but one day they have to part 
company. I hope that this suspicion is baseless. Similarly, if there is 
a Hindu who regards the Muslims as Yavanas or Asuras incapable 
of realizing God, he is guilty of the worst blasphemy, which can 
possibly have no room in the covenant which they have signed.

I do not regard all the Mussalmans of India to be innocent. 
What is obvious is that after the birth of Pakistan, the Muslims in 
the Indian Union have been placed in a very difficult situation and 
it is up to the majority community to meet out exact justice to them. 
It would spell the ruin of both Hindu religion and the majority 
community, if the latter, in the intoxication of power, entertain, the 
belief that it can crush the minority community and establish a 
purely Hindu Raj. I consider the present occasion to be particularly 
auspicious for purging out the dross from the hearts of both the 
communities by a strenuous effort at self-purification.
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Befriend Muslims

We should forget the past and learn the duty of having friendly 
feelings towards all and be inimical to none. The crores of Muslims 
are not all angels nor are all the Hindus and the Sikhs. There are 
good and bad specimens among all communities. Would we be 
less than friendly towards the so-called criminal tribes amongst 
us?

Muslims are a numerous community scattered all over the 
world. There is no reason why we, who stand for friends with 
Muslims. I am not a fortune-teller, but God has given me intellect 
and understanding enough to know that, if for some reason or 
other we cannot be friends with the Muslims of the Union, the 
Muslims of the whole world will be antagonized—and will lose 
India. Then India, including both the Dominions, will once again 
pass under foreign domination.

No Exodus

Even if I am the only one to say it, I will never advise the Muslims 
to leave their homes. If they live as abiding honest and loyal 
citizens of India, no one can touch them. I am not the government, 
but I have influence with those in the government. I have had long 
talks with them. They do not believe that in India the Muslims 
have no place or that if the Muslims wished to stay, there they 
have to do so as slaves of the Hindus. Some people have said that 
Sardar Patel encouraged the idea of Muslims going away to 
Pakistan. The Sardar is indignant at the suggestion. But he told me 
that he has reasons to suspect that the vast majority of the Muslims 
in India are not loyal to India. For such people it is better to go to 
Pakistan. But the Sardar does not let his suspicion colour his 
actions. I am convinced that for the Muslims who wish to be 
citizens of the Indian Union, loyalty to the Union must come 
before everything else and that they should be prepared to fight 
against the whole world for their country. Those who wish to go to 
Pakistan are free to do so. Only I do not wish a single Muslim to 
leave the Union out of fear of the Hindus or the Sikhs. Muslims in 
Delhi have assured me by their written declaration that they are 
loyal citizens of the Union. I shall believe their word as I wish 
others to believe me. As such, it is the duty of the government to 
protect them. I for one shall not like to live if I cannot achieve this.
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The wrong has to be undone whereever it is. Abducted women 
have to be returned, forcible conversions considered null and 
void.

Let this auspicious day mark the beginning of a new chapter in 
your life. Let the disgrace of driving out the Muslims from Delhi 
cease from today. I found to my shame that as our motor car was 
passing through Chandni Chowk, which used to be filled with 
Hindus, Sikhs, and Muslims, there was not a single Muslim passer
by. Surely we have not come to such a pass as to be afraid of the 
minority of the Muslims scattered throughout the Indian Union. If 
there are any traitors in their midst, our government is strong 
enough to deal with them. We must be ashamed of hurting children, 
women, or old men. Every man must be considered innocent 
before he is found guilty by a properly constituted court of law. I 
fervently hope that such misdeeds will become now a thing of the 
past.

I have been told that the Meos are almost like criminal tribes. If 
the statement is correct, it calls for an all-out effort on their part to 
reform themselves. It should not be left to others to do the work of 
reclamation. I hope that the Meos will not resent my advice, but 
take it in the spirit in which it is offered. To the government I 
would say that, even if the allegation regarding the Meos is correct, 
this is no argument for sending them out into Pakistan. The Meos 
are subjects of the Indian Union and it is its duty to help them to 
reclaim themselves by providing them with facilities of education 
and establishing settlements for them to settle in.

Common Cause with Minorities

That the Muslims in India find themselves in a minority without 
protection from the majority in Pakistan is no disadvantage if they 
at all followed the technique of nonviolence during the past thirty 
years. It was not necessary for them to have faith in nonviolence to 
be able to appreciate the fact that a minority, however, small it 
might be, never has any cause for fear as to the preservation of 
their honour and all that must be near and dear to man. He is so 
made that if he understood his Maker and himself as made in His 
image, no power on earth could rob him of self-respect except he 
himself. A dear English friend in Johannesburg, while I was fighting 
the mighty government of the Transvaal, told me that he always 
made common cause with minorities. For, he said, they were
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hardly ever in the wrong and if they were, they could be weaned 
from it without difficulty, whereas majorities could not, owing to 
the intoxication that power gave them. The friend had uttered a 
great truth, if by majority we would also understand the power 
that exclusive possession of weapons of destruction gave an 
aggregate of men. We know to our cost that a handful of Englishmen 
were able to be the majority, keeping under their heels millions of 
Indians by possession of arms which India did not have and could 
not know how to wield even if she had. It is a thousand pities that 
neither the Hindus nor the Muslims learnt the lesson whilst the 
English power was in operation in one country. The Union Muslims 
are now free from the oppressiveness they were under, whilst they 
were falsely proud of the Muslim majority in the West and the 
East. If they would realise the virtue of being in a minority, they 
would know that they could now express in their own lives the 
best that is in Islam. Will they remember that Islam gave its best 
during the Prophet's ministry in Mecca? Christianity waned when 
Constantine came to it. But I must not here carry this argument 
further. My advice is based upon implicit belief in it. Therefore if 
my Muslim friends do not share the belief, they will perhaps do 
well to reject the advice.

Nationalist Muslims

The Nationalists are not worth the proud name they bear if they 
fear the Muslim League. Can the Nationalists exclude the followers 
of the League from the sphere of their action? I am not thinking of 
vote-catching devices. I am thinking of the Muslims as Indians, the 
same as others, needing their care and attention.

The Nationalist Muslims, who are good enough to see 
me . . .  twit me for giving importance and life to the Muslim League 
and neglecting the National Muslims. I cannot plead guilty to 
either charge. The League has gained importance without my or 
the Congress aid. It became great because, rightly or wrongly, it 
caught Muslim fancy. The Congress and I have to deal with and 
recognize the fact that faces us. I am not sorry for having visited 
Qaid-i-Azam Jinnah eighteen times in Bombay. My friends should 
also know that I alone can have done nothing without Shaheed 
Saheb and Osman Saheb and the other League members. There is 
no question of neglect of the Nationalist Muslims. Nationalism of a 
man is its own merit. It demands no recognition. I would advise
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my friends to remain what they are and exhibit in their every act 
courage, self-sacrifice, and true knowledge bom of study, and I am 
certain that whether they are few or many, they will make their 
mark on India's future. I would advise my League friends to 
approach the Nationalist Muslims in a friendly spirit, whether 
they remain out or come in. True friendship does not admit of 
exclusion without the soundest reason.

I am not guilty of asking you to discard nationalism or of 
expecting the Congress to be another Hindu Sabha. I hope that the 
Congress will never commit suicide by being a communal 
organisation. When the Congress ceases to represent all who are 
proud to call themselves Indians, whether prince or pauper, Hindus, 
Muslims or any other, it will have destroyed itself. Therefore, I 
cannot advise a Muslim Congressman to join the League if the 
conditions of joining the League is to discard or suppress his 
Congress membership. He will vote for those resolutions of the 
League which are in the nation's interest and against those which 
are contrary to this interest. I have several Muslims of staunch 
faith in mind who are neither in the Congress nor in the League, if 
they want to affect the Muslim masses. Real nationalists need no 
encouragement from me or anyone else. Nationalism, like virtue, 
is its own reward. My one warning is that they should never think 
of power or bettering their worldly prospects by joining the one or 
the other organisation. A nationalist will ever think of service, 
never of power or riches. It is, I hope, clear to the Nationalist 
Muslims under the conditions I advise them to join the League.

Under the responsible government, which ours is, services 
and favours I can expect only from the Ministers who are the 
representativs of the people. The Governor has undoubtedly powers 
with reference to the minorities but these too he can exercise only 
with great restraint.

Communalism in the Service

. .  . Are the services disloyal? I hope not. Yet the complaint is 
universal. Various reasons are given for the alleged disloyalty. The 
most plausible one is that the military and the police are largely 
divided on a communal basis and their members are carried away 
by the prevalent prejudice. I have given my opinion that if these 
members on whom depends the preservation of law and order, are 
affected by the communal taint, orderly government must give
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place to disorder and, if the latter persists, to disruption of society. 
It is up to the upper ranks of these services to rise superior to 
communalism and then to infect the lower ranks with the same 
healthy spirit.

Many Muslims, principally from the Postal and Railway 
Departments, say that they had opted for the sake of propaganda. 
Therefore they would now like to reconsider their view. There are 
Muslims who have been discharged from their posts, I presume, 
on the ground of suspected anti-Hindu bias. My sympathy goes 
out to all such men. But I feel that the right course is not to resent 
pardonable suspicion, although it may be unjustified in individual 
cases. I can only prescribe my old, well-tried remedy.

Only very few can be accommodated in the various govern
ment departments. To get a government job should never be the 
aim of life. Honest living is the only worthy aim. This is always 
assured when and if one is ready to do any labour that comes to 
hand. Until the dominating and corroding communal poison is 
eliminated, I think it is necessary and dignified for Muslims not to 
aim at the loaves and fishes in government employ. Power comes 
from sincere service. Actual attainment often debases the holder. 
To fight for it is unseemly. At the same time, it is surely the duty of 
a government to ensure bread labour for all unemployed men and 
women, no matter how many they are. To do so intelligently pays 
the State instead of costing it, assuming of course that the 
unemployed are physically fit and are not shirkers but willing 
workers.

3

SECULAR STATE 

Challenge to Hinduism

The Hindus want Swaraj in India, and not a Hindu Raj. Even if 
there is a Hindu Raj, and toleration one of its features, there will be 
place in it for the Mussalmans as well as the Christians.

Undoubtedly, there should be no untouchability whatsoever 
in Hinduism, no scheduled classes, therefore, in India, no caste 
divisions whatsoever in the eyes of the law. Hindus are all one, no 
high or low. All the neglected classes such as the scheduled classes, 
the so-called aboriginal classes, should receive special treatment in
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the matter of education, housing, etc. On the electoral roll they will 
be one. This must never mean a worse state than the present, but 
better in every way. Will Hinduism come up to the high level or 
will it come to extinction by hugging infamous superstitions and 
aping bad manners?32

Complete Secularism?

There are indications that all is not well with the Mussalmans. 
Some Hindus are now beginning to feel that they have the upper 
hand, and some Mussalmans are afraid that they will have to play 
the underdog in the Union today. This will be shameful indeed. If 
an minority in India (minority on the score of its religious 
professions), is made to feel small on this account, I can only say 
that this India is not the India of my dreams. In India for whose 
fashioning I have worked all my life, every man enjoys equality of 
status, whatever his religion is. The State is bound to be wholly 
secular. I go so far as to say that no denominational educational 
institution in it should enjoy State patronage.

Cultural Democracy

All subjects will thus be equal in the eyes of the law. But every 
single individual will be free to pursue his own religion without let 
or hindrance, so long as it does not transgress the common law. 
The question of the protection of minorities is not good enough for 
me; it rests upon the recognition of religious grouping between 
citizens of the same state. What I wish India to do is to assure 
liberty of religious profession to every single individual. Then 
only India can be great; for, it was perhaps the one nation in the 
ancient world which had recognised cultural democracy, whereby 
it is held that the roads to God are many, but the goal is one, 
because God is one and the same. In fact, the roads are as many as 
there are individuals in the world.

Correct Conduct

We must not produce a State in which respectable life is impossible 
and still claim that we do not want Muslims to go. If, in spite of 
really equal treatment, they (the Muslims) choose to go to Pakistan, 
it is their own lookout. There should be nothing in our behaviour
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to scare away the Muslims. We should be correct in our conduct. 
Then we can serve India and save Hinduism. We cannot do so by 
killing the Muslims or driving them away or suppressing them in 
any way. . . .

Education

Take the Hindu-Muslim question, the poison has assumed 
dangerous proportions, such that it is difficult to forecast where it 
will land us. Assume that the unthinkable has happened and that 
not a single Muslim can remain in the Union safely and honourably 
and that neither Hindu nor Sikh can do likewise in Pakistan. Our 
education will then wear a poisonous form. If, on the other hand, 
Hindus, Muslims, and all the others who may belong to different 
faiths can live in either dominion with perfect safety and honour, 
then in the nature of things our education will take a shape 
altogether pleasing.

Democratic State

Freedom, without equality for all irrespective of race or religion, is 
not worth having for the Congress. In other words, the Congress 
and any government representative of the Congress must remain 
a purely democratic, popular body leaving every individual to 
follow that form of religion which best appeals to him, without 
any interference from the State. There is so much in common 
between people living in the same State under the same flag, 
owing undivided allegiance to it. There is so much in common 
between man and man that it is marvel that there can be any 
quarrel on the ground of religion. Any creed or dogma which 
coerces others into following one uniform practice is a religion 
only in name; for, a religion worth the name does not admit of any 
coercion. Anything that it does under coercion has only a short 
lease of life. It is bound to die. It must be a matter of pride to us, 
whether we are four-anna Congress members or not, that we have 
in our midst an institution without a rival which disdains to 
become a theocratic State, and which always believes and lives up 
to the belief that the State of our conception must be secular, 
democratic, having perfect harmony between the different units 
composing the State.
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Land of Hope and Promise

Has not the Quaid-i-Azam said that Pakistan was not a theocratic 
State and that it is purely a secular State? That the claim cannot 
always be justified in action is unfortunately too true. Is 
the Union to be a theocratic State and are the tenets of Hinduism 
to be imposed on non-Hindus? I hope not. The Indian Union will 
then cease to be a land of hope and promise, a land to which all 
Asiatic and African races look, indeed, the whole world. The 
world expects not littleness and fanaticism from India whether as 
the Union or Pakistan. It expects greatness and goodness from 
which the whole world can derive a lesson and light in its prevailing 
darkness.

4

RELIGION AND NATIONALISM

No Conflict

There never can be any conflict between the real interest of one's 
country and that of one's religion. Where there appears to be any, 
there is something wrong with one's religion, i.e., one's morals. 
True religion means good thought and good conduct. True 
patriotism also means good thought and good conduct. To set up a 
comparison between two synonymous things is wrong.
I hope those in the Union of India would be worthy of their faiths 
and would be proud to call themselves sons and daughters of the 
same soil, claiming perfect equality in the eyes of the law. Religion 
is no test of nationality but a personal matter between man and his 
God. In the sense of nationality they are Indians first and Indians 
last, no matter what religion they profess.

A friend asked me the other day whether I share the opinion, 
often expressed, that between nationalism and religion, the former 
was superior to the latter. I said that the two were dissimilars and 
that there could be no comparison between dissimilars. Each was 
equal to the other in its own place. No man who values his religion 
as also his nationalism can barter away the one for the other. Both 
are equally dear to him. He renders unto Caesar, forgetting his 
limits, oversteps them, a man of God does not transfer his loyalty 
to another Caesar, but knows how to deal with the usurpation. A 
rehearsal of this difficulty gave rise to Satyagraha.
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Take a homely illustration. Suppose I have a mother, a wife, 
and a daughter. All the three must be equally dear to me in their 
own places. It is a vulgar error to think that a man is entitled to 
forsake his mother and his daughter for the sake of his wife. He 
dare not do the converse. And if any of the three oversteps her 
limits, the law of Satyagraha comes to his assistance for the 
restoration of the equilibrium of the three forces.

The Hindus, the Muslims, the Sikhs, the Christians, the Parsis, 
and the Jews should be Indians first and Indians last. Religion is 
the personal affair of each individual. It must not be mixed up with 
politics or national affairs.

State Religion

I do not believe in a State religion even though the whole community 
has one religion. The State interference will probably always be 
unwelcome. Religion is purely a personal matter. There are in 
reality as many religions as minds. Each mind has a different 
conception of God from that of the other.

Religious Education

I am also opposed to State aid partly or wholly to religious 
bodies. For, I know that an institution or group which does not 
manage to finance its own religious teaching is a stranger to true 
religion. This does not mean that the State schools will not give 
ethical teaching. The fundamental ethics are common to all 
religions.

I do not believe that the State can concern itself or cope with 
religious education. I believe that religious education must be the 
sole concern of religious associations. Do not mix up religion and 
ethics. I believe that fundamental ethics is common to all religions. 
Teaching of fundamental ethics is undoubtedly a function of the 
State. By religion I do not have in mind fundamental ethics but 
what goes by the name of denominationalism. We have suffered 
enough from State-aided religion and the State Church. A society 
or a group which depends partly or wholly on State aid for the 
existence of its religion does not deserve, better still, does not have 
an religion worth the name. I do not need to give any illustrations 
in support of this truth obvious as it is to me.
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State Funds

A letter of a Christian in a newspaper holds that the temple of 
Somnath cannot undergo renovation from State funds. I sym
pathize with the objection. The Sardar happened to be with me. He 
was shown the cutting and he said that not a pice would be spent 
from the Junagadh State funds or, for that matter, from the Central 
fund for such purposes. The temple of Somnath will be renovated 
from funds donated by the Hindus and others who may be 
interested in the renovation. The Indian Union is a secular State 
and not a religious one.

5

RELIGIOUS FESTIVALS

Holi

I have no doubt in my mind that a religious ceremony like Holi 
should never be marked by wild revelry, but by a disciplined 
effort to put oneself in communion with God.

There was a time when the Hindus and the Mussalmans lived 
side by side as peaceful neighbours. If things have today come to 
such a pass that they cannot look upon one another as friends, they 
may at least not behave as enemies. There is fear among the 
Mussalmans that the occasion of Holi may be marked by renewed 
attack upon them. It is surprising that I am hearing . . . what I had 
heard from the Hindus in Noakhali and Tipperah, and I feel 
ashamed to have to listen to the same tales in Patna as in Noakhali. 
I shall, therefore, venture to say to my Muslim brothers in Bihar 
what I have said to the Hindus in Noakhali, viz., that they should 
shed all fear of man and trust God; but I know that it is a counsel 
for perfection.. . .

I want everyone to celebrate Holi in such a manner that every 
single Muslim feels that the Hindus have not only repented for 
what has been done to them, but have also gathered love for them 
to an extent which outdid their previous sentiments. If Holi is 
marked by this revival of the old friendly relations, then, indeed, it 
will be a truly religious celebration.

It is not enough that the Hindus should express lip repentance 
or compensate the sufferers, by means of money. What is really
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needed is that their hearts should become pure and, in place of 
hatred or indifference which is sweeping over them, love should 
reign so that under its glow every single Muslim man, woman, 
and child feels perfectly secure and free to pursue his or her own 
religious practices without the least let or hindrance. Let us all, I 
pray, make Holi an occasion for the initiation of this relation 
between the two sister communities.

Dussehra

I would remind you of the origin of Dussehra festival. It is to 
commemorate the victory of Rama over Ravana. Durga Puja means 
worship of the all-pervading Shakti. The ten days are followed by 
Bharat Milap. All this connotes self-restraint, not lenience. The 
nine days are the days of fasting and prayer. My mother used to 
fast during these nine days. We, her children, were taught to 
practise as much abstinence as we could. Are we to celebrate the 
sacred occasion by killing and harassing our brothers? . . .  Shed all 
enemity and bitterness on the occasion of these festivals.

No Festivities during Distress

A sister who is a refugee writes:

The question whether we should or should not celebrate Diwali as a 
festival agitates most of us. I wish to put before you our thoughts on 
the question, no matter how lisping my Hindi words may be. I am a 
refugee from Gujaranwala. I have lost my all in that place. Neverthe
less, our hearts are full of joy that after all we have our independence. 
This will be the first Diwali in independent India. Therefore itbehoves 
us to forget all our sorrows and wish to have illuminations throughout 
India. I know that your heart is sore over our sufferings and you 
would have all India to abstain from the rejoicings. We are thankful 
for your sympathy. Notwithstanding the fact that your heart is full of 
sorrow, I would like you to tell all the refugees and the rest of India 
that they should rejoice during the festival and ask the moneyed men 
to help those who are without means. May God Almighty give us the 
wisdom to rejoice over all the festivities that might come to us after 
Independence.

Whilst I admire the sister and others like her, I cannot help 
saying that she and those who think like her are wrong. It is well 
known that a family which is overtaken by sorrow abstains from



participation in festivities according to capacity. It is illustration of 
the doctrine of oneness on a very limited scale.

We must not be self-centred or, being falsely sentimental, 
ignore facts. My advice to abstain from the rejoicings is broad- 
based on many solid considerations. The refugee problem is there, 
affecting lakhs of Hindus, Muslims, and Sikhs. There is as well 
want (albeit man-made) of food and clothing. The deeper cause is 
dishonesty of the many who can mould public opinion, obstinate 
refusal of sufferers to learn from their sufferings, and extensive 
inhumanity of man to man. I can see in this misery no cause for joy. 
A resolute and wise refusal to take part in festivities will be an 
incentive to introspection and self-purification. Let us not do 
anything which will throw away a blessing which has been won 
after hard toil and tribulation.
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6
SYNTHESIS OF CULTURE

India is a big country, a big nation composed of different 
cultures, which are tending to blend with one another, each 
complementing the rest. If I must wait for the completion of the 
process, I must wait. It may not be complete in my day. I should 
love to die in the faith that it must come in the fullness of time. I 
should be happy to think that I had done nothing to hamper the 
process. Subject to this condition, I would do anything to bring 
about harmony.

Either people of different faiths having lived together in 
friendship have produced a beautiful blend of cultures, (of) which 
we shall strive to perpetuate and increasingly strengthen the shape, 
or we shall cast about for the day when there was only one religion 
represented in Hindustan and retrace our steps to find any such 
historical date and if we do and we retrace our steps, we shall 
throw our culture back to the ugly period and deservedly earn the 
execration of the universe. By way of example, if we make the vain 
attempt to obliterate the Muslim period, we shall have to forget 
that there was a mighty Jama Masjid in Delhi second to none in the 
world, or that there was a Muslim University in Aligarh, or that 
there was the Taj in Agra, one of the seven wonders of the world, 
or that there were the great forts of Delhi and Agra built during the
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Moghal period. We shall then have to rewrite our history with that 
end in view. Surely, today we have not the atmosphere which will 
enable us to come to a right conclusion about the conflicting 
choices.

7

COMMUNAL LIFE IN VILLAGES

New Basis

The new basis has to be built here in the villages where the Hindus 
and the Muslims have lived and suffered together on the land of 
their forefathers and must live together in the future.

I ask all Hindus and Muslims to devote themselves to the 
noble task of reorganizing village life and in improving their 
economic conditions. Through cottage industries they will find 
themselves working together in the common task, and unity will 
thereby grow among them. You must carry out my eighteen-point 
constructive work which will spread like a life-giving influence 
over the entire countryside.

You should banish intoxicating drinks and drugs from your 
midst. I hope that you will eradicate untouchability if there is any 
trace of it still left in your village. The Hindus, the Muslims, the 
Sikhs, the Parsees, and the Christians should all live as brothers 
and sisters. If you achieve all I have mentioned, you will 
demonstrate real independence, and people from all over India 
will come to see your model village and take inspiration from it.

That the edifice of unity can rest on constructive work alone is 
a maxim which everybody should remember. The question is how 
to realize it. It is up to every worker who believes in it to live it in 
his life and to bring it home to his neighbour's. By going into 
explaining the scientific basis of the constructive programme, it 
can be made interesting. Our daily experience shows that this 
programme cannot be advanced by mechanical or unintelligent 
work.
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INDIA OF MY DREAMS 

Unity, Nonviolence

India by finding true independence and self-expression through 
an imperishable Hindu-Muslim unity and through nonviolent 
means, i.e. unadulterated self-sacrifice, can point a way out of the 
prevailing darkness.

I believe that nothing remains static. Human nature either 
goes up or goes down. Let us hope, in India, it is going up. 
Otherwise, there is nothing but deluge for India and, probably, for 
the whole world.

I am not thinking of the eternal law of love, much as I believe 
in it. If the whole of India accepted this, India will become the 
unquestioned leader of the whole world. Here I merely wish to 
suggest that there should be no surrender except to reason.

I am only hoping and praying and I want all the friends here, 
and in other parts of the world to hope and pray with me, that this 
blood bath will soon end and out of that perhaps inevitable butchery 
will rise a new and robust India, not warlike, basely imitating the 
West in all its hideousness, but a new India learning the best that 
the West has to give and becoming the hope not only of Asia and 
Africa, but the whole of the aching world.

I must confess that this is hoping against hope; for, we are 
today swearing by the military and all that naked physical force 
implies. Our statesmen have for over two generations declaimed 
against the heavy expenditure on armaments under the British 
regime, but now that freedom from political serfdom has come, 
our military expenditure has increased and still threatens to increase 
and of this we are proud. There is not a voice raised against it in 
our legislative chambers. In spite, however, of the madness and 
the vain imitation of the tinsel of the West, the hope lingers in me 
and many others that India shall survive this death dance and 
occupy the moral height that should belong to her after the training, 
however imperfect, in nonviolence for an unbroken period of 
thirty-two years since 1915.

"Will the war-weary Asiatic countries follow in the footsteps 
of Japan and turn to militarization?" The answer lies in what 
direction India will throw its weight. India is becoming the laughing

8
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stock of the world. The world asks where is your nonviolence with 
which you have won your Independence? I have to hang down my 
head in shame. Will a free India present to the world a lesson of 
peace or of hatred and violence, of which the world is already sick 
unto death?

Hope of Exploited Races

If India fails, Asia dies. It has been aptly called the nursery of many 
blended cultures and civilizations. Let India be and remain the 
hope of all the exploited races of the earth, whether in Asia, Africa, 
or in any part of the world.

Paradise on Earth

I remember to have read, I forget whether in the Delhi or the 
Agra Fort, when I visited them in 1896, a verse on one of the gates, 
which when translated reads: "If there is paradise on earth, it is 
here, it is here, it is here." That Fort, with all its magnificence at its 
best, was no paradise in my estimation. But I should love to see 
that verse with justice inscribed on the gates of Pakistan at all the 
entrance. In such a paradise, whether it is in the Union or in 
Pakistan, there will be neither paupers nor beggers, nor high nor 
low, neither millionaire employers nor half-starved employees, 
nor intoxicating drinks, nor drugs. There will be same respect for 
women as vouchsafed to men, and the chastity and purity of men 
and women will be jealously guarded. Where every woman, except 
one's wife, will be treated by men of all religions, as mothers, 
sisters, or daughters, according to age. Where there will be no 
untouchability and where there will be equal respect for all faiths. 
They will be all proudly, joyously, and voluntarily, bread labourers.
I hope everyone who listens to me or reads these lines will forgive 
me if, stretched on my bed and basking in the sun, inhaling life 
giving sunshine, I allow myself to indulge in this ecstasy.
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